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.Memorandum 
To:   Joan Wang, Bonneville Power Administration  

From:  Andrew W. Wood & Tyler Mahone, DNV 

Date:   8/3/2022 

Subject:  2021-2022 Adjustable Speed Drives Expert Panel Summary Memo 

 

This memorandum documents the process, participants, and activities completed as part of the expert 
panel review of BPA’s 2016-2021 Adjustable Speed Drive market model and related market research. The 
activities summarized below were completed between February 2021 and May 2022. 

ASD Market Research Overview 
DNV assembled and facilitated a panel of independent experts and regional stakeholders to provide 
comments, advice, and review of BPA’s Adjustable Speed Drive (ASD) market model and related market 
research. The ASD market is a complex one that spans multiple sectors, segments, end uses, and 
applications. In 2020, BPA and its research consultant started gathering market intelligence from market 
actor interviews, assessing potential sources for stock and sales data, and developing a methodology to 
model Momentum Savings from this market. The research explored all ASD types (not limited to variable 
frequency drives) and applications such as pumps, fans, compressors and circulators, and informed 
decision-making on narrowing the scope of a market model to industrial standalone pumps and fans for 
the 2016-2021 time period. DNV provided a panel of experts to provide subject matter expertise in 
specific applications during the model scoping and building process and in a sales data collection 
project.  

Further details on BPA’s ASD market research and final 2016-2021 ASD market model can be found on 
their website at Adjustable Speed Drives Market Research - Bonneville Power Administration (bpa.gov). 

Expert Panel Process 
The goal of the expert panel process is to provide BPA with independent expert review and advice on 
their market research, methodologies, market model, and results. Additionally, the expert panel process 
ensures continuous engagement in BPA’s market research from its stakeholders representing the 
Northwest Power and Conservation Council (Council), the Northwest Energy Efficiency Alliance (NEEA), 
the Regional Technical Forum (RTF), and internal BPA staff. DNV accomplished this goal by assembling 
and facilitating a panel of independent experts and regional stakeholders. DNV recruited the 
independent expert panelists while BPA recruited regional stakeholders as appropriate for this market. 

Expert panel feedback was gathered through technical working sessions and targeted desk review 
engagements. For each panel engagement, BPA would request facilitation of expert review by DNV. DNV 
would then meet with BPA and its modeling contractor to understand the objectives of each review and 
identify the appropriate panelists.  DNV would then schedule any required meetings, distribute materials 

https://www.bpa.gov/energy-and-services/efficiency/market-research-and-momentum-savings/adjustable-speed-drives-market-research
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for review, facilitate the discussion during meetings, provide detailed meeting minutes, and gather any 
requested feedback from each panelist.  

BPA and its modeling contractor document all panelist feedback in a detailed comment tracker and 
provide a response to each piece of feedback that clearly summarizes any actions taken to address the 
feedback. After each round of review, the completed comment tracker and any meeting minutes are 
provided to the panel for final check prior to closing out the review. This process ensures BPA and its 
modeling contractor can efficiently incorporate panelist feedback into their work, and provides 
transparency to all parties involved. Each expert engagement occurred over a 2 – 8 week period 
depending on the scope of the review requested. The comment tracker and all meeting minutes are 
available to the public via embedded links below.  

Expert Panelists 
The panel included experts who participated in differing capacities throughout the review process. 
Independent experts recruited by DNV were classified into five categories to ensure that expertise on all 
elements of the market research were available to BPA. 

 Market/Industry Expert: A market/industry subject-matter expert (SME) has a strong
understanding of the markets where ASDs are present, including pumps, fans, air compressors,
circulators, and material handling/processing. They know who the key market players are, what
the market trends are, and how the supply chain typically works for ASDs and motors across
sectors and applications. They are also familiar with different sources of motor or drive sales
data, be up to date on motor-driven technology trends and codes and standards impacting ASD
adoption, and preferably have past “boots on the ground” experience working within motor-
driven markets (e.g., have worked with/for a motor/drive manufacturer, distributor, program
implementer, engineering firms, etc.).

 Technology Expert: A technology SME has engineering expertise and a strong understanding of
how motor-driven technologies – including pumps, fans, air compressors, and other motor-
driven process loads – work and how they work when their motors are paired with an ASD. A
technology SME is knowledgeable of different types of ASDs, such as variable frequency drives
and electronically commutated motors, and be up to date on motor-driven technology trends
and codes and standards impacting ASD adoption. A technology SME understands how different
technical specifications and installation conditions affect the ASD-paired motor’s performance
and energy consumption and how ASDs save energy in different applications and equipment
operations. A technology SME is preferably knowledgeable of current practices on replacing or
upgrading motors (with and without an ASD), and the types of custom projects that involve
ASDs.

 Market Analysis Expert: A market analysis SME is someone with experience using a mix of
datasets such as sales data, regional building stock assessment data, utility program data and
census data, and analyzing them for the broader regional market/population. The market
analysis SME is well versed in assessing the representativeness and uncertainties of a sample
dataset to determine whether and how to use it to make inferences on the population. The
market analysis SME has knowledge of inputs, methods and outputs of stock turnover models
and is preferably familiar with the Council’s power plans and baseline methodologies.
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 Sampling/Statistical Expert: A sampling/statistical SME has a strong understanding of sampling
methods and techniques. They can review and provide feedback to BPA on sampling plans for
primary data collection in a way that ensures the data are robust and representative of the
population. They help inform BPA on the appropriate use of primary and secondary data sources,
including appropriate uses of weights.

 Regional Stakeholder: Regional stakeholders are those from the Council, NEEA, RTF, or BPA that
participated on behalf of their organization.

Table 1 shows the independent experts and regional stakeholders in the ASD expert panel. 

Table 1. Expert Panelists 
Panelist Name Expert Classification Affiliation during Panel 

Rob Boteler Market/Industry Expert Nidec Motors 

Dan Delaney Market/Industry Expert Franklin Electric 

Peter Gaydon Market/Industry Expert Hydraulic Institute 

Mike Wolf Market/Industry Expert Greenheck 

Paul Lemar Technical Expert Resource Dynamics 

David Morris Technical Expert RHT Energy 

Prakash Rao Market Analysis Expert Independent 

Miriam Goldberg Sampling/Statistics Expert DNV Energy 

Todd Amundson Regional Stakeholder BPA 

Ryan Firestone Regional Stakeholder Council - RTF 

Evan Hatteberg Regional Stakeholder NEEA 

Kevin Smit Regional Stakeholder Council 

Review Activities 
The panel kicked off in April 2021, and had 10 total panel engagements, ending with the review of draft 
ASD market model results in April 2022. Table 2 on the next page shows the full list of panel 
engagements, topics covered, and panelists involved. The table also contains the meeting minutes for all 
working sessions. 

Appendix A follows the activities table. The appendix contains a comment matrix that documents all 
comments received during this period and the responses/changes made as a result by BPA and its 
modeling contractor. Comments resulting from both working sessions and desk reviews are documented 
in the comment matrix. 
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Table 2. Expert Panel Completed Activities 

#* Review
Type 

Panel 
Engagement 

Period 
Topics Reviewed Independent Experts Regional Stakeholders Associated Meeting 

Minutes 

01 Desk 
Review April-June 2021 Draft ASD Model 

Methodology Memo 

Rob Boteler, Dan Delaney,  
Peter Gaydon, Paul Lemar,   

Prakash Rao, and David Morris 

Todd Amundson, Ryan 
Firestone, and Kevin Smit N/A 

02 Work 
Session July 12, 2021 Unit Energy Consumption 

Estimates (part 1) 
Rob Boteler, Paul Lemar, and 

David Morris 

Todd Amundson, Ryan 
Firestone, Evan Hatteberg, 

and Kevin Smit 
Notes BPA ASD 

Expert Meeting 7_12
 

03 Desk 
Review 

June-August 
2021 

Pump/Fan Sales Data 
Collection Materials 

Peter Gaydon and Miriam 
Goldberg N/A N/A 

05 Work 
Session 

September 3, 
2021 

Initial Stock 
Characterization (part 1) 

Rob Boteler, Peter Gaydon, Paul 
Lemar, Prakash Rao, and Mike 

Wolf 

Todd Amundson, Ryan 
Firestone, and Kevin Smit Notes BPA ASD 

Expert Panel Session  

06 Desk 
Review October 2021 Unit Energy Consumption 

Estimates (part 2) N/A Todd Amundson, Ryan 
Firestone, and Kevin Smit N/A 

07 Work 
Session 

December 14, 
2021 

ASD Model Methodology 
Updates 

Rob Boteler, Peter Gaydon, Paul 
Lemar, David Morris, Prakash Rao, 

and Mike Wolf 

Todd Amundson, Ryan 
Firestone, and Kevin Smit Notes BPA ASD 

Expert Panel Session 
 

08 Desk 
Review 

November-
December 2021 

Initial Stock 
Characterization (part 2) Prakash Rao Ryan Firestone, Evan 

Hatteberg, and Kevin Smit N/A 

09 Desk 
Review January 2022 Control Strategy 

Assumptions 
Rob Boteler, Peter Gaydon, Paul 

Lemar, and David Morris 
Todd Amundson and Ryan 

Firestone N/A 

10 

Work 
Session 

and Desk 
Review 

February-May 
2022 Draft Model Results 

Rob Boteler, Peter Gaydon, Paul 
Lemar, David Morris, Prakash Rao, 

and Mike Wolf 

Todd Amundson, Ryan 
Firestone, Evan Hatteberg, 

Kevin Smit 
Notes BPA ASD 

Expert Panel Draft R
 

*“Completed Activity” #4 was the recruitment of an additional panelist and not a review engagement. 
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Appendix A – Comment Tracker 

The comment response matrix documents all comments received during this process, the responses by 
BPA and its modeling contractor, and any actions or adjustments taken as a result of the comment. 

Tracker is attached to memo as an xlsx file. 
Click here to view attachments
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BPA Market Research & Momentum Savings 


Adjustable Speed Drives Expert Panel 


Working Session #2: Stock Characterization – September 3, 2021 


Began recording meeting 


ACTION ITEM – This highlights an action item for a panelist. 


ACTION ITEM – This highlights an action item for BPA and/or Cadeo. 


Attendees:  
BPA: Joan Wang, Bonnie Watson 


DNV: Andrew Wood, Tyler Mahone, Brielle Bushong 


Cadeo: Nate Baker, Sarah Widder, Cory Luker 


Panelists: Prakash Rao (independent contractor), Paul Lemar (Resource Dynamics), Rob Boteler (NIDEC), 


Peter Gaydon (Hydraulic Institute), Kevin Smit (NW Power and Conservation Council), Mike Wolf 


(Greenheck), Ryan Firestone (analyst at RTF), Todd Amundson (BPA industrial tech lead) 


Unable to attend: Evan Hatteberg (NEEA) 


Working Session Agenda 
• Introductions (10 min) 


• Panel Objectives (5 min) 


• Calculating Market Size (~60 min) 


o Model Mechanics 


o Stock Calculations 


o Uncertainty 


• Model Dimensions (30 min) 


o Load Variability 


o Control Method 


• Wrap up (15min) 


Panel Objectives 
The purpose of these working sessions is to provide feedback/expertise to help build the best ASD 


Model possible. Review and solicit feedback on the methodology for calculating the stock of motor HP in 


each year of the analysis period. This includes:  


• Mechanics of calculating stock 


• Data sources and uncertainty in calculating stock 


• Characterization of specific model dimensions 


BPA/Cadeo wants engagement on the how surrounding our calculation of motor stock. They are 


presenting some information on the data that they are using and what they are seeing (which they 
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would like feedback on as well), but the main focus of this meeting is methodological. Joan Wang 


expressed that some of the panel may have questions about how this work is related to the region's 


current programs and measures around adjustable speed drives. She emphasized that this work is not 


directly used to develop BPA or other utilities' future program offerings, as they're working to measure 


what happened in the market during these past few years. However, there are opportunities for the 


products of this work to inform and help support programs in the future. 


Calculating Market Size 
“Stock characterization” refers to the landscape of motors installed in the region in each year of the 


analysis period (2015-2021). The sales data and retirement rates are the other pieces, and they are 


going to be discussing that at a different meeting. 


When they say “Market Size” BPA/Cadeo is referring to the number of motor horsepower (HP) in the 


region in each year. When they say stock characterization, they are talking about the distribution of that 


motor HP across the different model dimensions. They are really similar, but not quite interchangeable, 


because there are a couple dimensions that BPA/Cadeo is not using to inform the market size. Namely 


Load Type and Control strategy. They could have incorporated them into the calculation of market size, 


but it would have increased the complexity of calculating those values and wouldn’t have impacted the 


outcome at all. 


Feedback on the Methodology Memo 
Our plan in the methodology memo was to use sales data and retirement rates alone to determine the 


change in market size in each year. Expert panelists identified the two areas of improvement. 


BPA/Cadeo is integrating these into the ASD model. 


1. Need to account for the fact that often a piece of equipment is taken offline but not retired. In 
this case equipment usually remains on-site but is not used. 


2. Need to account for industry expansion and contraction, which will have an impact on motor 
driven energy consumption in each industry. 


Roadmap for this Section 
1. Model Mechanics 


• Discuss how the model will account for motor HP that is not operating but is still 
installed in the field 


2. Stock Calculations 


• Review the available information on motor stock 


• Review how to account for industry growth/contraction 


• Walk through an example calculation 


3. Uncertainty 


• Review the uncertainty associated with these values and mitigation methods 
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Model Mechanics 
The model needs to account for equipment taken out-of-service, but not retired. Often 


equipment/facilities are taken “out of service” because there is less demand for a product, but those 


motor HP are not retired. They can be returned to service when demand increases, meaning that the 


equipment “entering” the stock each year is not 100% new sales. Some are old equipment. In the 


model, BPA/Cadeo is establishing 2 different categories for motor HP: In Service and Out-of-Service 


motor HP. 


• In Service Motor HP represents the motor HP that is operating in each year.  


• Out-of-Service motor HP represent the motor hp that exists in the region but is not operating. 


This could be because it is a redundant system, or a facility shut down 1 of its 3 production lines, 


for example. 


The in-service motor HP are the units that consume energy, but BPA/Cadeo is including both categories 


because as out-of-service motor HP is brought back on line it impacts the vintage of the in-service motor 


hp, which impacts the average energy consumption.  


The model will have an “out-of-service” bucket that will serve to hold equipment that is not operating. 


Cadeo is going to further illustrate how the model will account for the out-of-service motor HP in the 


following slides (13-16).  


There will be sales entering year 2, because there will always be sales. This is not shown here (slide 14).  


There will be retirements in year 3, this slide (slide 16) is not showing them though (again, a 


simplification). 


The stock information they have (MSMAs and the IFSA) characterize the in-service motor HP. The model 


will use that information, along with macroeconomic trends, to calculate the number of in-service motor 


HP in each year. The change, year-to-year, of in-service motor HP will inform the out-of-service motor 


HP. Note that the 2018 MSMA characterizes both, but the other two assessments only characterize in-


service.  


Rob Boteler asked if there is an assumption that the out-of-service stays with the end-user. He also 


asked if the equipment could end up back into service with a different end-user after getting serviced. 


Nate Baker responded that they hadn’t considered this scenario and noted that this may need to be 


shown in the model if it is very common and affects the equipment’s energy consumption. Sarah 


Widder agreed that this was a great point by Rob and asked the panelists for any information on how 


common these types of situations are. She emphasized cases where the equipment could become 


introduced into a new industry or application, as this is something they would like to account for in the 


model. She also explained that their model’s current out-of-service bucket methodology would 


accommodate for both of those cases (i.e. the out-of-service motor comes back to service with the same 


end-user or a different end-user). However, they would like to know if the model should specifically 


accommodate cases where a piece of equipment could be reintroduced into a new industry. Paul Lemar 


explained that in his experience, most sites will just leave the motor in place if it is no longer in use to 


avoid unnecessarily spending money on removing the motor.  
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The out-of-service motor HP is informed by multiple pieces of data. The year-to-year change in in-


service motor HP is informed by macroeconomic information and stock Information. The Federal 


Reserve Capacity Utilization (FRCU) will serve as a guardrail to the out-of-service bucket. BPA/Cadeo 


understand that not all industries operate at 100% capacity, there is always un-utilized potential. The 


FRCU is a survey that measures industrial output as a percentage of actual capacity. Prakash asked how 


the FRCU is defining capacity; are they using dollars, such as how much revenue is not being achieved, or 


a different measurement of capacity. Nate said they were not sure how the ratio was calculated and 


would look into it. 


Stock Calculations 
Using the MSMAs, Cadeo was able to calculate the national in-service motor HP in 1998 and 2018. 


Cadeo will cover the updates to the in-service rates using updated MSMA. Previously, Cadeo calculated 


the motor stock using less detailed information from both MSMAs. Cadeo was applying the distribution 


of motor-size within each industry from 1998 to the 2018 study. The revised numbers include more 


detailed information from the 2018 report that included in-service Motor HP by equipment, industry, 


and motor-size bin. This means the revised information now has much better data for 2018 motor-size 


distributions. The updated numbers in the slides reflect this revised data, and show that average motor 


size increased significantly between 1998 and 2018. 


Peter Gaydon said that the revised information seems like a reasonable and vetted source. He also 


asked if Cadeo had granular data in the 1998 dataset, which Nate confirmed. Nate noted that the 1998 


data had the distribution of all motors.  


There were two main assumptions in this characterization:  


1. Assumed a representative motor HP for each motor size bin (across all industries and 


equipment) 


2. Assumed that the distribution of motor HP by motor size does not change over time. 


Prakash Rao noted that in 2018 they included wastewater facilities, which is an important segment to 


include.  


And there was one data gap— The 2018 MSMA does include both Misc (NAICs 339) or Warehouse 


(NAICs 493) but in-service motor HP information is more limited for these two sectors. 


Prakash stated his concern that 2018 values could overestimate 2021 values, due to Covid, but 2020 


values could be an underestimate. Nate asked if Prakash thought that Covid could affect the distribution 


of equipment, not just the in-service rates. Prakash was not sure and did not want to speculate.  


 BPA/Cadeo cannot use the MSMAs alone to understand in-service motor stock. 


1. The line between 1998 and 2018 is impacted by industry growth/contraction (not a straight 


line). 


2. The model analysis period extends beyond 2018, so extrapolating based on another data source 


is most effective. 


3. The MSMA information is national, so need to scale to PNW. 


4. Two industries are missing some stock information in the MSMAs: Warehouse and 


Miscellaneous. 
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Cadeo knows what the start and ending point are, but what happened in the middle, or what happened 


after is unknown. They know that it wasn’t a straight line—there was probably a big dip in operating 


motor hp around 2008 that it has been recovering from. Motor HP in the refinery industry probably 


spiked due to increases in production as the Iraq war started. They are planning on using those 


macroeconomic trends to help inform how the real world impacted the motor HP, as it moved from the 


point in 1998 to the point in 2018. 


Ryan Firestone commented that BPA/Cadeo should account for changes to NAICS codes between 1998 


and 2018 MSMA Reports. Cadeo responded that this is a good point, and they will be using the Gross 


Output from 1998 and 2018 as well, so any changes to the NAICS between the MSMAs will be reflected 


in the NAICS-specific gross output from those same years. Prakash commented that the 1998 MSMA 


doesn’t include HVAC motors. Cadeo responded that this is a good note and they will take it into 


account as they finalize the market size calculation.  


Macroeconomic Trends 
Cadeo reviewed three macroeconomic trends to determine which trend best characterizes in-service 


motor hp.  


1. Annual number of operating facilities 


2. Annual number of employees 


3. Annual gross output 


At the sector level, gross output is tracked, both in magnitude and direction with total motor HP. 


BPA/Cadeo wants to emphasize that there are limitations with every trend. There is no one 


macroeconomic trend, or combination of all macroeconomic trends that they identified as being able to 


match each industry’s growth/contraction of motor HP exactly. There are just a lot of variables that 


impact motor HP (like automation) that can’t be captured in the macroeconomic information. That is 


why Cadeo is pairing the macroeconomic information with the stock information. They can use the 


macroeconomic information to characterize expansion/contraction of production within an industry and 


high-level trends in motor HP stock to characterize those “unknowables”. Macroeconomic information 


can characterize the impact production has on motor HP; information from stock assessments can 


inform the impact of other variables. 


BPA/Cadeo concluded that gross output is the best trend for characterizing changes in production.  


Kevin Smit commented that he agrees with this approach, but his concern is with the state-level GDP 


scaling. He said that output is typically what his team uses in forecasting. Ryan Firestone agreed with 


Kevin, and stated that his concern is looking for trends between the 1998 and 2018 data when they 


might not be statistically significant. Nate noted that they will address Ryan’s comment/question in the 


uncertainty section. In response to Kevin’s concern, Nate noted that the Bureau of Economic Analysis 


(BEA) does not publish Gross Output at the state level. Cadeo reached out to Economists at the BEA and 


they indicated that scaling gross output by state-to-national GDP is how they would scale national gross 


output to state-level gross output. Kevin thanked us for pointing this out and is comfortable with the 


process. 


Example Calculation 
1. Calculate the national in-service motor HP/Gross Output for each year from 1998 to 2018 
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a. For each equipment type and industry, divide national in-service motor HP (MSMA) by 


national gross output (BLS) for 1998 and 2018 


b. Interpolate the in-service motor HP/Gross Output for each year between 1998 and 2018 


2. Calculate the regional motor HP in each year 


a. Multiply the regional gross output by the national in-service motor HP/gross output 


(from step 1) for each industry, in each year 


BPA/Cadeo will be using region-specific macroeconomic trends to inform change between the two 


points, but they are assuming that the industry-specific trends they are seeing in the data in this chart, 


at a national level, are consistent at a regional level. That is, the trend in change of motor hp is 


dependent on the industry the motor is installed in, not the geography of where it is installed. 


Cadeo asked the experts if they have any concerns with the assumption that in-service motor HP will 


fluctuate based on industry production. Cadeo also asked the experts if they have any information or 


experience that indicates that employment or operating facilities more accurately models changes in 


industry production. 


Ryan responded in the chat and commented that, as far as using the 1998 data to estimate trends over 


time, it seems problematic given the uncertainties in the value and differences between the two studies. 


At a minimum, he’d suggest not using the 1998 data as the uncertainty bounds overlap those of the 


2018 data. Cadeo will look into this. 


Paul asked for clarification if this methodology suggests that as the industry output goes up, the in-


service horsepower goes up. Nate confirmed, and then Paul asked about a scenario where a site could 


increase output without increasing in-service horsepower due to VFDs. Sarah agreed that this is a really 


good point, but noted that this MSMA data is only a portion of how Cadeo is determining market size 


and stock. Another key input that is not being discussed today is new sales data which will be used to 


help triangulate. Finally, the final output of the model will be compared to some external data sources 


like the 7th power plan. Paul says that makes sense. 


Our recommended methodology for modeling the industries not included in the MSMAs: 


• Miscellaneous: Assume the average in-service motor HP/gross output of all industries  


• Warehouse: Assume the in-service motor HP/gross output equivalent to Food (NAICS 311) 


Prakash suggested that BPA/Cadeo look at selected industries, specifically those that are more 


electrically driven rather than fossil fuel driven, for the Miscellaneous segment. Paul agreed with 


Prakash and noted that when he looked at industries for electrification, they typically pair it with the 


fabrication industries rather than the process industries.  


No concerns were raised about using Food as representative of the Warehouse industry. 


Uncertainty 
The MSMAs provide information on uncertainty for national motor stock in each industry. Cadeo 


calculated the uncertainty bounds for each industry. What BPA/Cadeo is showing here is the calculated 


number of in-service motor HP for pumps and fans, from 1998 to 2018. On the left there are error bars 


that show the 90% confidence interval of the 1998 MSMA. On the right the grey area represents the 


90% confidence interval from the 2018 MSMA, shown over the BPA ASD Market Model’s model period. 
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There is uncertainty associated with the macroeconomic information, but BPA/Cadeo didn’t characterize 


it here because they don’t have insight into what it is. 


This grey box represents the base uncertainty associated with the calculation methodology of in-service 


motor hp. The calculations that go from national motor HP to regional in-service motor HP increase that 


uncertainty. While this is not a small amount of uncertainty, BPA/Cadeo believes their ability to 


characterize such a large aspect of it puts them in a really good position to understand how it impacts 


the energy consumption that the model calculates. 


Cadeo will decrease uncertainty in MSMA and other assumptions by tying the model to regional data 


sources.  


1. Seventh Power Plan:  


a. Calibrate the motor stock to ensure the energy consumption for each industry is 


consistent between the model and the Seventh Plan 


2. 2014 Industrial Facility Site Assessment:  


a. NEEA and Cadeo are working to incorporate as much information from this data 


collection effort into the model 


Paul asked whether the 2014 report differentiates between fans and other uses of the motor because 


the error bands looked much broader on pumps. Cadeo responded they are looking at the 2014 IFSA 


now and this information will be in the next iteration of review. 


BPA/Cadeo asked if there are any additional data sources or methods to help decrease uncertainty in 


regional in-service motor HP? Prakash responded that Oregon State and Boise State have industrial 


assessment centers that might be able to provide some rolled-up data sets they have. Rob responded 


that he has helped connect the team with persons that have insight into the supply chain, but does not 


know of any better data sources than these two reports. Nate asked Ryan to restate his question from 


before, and Ryan noted that given the uncertainty associated with the 1998 data compared the 2018 


data, you will want to make sure we are only using data when there is statistical significance. Paul 


responded that larger industrial sites have to submit permits for air emissions, which contain a lot of 


information on the installed equipment. He is not sure how accessible that information is, but the state 


may have a database for these reports we could access. Cadeo responded that they will look into this 


data source. 


Additional Model Dimensions 
Cadeo calculated the number of motor HP using 6 of the 8 model dimensions: year, state, sector, 


industry, equipment type, and motor size. Load variability and control strategy were not included in the 


calculation of motor HP. 


Load Variability 
Load Variability informs the application of the equipment. Both MSMAs (1998 and 2018) provide 


information on the percent of equipment serving variable loads. The 1998 MSMA identified the 


equipment-specific information on this dimension as “questionable” and in its analyses uses load 


variability at the population level (which is 26%). The 2018 MSMA provides information on the 


distribution of motor HP by load variability, for different equipment types and by motor sizes, 


independently. The information from NEEA’s pumps research is limited (13 data points), but the average 
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aligns with the percent variable in the 2018 MSMA for pumps and fans. Paul asked if Cadeo looked at 


the load variability based on motor size? Nate responded that this granularity was not available when 


the workbook was sent out, but if it is available in the more detailed database, they will use it. 


Cadeo recommends using the 2018 MSMA information as representative of the load variability of the 


analysis period (2015-2021). This assumes:  


• Distribution of load variability does not change over time within a few years 


• Same distribution of load variability based on motor size and facility type. 


Is there any information to support significantly different assumptions for this variable? The panel did 


not provide additional information. Mike Wolf and Todd Amundson both commented that they agree 


with these assumptions. Ryan suggested comparing all equipment in 2018 to 1998 but feels that these 


assumptions look reasonable. No expert panelists noted any concerns with these assumptions. 


Control Strategy 
The model is currently disaggregating control strategy into two different possible values: 


• Motor HP with ASD 


• Motor HP without ASD 


Both MSMAs provide information on the control strategy of pumps and fans. The 1998 MSMA includes 


information on control strategy, by industry and equipment type. The 2018 MSMA provides information 


on control strategy by industry, by equipment type, and by motor size (separately). LBNL is working on 


publishing a data set that includes information on control strategy across industry and equipment type. 


When compared across the three dimensions, there is an increase in ASDs in almost all disaggregation 


methods.  


Cadeo intends on using the 1998 MSMA and 2018 MSMA to inform the change in ASD saturation over 


time. In calculating the number of motor HP with ASDs, Cadeo will use the comparisons presented on 


slide 49 as landing points. Additional information from LBNL’s database will be used to understand the 


distribution more granularly. Because the granularity isn’t present for all industries, BPA/Cadeo will use 


the report information as the ground truth. BPA/Cadeo plans to use information from the 2014 IFSA to 


corroborate the regional applicability of these values. 


Do you have any information or recommendations for verifying that the saturation and distribution of 


ASDs at the national level can be applied to the region? Rob noted that the changes in saturation 


between years in the horsepower bins on slide 49 concern him, as he is not sure it captures the 


difference between embedded and stand-alone motors. Nate says that is a good point, and to keep in-


mind that some embedded pumps, like those in a skid line, are often classified as stand-alone in this 


model. Prakash noted that a data set that might help worth national to regional comparisons is utility 


incentive programs. Regions, like the PNW, with higher levels of utility incentive programs may help 


understand regional trends. Cadeo will look into it. 


Final Questions/Comments 
Paul stated that the prevailing electricity rate also has a big impact on the payback of a VFD. In the PNW 


there is a big difference. He is not sure how to wrap that into account for the saturation of VFDs when 
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scaling from national to regional. Andrew noted that this point connects well with the comment 


previously. There may be information available through the IAC which has interesting regional data. 


Prakash stated that the IAC has publicly available data on the recommended and completed VFD 


measures. The team could use this to help scaling from national to regional saturation of ASDs. Paul 


agrees with Prakash on the potential use of IAC data. Cadeo will look into it. 


Wrap Up and Next Steps 
1. Incorporate your feedback from today’s discussion 


2. Calculate and finalize motor stock for 2015-2021 


3. Engage with Expert Panel on sales data 
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BPA Market Research & Momentum Savings 


Adjustable Speed Drives Expert Panel 


Working Session 1 - July 12, 2021 


 


Meeting recorded 


ACTION ITEM – This highlights an action item for a panelist. 


ACTION ITEM – This highlights an action item for BPA and/or Cadeo. 


Agenda 
- Introductions (10 min) 


- Panel Objectives (5 min) 


- Review model basics (10 min) 


- Review UEC Equation (35 min) 


- Review select UEC Variables (40 min) 


o Operating Hours  


o Loading Factor 


- Wrap Up and Next Steps (15 min) 


Attendees  
BPA: Joan Wang, Bonnie Watson 


DNV: Tyler Mahone, Amit Kanungo, Brielle Bushong 


Cadeo: Nate Baker, Elizabeth Daykin, Sarah Widder, Cory Luker 


Panelists: Kevin Smit (NW Power and Conservation Council), Todd Amundson (BPA), Ryan Firestone 


(analyst at RTF), Paul Lemar (Resource Dynamics), Rob Boteler (NIDEC), Evan Hatteberg (NEEA)  


Panelists not in attendance: David Morris (RHT Energy), Prakash Rao (PNNL) 


Panel Objectives 
This is the first working session for drives, and we will be focusing on UEC. This meeting is following an 


expert panel desk review of the model methodology memo, after which BPA revised its methodology for 


UECs. 


Purpose of BPA’s Market Models and the Expert Panel 
BPA builds the market models for multiple purposes, including: quantification of momentum savings, 


forecasting energy consumption, and consistent characterization of market trends. The inputs and 


outputs of the ASD model will also help the entire NW region.  The models serve these purposes, and 


the expert panel is serving as a body to help BPA’s models effectively achieve these purposes, through 


developing best in class models.  
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Joan Wang noted that BPA wants these discussions to be collaborative. She requested that the experts 


provide as specific and tangible feedback as possible. BPA/Cadeo are looking for new data sources, or 


confirmation that they are on the right track. 


Goals of This Working Session 
The conversation today will focus both on methodological decisions and results reasonableness. For this 


meeting, BPA will be soliciting feedback on methodological decisions on the UEC equation they are 


planning on using. BPA would like feedback on whether these equations adequately capture the energy 


consumption of industrial pumps and fans. There will also be discussion of the reasonableness of the 


values for the “big-knobs” in the UEC: operating hours and loading factor. BPA and Cadeo are going to 


dive deeper into these two variables in the UEC equation, because they are the largest driver of energy 


consumption in pumps and fans.  


Model Basics 
The focus of today’s meeting will be on answering the question: What are the total market savings? This 
will include looking at what was the energy use in the year the Power Plan was written and what the 
actual energy use was in the following years. This is a refresher on the methodology memo desk review.  


The model will calculate a UEC for each “cell”. To model energy consumption, the market is grouped, 
using model variables, into “cells” that have similar energy consumption patterns. The model is not 
calculating the UEC for any one actual pump/fan. They are calculating the average UEC for pumps or 
fans that fall into each cell.  


UEC Equation 
In the methodology memo, BPA presented using two equations (one for pumps and one for fans) that 


were heavily based on the RTF’s UEC equations that they developed for their measure sets. Those 


measure sets used PEI and FEP, two metrics that have been established in the past 5-6 years for pumps 


and fans, respectively. The purpose of PEI and FEP in the UEC equations is to capture the efficiency of 


the driven equipment. The RTF measure sets and PEI and FEI don’t cover the entire scope of the market 


model.  


Market Model Scope 
The market model pump scope focuses on industrial standalone pumps greater than one motor HP. The 


RTF pump measures only focused on clean water pumps that fell under DOE-regulated pump classes 


between one and 200 motor HP. Pumps larger than 200 motor HP are not included in the RTF measure 


set, and neither are unregulated clean water pump classes or slurry pumps and ANSI chemical pumps. 


Paul Lemar asked if we are going to get into the RTF-based UEC equations from the previous slides. 


BPA/Cadeo responded that they won’t be diving specifically into those equations (UEC for pumps using 


PEI and UEC for fans using FEP) because they are moving away from using two separate equations that 


use the PEI and FEP metrics. The proposed UEC equation will be discussed in the next section of the 


presentation. 


Similar to the pump scope, the RTF fan measures do not cover fans larger than 200 motor HP. The BPA 


market model fans scope includes all industrial standalone fans over one motor HP. This difference is 


the driver for the decision to develop a new UEC equation. 
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UEC Equation Adjustments 
The team identified three options for accounting for equipment efficiency for the full scope of 


equipment. The first option is to calculate an “estimated” PEI or FEP for equipment outside of the metric 


scope and use in the existing RTF-based UEC equations. Second, use the RTF-based equations for 


equipment covered by the RTF measures and develop a separate UEC equation for the rest of the 


equipment. These two options introduce unnecessary complexity, so they were not chosen. The third 


option is to develop a new UEC equation that does not use PEI/FEI but accounts for equipment 


efficiency for the full scope of equipment AND retains other components of the RTF equations. 


Proposed UEC Equation 
The equation Cadeo developed is based off of the third option presented. Some variables in the 


proposed equation are straightforward, and others are more nuanced. The goal of this discussion is to 


address any questions the experts have as they go, to gain understanding of any concerns/missing 


components in this equation. 


Rob Boteler asked for further explanation on the X factor. Paul Lemar noted that has similar concerns 


for the oversizing and operating factors, so he would like to understand what is being used for scale and 


the other descriptors around it. Nate said we’ll come back to this in a later slide. 


Ryan Firestone had questions specific to fans as he went through the workbook. He did not see anything 


related to cases where the fan does not have a drive with it. He did not see how adjustments to flow 


rate in this application of the fans was accounted for in this approach to UEC calculation. Nate Baker 


clarified that this is not a mechanical speed control mechanism to achieve that reduced flow. He is going 


to flag this in his notes and follow-up with Ryan afterwards. 


Joan asked if anyone is concerned with using the proposed equation as a whole or would prefer to use 


the RTF measure equations? No one raised their hands. All questions at this point were clarifications on 


specific components. 


Cadeo is going to dive into the different pieces of the equation now and the differences between the 


new equation and the previous equations. Motor HP is used to represent equipment size. Oversizing 


Factor (OF) accounts for the difference between nameplate motor HP and motor power consumption. It 


also accounts for the fact that motors are sold at nominal sizes. Operating Hours (OpHrs) accounts for 


annual run-time. These variables are used in the RTF UES measures. While the values this model will use 


may be different, there is precedent for including them in the equation. 


Rob Boteler asked about the ASD efficiency in the proposed UEC equation. When determining the 


baseline— what if the units have the mechanical adjustable speed? Is this accounted for in this 


equation? Nate Baker responded that currently, BPA/Cadeo has just been using the ASD efficiency value 


to account for the efficiency of the electronic ASD. They have not been applying a mechanical control 


device efficiency. Rob Boteler noted that as the growth of ASDs have come in recent years, the systems 


may have transitioned from mechanical to electronic. Rob Boteler suggested they change ASD efficiency 


to control strategy efficiency to encompass both electronic and mechanical control efficiency. Nate 


flagged this for future discussion in the efficiency section.  


Paul Lemar asked, in cases where the motor is 50% larger than the load size, if the oversizing factor 


would be 1.5? Nate confirmed that the oversizing factor would be 1.5. Paul then clarified that when 
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BPA/Cadeo says they are accounting for the difference between the two, it’s really that they are 


accounting for the relative size. Nate mentioned that oversizing factor is one of the components Cadeo 


did not highlight in the workbook for review. When they finalize the UEC workbook and send it back out, 


there will be a tab for defining those oversizing factors.  


Motor Efficiency and ASD Efficiency accounts for the power transmission efficiency of the system. 


Rob Boteler noted that the experts like the term “ASD” because it is used to account for either 


mechanical or electronic drives. Nate responded: BPA/Cadeo received a lot of feedback on the 


methodology memo surrounding the terminology related to ASDs, and whether they should use VFD, 


VSD, and ASD. Tyler Mahone sent out a memo on their terminology decisions and why they have chosen 


to use the term “ASD” to refer to electronic speed control of a motor (as opposed to mechanical speed 


control or speed control of the equipment). 


Ryan Firestone doesn’t have any concerns about separating out the two variables for motor and ASD 


efficiency. He thinks this helps separating out the differences between having the drive and not having 


the drive, which is a bigger deal. No one raised their hands. All questions at this point were clarifications 


on specific components. Kevin agrees. 


Effequip adjusts for the efficiency of the equipment, calculated as the ratio of the efficiency of new 


equipment vs efficiency of the installed stock.  


Xresize accounts for resizing due to efficiency improvements. Increases in efficiency may cause an end-


user to down-size the motor system. Because motors are sold at nominal sizes, this does not happen in 


every case. This factor aims to account for the prevalence of that occurring in the field. Kevin Smit asked 


if this is a fractional number in the field and whether they have data that this does happen. Rob had the 


same question and suggests not calling it resizing the motor and instead call it the power usage. Paul 


dealt with some cases at chemical plants where the oversized motors are replaced with smaller ones 


with improved efficiency. These motors were always oversized by about 50%, so when VFD applications 


were looked at the motors would be resized to fit the load. His question related to the Xresize factor is if 


this is just designed to correct the oversizing that exists? If it is, would they be better off just changing 


the oversizing factor? Rob stated that he has not seen instances of decreasing the size of the motor 


installed due to decrease in size of power drawn. Nate asked Paul if he has seen this resizing at the 


chemical plants when they installed the VSD. Paul confirmed that he did see that and stated that they 


wouldn’t just do it for efficiency reasons. Rob asked how loading factor and resizing factor different. 


Nate responded that resizing factor aims to account for what Paul mentioned—a change in the 


oversizing factor due to efficiency improvements. Loading factor accounts for two factors, % of time 


equipment spends at different loading points and the relationship between the power draw and those 


load points for each control strategy. The loading factor accounts for VSDs relying on the affinity laws. 


Cadeo will consider incorporating the Xresize variable into the oversizing factor.  


Loading factor accounts for the load profile and power load relationship. Paul clarified that the loading 


factor accounts for the affinity law. Nate confirmed this. 


Paul stated his follow up on many of these factors is about their data sources. Cadeo will talk through 


the data sources and how they calculated operating hours and loading factor now.  
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Operating factor accounts for real world operating conditions not accounted for in other variables, such 


as commissioning factors and power quality. Rob asked Nate whether he shared the Duke Energy study 


on power quality with him. Nate responded that he believes Rob sent it with his responses to the 


methodology memo. Cadeo will follow up with Rob on power quality and its impact on this variable. This 


is a topic they will address in a future engagement session. 


Paul asked whether they discussed the efficiency of the equipment yet and if that would relate to topics 


such as pump efficiency. Nate responded that the equipment efficiency is like the pump or fan 


efficiency. They are not using the efficiency of the equipment itself because they will be using the ratio 


of the new equipment to the existing stock. That is a similar structure to the PEI and FEI of the previous 


equations. Todd would like to follow up on the equipment efficiency. Cadeo/BPA will follow up with him 


on the equipment efficiency variable offline.  


The final workbook will have a tab for each of these variables and the methodology and data that went 


into developing them. 


UEC Variables 
Operating Hours and Loading Factor are the two variables this discussion will focus on. Operating Hours 


is a major driver of energy consumption, and they will discuss this first. Loading Factor is the main driver 


of energy savings due to the addition of an ASD. The addition of an ASD changes the power load 


relationship and allows for equipment to more effectively meet the system load.  


Operating Hours 
The RTF Measure Operating Hours for pumps and fans did not cover the full model scope. The RTF 


Measures are limited both in motor size and in equipment utility. The team identified motor size and 


pump utility as variables that may impact operating hours. There is information on operating hours by 


motor size, but “pump utility” is a little more nebulous. Some data sources include information on 


application, but often times those applications are undefined or inconsistent.  The NW Motor database 


had information on the industry, which allowed the team to determine the NAICS Code. While there is 


some loss in granularity at the facility type (we don’t know the operating hours of each application 


specifically), the team assumed that using facility type as a differentiator would enable review of the 


impact differences in average fan application, by facility, have on operating hours. Panel did not identify 


concerns on using facility type to account for differences in equipment utility. 


Paul asked if they mean NAICS code by facility type. A small and large metal fab plant will have the same 


operating hours? Nate responded yes.  


Pump Operating Hours 
They are proposing varying operating hours by both motor size and 3 groups of facility types.  


Rob asked how were these hours developed and gathered, and whether that process included plant 


interviews. He notes that compared to his experience, these hours seem high. Tyler replied, Cadeo 


developed these hours based on data in the NW Motor Database, which was determined to be the best 


data source. The question here is are these the best categories to summarize the different facility types?  


The NW Motor Database was developed by conglomerating the data from all of the audits that OSU 


completed at different sites. Paul noted that he understands the reason for making this assumption and 


would like to point out that compared to facility operating hours, the individual pumps might have some 
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down times. Those processes don’t always operate 100% of those facility hours. The larger pumps 


correlate better to facility hours and smaller facilities have more downtime for individual pumps. He 


asked if the data from the NW Motor Database is for facility or system operating hours. Nate responded 


that it is system operating hours, NOT facility. Amit said the audits collect operating hours on individual 


systems at the facilities. They take an energy balance using the billing data and these operating hours of 


individual equipment to get really close to the facility operating hours. Rob asked is there a reason why 


they went from 50 to 1000 in the bins. Nate said BPA/Cadeo looked at a couple different aggregations to 


the motor size bins and found this is where the 90% confidence interval had the least errors.   


Kevin asked why there is not a 200 breakout like the RTF has. Nate responded that the data would be 


the same for the two groups (5-200 and 201-1000) because the analysis did not find a difference 


between the two groups. Joan said BPA/Cadeo will look into this again. 


Cadeo is looking for input from the experts on where Chemical (NAICS 325) and Cold Storage (NAICS 


493) best fit in these bins. Paul has information on chemical facilities. He would put them at a higher 


level than any of these bins. They average about 8,000 hours per use at about 1000HP. Sarah asked Paul 


if this is coming from data he could share with them. Paul responded he would have to ask, it is from 


three DOE in facility assessments. 


Joan noted that Rob had a comment on how the values are overall higher than he would expect. Rob 


noted that if they looked at this and how many hours a day would the process run, these are process 


hours. He has processes that run continuously that run in two shifts, but not every motor and pump runs 


at the same time as the process runs. They run in various cycles along the process, but the individual 


motor in the process did not run the full process time. He thinks that’s the disconnect.  


Paul noted that the refinery stuck out as low to him. If the source of the data is the Oregon state 


industrial assessment center, then there must just be a discrepancy between national data and this 


region. Nate noted that these are NW specific hours. 


Fan Operating Hours 
Fan operating hours could not confidently be identified as correlated to motor size. The team identified 


a correlation between facility type and fan operating hours. The team proposes varying operating hours 


by facility type. The facility type groups are different between fans and pumps. They have similar 


questions for fans as for pumps. They asked the panel where does Cold Storage (NAICS 493) best fit? It 


was found that Chemical (NAICS 325) fell into the bin with the highest fan operating hours, which they 


noted aligns with Paul’s earlier statement on pump operating hours for Chemical (NAICS 325). 


Paul responded that at the French fry plant he saw they weren’t operating a full 8760, but he doesn’t 


have a concrete data source to support this. He would estimate 60% of the year. Rob thinks lumping 


cold storage with food makes sense. He noted that fans will have higher operating hours than pumps 


will. 


Panel did not raise concerns on the operating hour values identified for fans. 


Loading Factor 
The team investigated load profile as the component of loading factor with the most uncertainty. The 


Loading Factor is driven by two components, the Power Load Relationship and the Load Profile. Power 


Load Relationship is driven by physics, like the affinity laws. Little/no impact from operating or 
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installation conditions. The larger the motor is isn’t going to affect the affinity laws. Load Profile is 


dependent on operating conditions, and there is more uncertainty surrounding this component.  


Pump Load Profile 
The market model aims to differentiate load profile based on load variability. This defers from the RTF. 


Often load profiles differ by control strategy (presence of an ASD). We want to differentiate based on 


load variability (constant load vs variable load). To account for the impact of installing ASDs on less 


variable loads (“trim applications”). They intend to use DOE’s rulemaking load profiles and NEEA’s 


pumps research. 


Paul asked whether they know what source the DOE used? Nate responded that the DOE load profiles 


are based on modeled pump systems. Given that, Ryan is wondering why the NEEA profiles are 


weighted smaller than the DOE profiles. Nate said this is something BPA/Cadeo is looking for feedback 


on. DOE estimated that the first constant load profile is as probable as the second. Ryan recommends 


giving NEEA more weight in this distribution. Rob agrees that the NEEA profiles would be more 


representative. Paul agrees that the NEEA profiles should be weighted higher than the DOE profiles. It 


does concern him that the NEEA profiles come from clean water pumps and motors up to 250. Joan 


asked the experts to suggest a weighting between the DOE and NEEA load profiles. Paul: suggests NEEA 


60% and DOE 20/20%, and the group agreed. Cadeo will make these changes.  


Fan Load Profile 
DOE’s fan load profiles represent the best available data. There is little information on fan load profiles 


beyond DOE’s Fan Rulemaking used in the RTF measures. They are asking if anyone has any information 


on variations in fan load profile over 200 motor HP or other information on fan load profiles. 


Paul commented that the constant load doesn’t surprise him that it is that high at 100% flow. He 


suggests that many of these fans are still cycling on and off. Nate responded that would be accounted 


for in the operating hours. Paul responded that the blended way they are calculating operating hours 


could lose this nuance. He suggests they may need to use different operating hours between constant 


and variable loads. In other words, there is an opportunity for these VFDs, if the fan is on 4000 


hours/year, but if it has a VFD it would run 8000 hours/year at a lower rate. He’s not sure how they 


would capture that, though. Nate Cadeo will investigate. 


BPA/Cadeo asked Paul if he has any insights into fan load profiles. Paul responded that he does and 


would share it with the team. 


Summary & Next Steps 
The feedback to the variables and approach to the UEC Variables were very helpful.  


Next steps: 


• DNV: summarize notes and circulate 


• Targeted engagement with panelists to finalize the workbook 


o Follow-up for any items noted during the discussion 
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Review 1 Draft Methodology Memo

				Document				ASD Methodology Memo; ASDMethodologyMemo26MAR2021.docx

				Date sent to Expert Panel				3/26/21						Green is done (no further action)

														Yellow is "Understand how to complete this, and will do it in the future"

				Name		Comments Added to Tracker		Organization						Red is "Action or follow-up required"

				Kevin Smit		4/16/21		NWPCC

				David Morris		4/19/21		Paid Panelist

				Prakash Rao		4/19/21		Paid Panelist

				Dan Delaney		4/19/21		Paid Panelist

				Ryan Firestone		4/19/21		RTF Contract Analyst Team

				Paul Lemar		4/19/21		Paid Panelist

				Pete Gaydon		4/19/21		Paid Panelist

				Todd Amundson		4/20/21		BPA Engineering Team



				Desk Review: Draft ASD Model Methodology Memo

				Page - Line		Text		Comment		Commenter		Date		Response		Next Steps		Status		Panelist Review Required		Panelist Follow-Up Response		Cadeo Notes

				1 - Line # 10		This helps BPA and other regional organizations to better track, understand, and account for energy consumption and energy efficiency activities in the region. These efforts are important for regional power planning, help support program efforts, and help the region understand the impact of new technologies on the market. To achieve this improved insight, BPA develops quantitative models that characterize the energy consumption of different regional markets.		Good summary		Kevin Smit		14-Apr-21		Thanks Kevin!		No Action Needed		No action needed		No

				1 - Line # 28		Gather valuable data to inform a better regional understanding of standalone motor-driven systems		This is the most valuable reason for this research at this point.		Kevin Smit		14-Apr-21		Agreed that this is a valuable aspect of this work		No Action Needed		No action needed		No

				2 - Line # 22		to a refrigerator is		Not the best examples for the Industrial secctor		Kevin Smit		6-Apr-21		We will adjust this example to use a more industrial-specific example. We will also be developing a comprehensive definition of these terms		Text Edits to Memo; no follow-up needed		Completed		No				Updated example to commercial packaged boilers

				10 - Line # 18		Pumps, Fans		Stand-alone motors?		Kevin Smit		6-Apr-21		Will adjust this to indicate standalone motors only.		Text Edits to Memo; no follow-up needed		Completed		No				adjusted to indicate standalone motors only

				11 - Line # 7		Data Need #1: Initial Stock Characterization		Anything in the new MECS?		Kevin Smit		6-Apr-21		We will make sure to review and incorporate any information from this data source.		Review potential new data; no follow-up needed		Completed		No				This data source has really good informaiton on high level energy consumption. No information to inform the motor stock in the region.

				12 - Line # 13		Data Source 3: Northwest Industrial Motor Database		Any way to update this source?		Kevin Smit		6-Apr-21		No, it is not being kept up to date. However, we are investigating using the IAC database as another data source for this model (as suggested by another panelist).		Review potential new data; no follow-up needed		Completed		No				Reviewed the IAC data source. Nothing that informs the stock characterization.

				12 - Line # 52		Developing a stock characterization without a single, comprehensive data source represents a key source of uncertainty in the model		Developing good stock estimates for motors and motors systems in the NW Industrial Sector is a good and necessary goal, I hope BPA will consider some research in this area going forward. I am having a hard time seeing how you will get a reliable stock estimate from these sources. I am also having some difficulty seeing the connection with the 7th Plan baseline and load forecast.		Kevin Smit		14-Apr-21		We agree that this stock estimate will be very beneficial to the region. It is great to hear that you are seeing the value in better characterizing this market.

We also agree that this stock assessment will be a critical part of the modeling process. We will be leveraging the sources that we have, along with the new MSMA (which is a great source of new data), and data sources identified through the expert panel. We will also be validating/corroborating the stock characterization using information from the Seventh Power Plan on energy-use by segment and end use. Throughout this whole process we will be engaging with the Expert Panel to review the work and incorporate feedback. 

At the end of the project, we will include recommendations to BPA and the region on what data gaps remain and ideas for future research studies to fill those gaps.

Are you comfortable with our response and plan to move forward with model building?		Methodological comment, follow-up required		Completed		Yes		Yes, sounds good.		Met with Kevin and discussed this topic.

				22 - Line # 10		Actual		I don’t think “Actual” is the right term. I think of Actual as something that is metered and verified. This is not.		Kevin Smit		6-Apr-21		In the methodology we will make it clear that the energy consumption is represented of the conditions that occurred in each year (as opposed to the baseline)		Text Edits to Memo; no follow-up needed		Completed		No				Completed in final methodology memo (as part of draft model results review).

				23 - Line # 1		In each year of the analysis, the baseline scenario will hold constant the distribution of Control Strategy at the value established in the Seventh Power Plan’s baseline year (2015).		I think this overstates the level of detail specified in the 7th Plan		Kevin Smit		14-Apr-21		We address this comment in your final comment response and will add more detail in the final memo on how we model the baseline.		Text Edits to Memo; no follow-up needed		Completed		No

				23 - Line # 10		BaselineEnergyConsumption		Is there some overall calibration of the baseline energy consumption for motors with the unit-based approach identified here?  I am having a hard time seeing the connection with what you are calculating/estimating and the 7th plan forecast and potential assessment		Kevin Smit		14-Apr-21		We will be validating the energy consumption the model calculates in the Power Plan baseline year using information and data from the Power Plan.		Text Edits to Memo; no follow-up needed		Completed		No				Completed in final methodology memo (as part of draft model results review).

				24 - Line # 18		The methodology then distributes these incented motor HP to each model cell and applies the model’s UECs to recalculate the energy savings associated with program savings. This eliminates the issue of different energy savings calculations and applies consistent baselines and UEC assumptions to all program savings		The RCP does not adjust program savings. If the adjusted program savings are included in the calculation of momentums savings, then these adjustments will show up in the total “Market Adjustment” in the RCP reports.  This market adjustment will likely be negative and significant.  Programs do not appreciate seeing their savings “adjusted”.  So this is effectively attempting to move savings from program claims into momentum.  Hmm.		Kevin Smit		14-Apr-21		The model will not be adjusting any program savings. Energy savings from programs (that is, the savings already reported to the RCP from regional programs) are not an output for this model. The model uses this methodology to ensure there is a consistent energy consumption basis used when calculating momentum savings. We use the same methodology in our other market models.

Are you comfortable with our response and plan to move forward with model building?		Methodological comment, follow-up required		Completed		Yes		I agree this is what you do with other models and is fairly consistent. I realize that revised program savings is not an intened output, but effectively it will likely result in a larger maket adjustment from the reigonal perspective. 

				28 - Line # 36		developed a database of project completion reports (referred to as the “CR Database”) for all 379 BPA-funded Option 1 custom projects reported from 2016 to 2019 in the TAP combinations identified through Step		This is a valuable piece of work in and of itself. Is there any effort planned to continue this going forward and to track more details?		Kevin Smit		14-Apr-21		Great! This database right now is focused on supporting this work specifically, so as long as we're modeling this market for momentum savings we will consider updating this.		No action needed		No action needed		No

				31 - Line # 10		Assume that none of the savings reported to “Unknown” TAPs are attributable to ASDs. The RCP includes numerous alternative TAPs that identify ASDs, so savings reported by utilities that contained ASD savings would most likely be allocated to one of those TAPs instead of the “Unknown” TAPs.		Not too sure about this assumption		Kevin Smit		14-Apr-21		Thanks for noting this. We spent some time coordinating with Jenn Light on the RCP's TAP allocation so we can follow up with her about this.		Review potential new data; no follow-up needed		Completed		No				Completed as part of subsequent model development and expert panel reviews.

				37 - Line # 11		Stock Characterization		I agree this is a significant area of uncertainty. 		Kevin Smit		14-Apr-21		Addressed this comment in our response to your seventh comment (above)		No action needed		No action needed		No

				39 - Line # 4		Next Steps		Overall, this is a good approach and methodology that utilizes available data sources. However, there are significant uncertainties with the data sources.  

Also, I am having difficulty with the overall concept of estimating momentum savings for the 7th plan for this measure. The 7th plan analysis and this market model are like oil and water. As you noted there was not a lot of definition for ASDs in the 7th plan. There was some, but even in areas where ASDs were mentioned, there were no unit counts or per unit savings. 

And there are many measure categories that may or may not include ASD savings. The market model and data development for that model are great, and using this going forward will be helpful.  The 2021 Plan does have a similar level of detail utilizing sales data and unit counts, and so this method will be very compatible with the 2021 Plan.

After reviewing this detailed methodology memo, I may now need to have someone talk through the connection to the 7th Plan and how program and momentum savings can be estimated from the rather fuzzy 7th Plan baseline, and equally fuzzy potential estimates. 		Kevin Smit		14-Apr-21		We get where you are coming from regarding the Seventh Plan's "fuzzy” baseline. In our review of the Seventh Plan's treatment of ASDs with you and Massoud back in January, you helped us confirm a couple of points: 1) ASDs on industrial pumps and fans are included in the Power Plan's potential estimates, 2) the Power Plan made an assumption about the saturation of ASDs in 2015, based on best available data at the time, and 3) the research team may consider updating the baseline saturation of ASDs if newer/better data becomes available. So our approach is to use the information we identified in the methodology memo and consider other data sources/methods identified by the Expert Panel to model the saturation of ASDs from 2014 through to 2021. So rather than the Seventh Plan's "fuzzy" baseline, we will use the 2015 ASD saturation calculated using the above sources as the baseline saturation to calculate savings. This approach is consistent with how we have handled fuzzy baseline data and assumptions for the res lighting, non-res lighting, and res HVAC market models.

Does this answer your question/address your concern? 		Methodological comment, follow-up required		Completed		Yes		I understand what you are doing for the most part. However, the residential and commercial Lighitng, and Res HVAC have much more clear baseline/stock data, so that is the difference I see here. I do think this is good work and will enhance/expand what we had availabe when we developed the 7th Plan. 

Overall, your approach and models are good. I just think this measure set is stretching the definition of momentum saivngs. .

				40 - Line # 23		the Seventh Plan does not have many ASD-specific measures		However, it does have a lot of room for ASDs to be implemented within the potential estimates		Kevin Smit		14-Apr-21		Noted.		No action needed		No action needed		No

				41 - Line # 26		no other inputs or assumptions specifically related to motors, motor-driven equipment, and ASDs in the frozen efficiency demand forecast		Other than the end-use shares by industry for motor electricity consumption		Kevin Smit		14-Apr-21		That is a good note to make. The Seventh Plan does disaggregate the industrial load by end-use		No action needed		No action needed		No

				42 - Line # 10		slightly		Significantly		Kevin Smit		14-Apr-21		Noted. This refers to "Both Power Plans include ASDs as measures in the Industrial sector, but each uses slightly  different measure constructions. This section addresses these differences."		Text Edits to Memo; no follow-up needed		Completed		No				updated from "slightly" to "significantly"

				44 - Line # 6		The Seventh Power Plan calculates baseline saturation for ASDs for the industrial sector as 𝐴𝑆𝐷 𝑆𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛=𝑃ℎ𝑦𝑠𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝐴𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦(%)∗(100%−𝐹𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑈𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑡𝑒 (%). These variables are all identified in the Industrial Tool for each Power Plan. Council staff also confirmed that the ASD saturation values are based on the best available data at the time and the research team may incorporate new information to update the baseline saturation of ASDs.		This overstates the level of detail in the 7th Plan. There is really no specific “ASD Saturation” calculation for the 7th Plan. There are no unit counts of motors or ASDs in the 7th plan. 		Kevin Smit		14-Apr-21		Kevin, in late 2020 we reached out with a memo that confirmed these values. While we agree that there are no unit counts in the 7th Plan, we confirmed that this equation calculates the saturation or ASDs (as a percentage) in the Plan.		No action needed		No action needed		No

				7 - Line # 12		Buildings and facilities use motor-driven systems across the entire region; they are not geographically dependent. This model will account for energy consumption in Oregon, Washington, Idaho, and Western Montana, which is consistent with all of BPA’s market models and the Council’s Power Plans.[1] While the model will calculate energy consumption for the entire region, there is no information to support disaggregating savings to the state level. As such, the model outputs will not include state-specific results		Overall effectiveness and market penetration of different energy savings programs in each state/utility (e.x. Energy Trust of Oregon) could result in different percentage of ASDs installed and incented.  Individual utilities can offer different incentive levels and be more or less aggressive in their program delivery and marketing, effecting customer participation. These variables could result in regional variations of Momentum Savings.  The model should provide state specific results to take these variations into account.		Dave Morris - RHT Energy		13-Apr-21		That is a really good point that different levels of program effort can result in different total market penetration of ASDs by state/utility (including Momentum savings). Note that we will be collecting sales data to assess total market penetration of ASDs and our data request will ask for state level info, so the geographical differences will be captured. On the reporting front, however, BPA market models generally don't report at the state level for a variety of reasons: we have found that sometimes the increased granularity of including state in reporting impacts the clarity of the results; the granularity of the reporting is dependent on the outcome of the model and the confidence level.		No Action Needed		No action needed		No

				10 - Line # 3		Oregon		Energy Trust of Oregon marketing and program delivery approach could result in different customer participation levels in Portland General Electric and Pacific Power service territories vs utilities served by other incentive programs. Some utilities have more aggressive marketing/delivery methods then others.		Dave Morris - RHT Energy		13-Apr-21		See above.		No Action Needed		No action needed		No

				18 - Line # 21		The first step in calculating the actual and baseline energy consumption is determining the UEC value (in kWh/motor HP) for each model cell. The distribution of motor HP across model cells will vary based on the scenario (actual or baseline), but the UEC for a specific cell will not change between scenarios.		Are the model cells (used to calculate UEC values) broken up into the same horsepower ranges as NW Council Pump, Fan and VFD spreadsheets listed in the footer of page 19 below?		Dave Morris - RHT Energy		13-Apr-21		Yes, currently the model team is aligning the horsepower ranges to the RTF measures. However, this model extends beyond the range of those measures, and at those horsepower's the model will use additional data sources to define the horsepower bins.		No action needed		No action needed		No

				18 - Line # 30		The RTF[1] has established unit energy savings (UES) measures for pumps and fans, and the addition of ASDs to both equipment types. The research team recommends leveraging the RTF’s information and calculations—with some adjustments (described below)—to determine model UECs.		The total calculated average UEC should be a weighted average of motor horsepower and total regional number of motors in each horsepower range.  The calculated average UEC for pumps and fans should remain separate, not combined.		Dave Morris - RHT Energy		13-Apr-21		Thank you for identifying that. The modeling team currently intends to disaggregate the UEC calculated in the model by equipment type, horsepower range and a variety of other variables in Table 2.		No action needed		No action needed		No

				19 - Line # 23				UEC units should be consistent. The formula should be divided by MotorHP to calculate UEC (kWh/motor HP) like equation 7 below.		Dave Morris - RHT Energy		13-Apr-21		This equation is the equation from the RTF Measures, which is not per motor HP. (Equation 7 has had the units aligned to per motor HP)		No action needed		No action needed		No

				19 - Line # 25		UECfan		Units should be “kwH/motor HP” to be consistent.		Dave Morris - RHT Energy		13-Apr-21		This equation is the equation from the RTF Measures, which is not per motor HP. (Equation 7 has had the units aligned to per motor HP)		No action needed		No action needed		No

				20 - Line # 1		The research team recommends leveraging these equations to calculate the model UEC for pumps and fans.		An important variable in this approach is the assumption that the average equipment operating hours calculated in the RTF are the same as the entire region and across the horsepower range of motors.		Dave Morris - RHT Energy		15-Apr-21		Agreed, this is an important variable in the model. Research in the region (i.e. research done by NEEA presented in the RTF Measure workbooks) indicated that the operating hours varied by applications but NOT by geography within the region, so we are confident in using consistent op hours for the entire region as done in the RTF workbooks.		No action needed		No action needed		No

				20 - Line # 13		2) adjust the equipment efficiency term in each equation (PEI for pumps and FEP for fans) to be dependent on vintage.		Fan efficiency can change more dramatically with upgrades than pumps due to radically different fan wheels available vs the baseline radial blade wheel.  New fan wheel designs (such as forward curved, radial tip, and backward inclined airfoil) have large efficiency gains over baseline equipment and are application dependent. New pump designs typically do not have the same dramatic increase or variation of efficiency.		Dave Morris - RHT Energy		13-Apr-21		That is a great point Dave. We are intending on accounting for the changes in efficiency between newer and older fans through the "vintage variable" in Table 2, based on annual sales data we'll collect which will include fan/pump efficiency. The installed stock fans (and pumps) will have an efficiency that incorporates the older, less efficient equipment you mentioned here.		No action needed		No action needed		No

				20 - Line # 28		UEC		Should add a factor to represent the percentage of ASDs installed on pumps that do not save energy.  Some ASDs are installed to run the pump at a lower flow rate but for a longer time, moving the same total volume of liquid. Although the slower delivered flow rate is uniform, this results in roughly the same amount of total work done and energy consumed, i.e. no energy savings. These types of systems have a baseline on/off control strategy with shorter operating hours vs an ASD installation with lower operating speed and higher operating hours, but move the same total volume of fluid.		Dave Morris - RHT Energy		13-Apr-21		Agreed that not all pumps will receive the same savings from an ASD; great point! The RTF equation already accounts for variations in operating load and hours through the adjustment factor and OpHrs, calculating the energy consumption of the "average" pump, not any one pump (or fan) in particular. When we get to use the RTF info to construct our UECs, we'll verify this again with you.		No action needed		No action needed		No

				21 - Line # 3		UEC fan		Should add a factor to represent the percentage of fan ASDs installed that do not save energy.  Although it is most likely a small percentage, some fan ASDs are installed to serve the same function as soft starters and due to production changes or other issues, run at a constant 100% speed (or greater), consuming more energy due to ASD drive losses.		Dave Morris - RHT Energy		13-Apr-21		Similar to above.		No action needed		No action needed		No

				21 - Line # 17		The RTF measures characterize the operation of pumps of 1-200 motor HP, fans of 1-60 motor HP, and VSD installations on pumps and fans of 1-20 motor HP		The RTF fan data seems very limited, only representing fans up to 60 hp.  Should look for other data sources from other utility programs.		Dave Morris - RHT Energy		14-Apr-21		We intend to use addition data sources to expand these measures to larger equipment. Do you know of any sources of utility program data in particular that may be incorporated into this analysis?		Review potential new data; follow-up required		Completed		Yes		Energy Trust of Oregon has conducted many custom energy studies on VFD upgrades for large fans.  I do not know if these studies are available for review outside of those with signed Energy Trust confidentiality agreements.

				29 - Line # 8		100% ASD savings if the report described the measure as an ASD upgrade. In a few cases where a measure included multiple upgrades (one of which is an ASD), the research team attributed all of the measure’s savings to ASDs.		Fan equipment efficiency typically increases dramatically due different fan wheels installed as part of the ASD upgrade, more so than pumps.  New fan wheel designs (such as forward curved, radial tip, and backward inclined airfoil) have large efficiency gains over baseline equipment and are application dependent. Assuming 100% of the reported fan upgrade savings are the results of only the ASD could overstate the ASD energy savings.		Dave Morris - RHT Energy		13-Apr-21		Thanks for pointing this out! The data we used from BPA custom program reports have savings broken down by measure so equipment upgrades outside addition of a drive (like new fan wheels) would be recorded as a separate measure. 		No Action Needed		No action needed		No

				30 - Line # 18		Partial ASD Savings		As mentioned earlier, fan equipment efficiency typically increases dramatically due different fan wheels installed as part of the ASD upgrade, more so than pumps. 		Dave Morris - RHT Energy		13-Apr-21		Thanks!		No Action Needed		No action needed		No

				31 - Line # 36		25%		s/b “25.6%” to align with table calculations below.		Dave Morris - RHT Energy		13-Apr-21		Thanks. Will adjust that in the methodology		Text Edits to Memo; no follow-up needed		Completed		No				Updated from 25% to 26%

				32 - Line # 12		26%		s/b “25.6%” to align with text above.		Dave Morris - RHT Energy		13-Apr-21		Thanks. Will adjust that in the methodology		Text Edits to Memo; no follow-up needed		Completed		No				maintained 26% for consistency

				33 - Line # 5		Max (kWh/motor HP)		Max. value not reasonable. Maximum UEC limit (saving 100% of the motor energy) operating at 8,760 hrs/yr, 90% motor efficiency and baseline 100% motor loading = 7,261 kWh/motor hp		Dave Morris - RHT Energy		13-Apr-21		Thank you for pointing this out. We will review that data point and investigate removing it from the data set.		Proposed adjustment to methodology; no follow-up needed		Completed		No				Completed as part of subsequent model development and expert panel reviews.

				34 - Line # 4		2,090		The pump and fan UEC value should not be combined without more data.  See comment at bottom of page below.		Dave Morris - RHT Energy		15-Apr-21		Addressed in comment below.		No Action Needed		No action needed		No

				34 - Line # 4		Average (kWh/motor HP)		Average UEC values seem a little high.  
Assuming an average baseline 70% motor loading design point and 93% motor efficiency, to achieve the listed average UEC requires:
57.1% Average Fan Savings for 6,100 hrs/yr
66.6% Average Pump Savings for 6,175 hrs/yr		Dave Morris - RHT Energy		13-Apr-21		Noted. This information is directly from reports on completed projects. I think with these UECs representing custom projects, those projects will probably have been selected because of highly variable loads/good payback. This supports higher savings values for these energy savings calculations (because it isn't an average savings for ASDs installed on any fan/pump, it is ASDs installed through custom programs that have to justify the M&V cost of a custom project).		No action needed		No action needed		No

				34 - Line # 5		Max (kWh/motor HP)		As noted on previous page, maximum value not reasonable.		Dave Morris - RHT Energy		13-Apr-21		Thanks. Noted		No action needed		No action needed		No

				34 - Line # 17		The research team determined that calculating one average savings per unit for pumps and fans together, rather than having separate savings values, represented the best average savings per unit for both equipment.		Due to the data analyzed to date only including fan motors up to 60hp and pump motors up to 200hp (page 21), the average UEC values for pumps and fans should remain separate.  In addition, the average annual operating hours identified in the RTF data are not the same (Fans = 6,100 hrs/yr, Pumps = 6,175 hrs/yr) and the operating hour difference may change as more data with larger fan motors is obtained.		Dave Morris - RHT Energy		15-Apr-21		These Average Savings per Unit values are separate from the UEC values calculated on page 21. These values savings values are specific to custom programs reports, and use reported savings values to estimate an average savings per unit.		No action needed		No action needed		No

				35 - Line # 10		Incented Motor H		Back calculating the total incented regional motor horsepower using the model calculated UEC is making a big assumption that the average operating hours of the regional programs savings is the same as the calculated UEC.		Dave Morris - RHT Energy		16-Apr-21		These Average Savings per Unit values are separate from the UEC values calculated on page 21. These values savings values are specific to custom programs reports, and use reported savings values to estimate an average savings per unit.		No action needed		No action needed		No

				36 - Line # 27		This model will not report Momentum Savings on a state-level.		As mentioned above, due to variations in overall effectiveness and market penetration of different energy savings programs in each state/utility, the model should report Momentum Savings on a state level.		Dave Morris - RHT Energy		16-Apr-21		Thank you for the input. Data granularity has sometimes been an issue in being able to accurately report at the state level. We have found that the improved geographical information doesn't outweigh the increased uncertainty. We will review how granular we can report savings as the sales data is collected and the model is completed.		No action needed		No action needed		No

				37 - Line # 36		The research team will also perform a sensitivity analysis of key model variables.		One of the key variables to look at would be annual operating hour and if there are any variations based on the motor horsepower.		Dave Morris - RHT Energy		16-Apr-21		Noted. We will be investigating that as we expand the UEC calculations past the RTF Measures.		No action needed		No action needed		No

				1 - Line # 22		adjustable speed drives		I recommend clearly defining this with examples of what’s included and what is not.		Prakash  Rao		13-Apr-21		Noted. We will develop a more comprehensive definition.		Text Edits to Memo; no follow-up needed		Completed		No				Completed in final methodology memo (as part of draft model results review).

				2 - Line # 5		load		Electric load? In terms of overall national energy consumption, industry uses far more fossil fuels than electricity. I assume that this trend holds up in the NW.		Prakash  Rao		13-Apr-21		Yes, this is electric load, we will clarify this.		Text Edits to Memo; no follow-up needed		Completed		No				Completed in final methodology memo (as part of draft model results review).

				2 - Line # 11		motor-driven system		There’s also the transmission system, e.g., gearbox, belts. These can be a major source of energy loss.		Prakash  Rao		13-Apr-21		We are including transmission systems as "load control mechanisms. Those would be mechanical load control (whereas an ASD controls the speed of the motor)		No action needed		No action needed		No

				6 - Line # 25		The model will focus on the industrial sector, defined as facilities that operate in manufacturing or the production of goods, excluding mining, agriculture, irrigation, water/wastewater, and the aluminum industry.[1]		It might be helpful to define these in terms of NAICS codes		Prakash  Rao		14-Apr-21		That is a great suggestion, we will include the NAICS codes in the updated methodology		Text Edits to Memo; no follow-up needed		Completed		No				Completed in final methodology memo (as part of draft model results review).

				6 - Line # 31		pumps and fans		Perhaps qualify with “system” as the term pump and fan could be construed as referring exclusively to the driven equipment		Prakash  Rao		14-Apr-21		Agreed. Will update the methodology to include that term		Text Edits to Memo; no follow-up needed		Completed		No				Completed in final methodology memo (as part of draft model results review).

				6 - Line # 34		Number of motor horsepower (HP)		This doesn’t seem to quite capture what’s described in the “notes”. Perhaps “energy consumption per hp” would be more accurate?		Prakash  Rao		14-Apr-21		We will add a juxtaposed example. We are using motor HP as the unit of account, as opposed to "number of pumps" (in that way, we would be calculating kWh/pump, as opposed to kWh/motor HP)		Text Edits to Memo; no follow-up needed		Completed		No				Completed in final methodology memo (as part of draft model results review).

				7 - Line # 19		,[1]		Is the exclusion of water and wastewater in the definition of industrial above misaligned with the definition of industrial here? The footnote states that municipal energy is part of industrial, but I am aware of some situations where municipal energy includes water/wastewater.		Prakash  Rao		14-Apr-21		Correct. We will adjust the footnote to reflect the information in the table.		Text Edits to Memo; no follow-up needed		Completed		No				Completed in final methodology memo (as part of draft model results review).

				7 - Line # 26		Technology Scope		Are there size cutoffs for the fans and pumps under consideration?		Prakash  Rao		14-Apr-21		We are currently considering equipment above 1 motor hp, but are intending on modeling the entire scope of industrial pumps and fans (size wise)		No Action Needed		No action needed		No

				7 - Line # 28		circulators		What’s a circulator? A circulating pump?		Prakash  Rao		14-Apr-21		Correct, we will add a footnote clarifying this		Text Edits to Memo; no follow-up needed		Completed		No				Completed in final methodology memo (as part of draft model results review).

				7 - Line # 29		standalone pumps and fans		Will positive displacement pumps and fans be excluded?		Prakash  Rao		14-Apr-21		This is a great question! The model scope does exclude positive displacement pumps/fans and we'll edit the memo to clarify. That being said, we will be collecting sales data from pumps/fans manufacturers/distributors so may get some more info on how "big" positive displacement is in industrial in the region for future model scope considerations.		Text Edits to Memo; no follow-up needed		Completed		No				Completed in final methodology memo (as part of draft model results review).

				8 - Line # 8		number of motor horsepower (HP)		Per above, I am not sure what this means. I think an equation would help. It sounds like the model will sum nameplate hp, but the table above seems to indicate that this is a ratio of electricity consumption to motor size.		Prakash  Rao		14-Apr-21		The model will calculate energy consumption on a motor HP basis; so instead of calculating the energy consumption of an industrial pump, we will calculate the energy consumption of 1 motor HP installed on an industrial pump (then to calculate the individual pump energy consumption we would multiply the energy consumption by the size of the motor (which we are tracking in the model as well).		No action needed		No action needed		No

				8 - Line # 10		dictate		The efficiency of the system will dictate energy consumption as well. Older motors will be less efficient, so this may be important to capture depending on the analysis goals.		Prakash  Rao		14-Apr-21		That is a good point. We will account for the differences in efficiency in the energy consumption calculation, but we will not calculate momentum savings for those improvements.		No action needed		No action needed		No

				8 - Line # 12		Systems driving equipment with larger motor HP consume a disproportionately large amount of energy compared to their smaller counterparts.		The findings of the MSMA show that energy consumption within the 6 – 1000 hp size range varies, but not disproportionally. Nor is there any trend. There are a lot more smaller motors, which somewhat compensates for their smaller electricity consumption per motor unit.		Prakash  Rao		14-Apr-21		That is good to note. This statement is trying to indicate that looking at "equipment count" as the basis for the model does not account for the fact that larger equipment consume larger amounts of energy.		Text Edits to Memo; no follow-up needed		Completed		No				Completed in final methodology memo (as part of draft model results review).

				8 - Line # 16		motor size level		I am admittedly a little confused about the unit of account. Per above, “using number of motor hp…allows for consistent modeling across equipment size”. Based on that, I assumed that the method was trying to model the energy consumption independent of motor size. However, the inclusion here of a disaggregation at the motor size level wouldn’t be consistent with my understanding.		Prakash  Rao		14-Apr-21		We are aiming to model the energy consumption of the total connected load (using the unit of number of motor HP), but the model structure needs to account for the fact that components like lifetime and equipment sizing practices are size dependent. Will edit the Motor Size notes in Table 2.		Text Edits to Memo; no follow-up needed		Completed		No				Completed in final methodology memo (as part of draft model results review).

				8 - Line # 17		Question 2: How big is the market?		Is it possible to include a year-on-year correction to the market to account for events impacting ASD turnover but entirely unrelated to energy? These include things like shutting down facilities, opening new facilities, shutting down process lines, construction of new process lines (perhaps due to selling a facility), and other structural changes. I think this is very important to include because it acknowledges that industry is constantly in flux and this can be the leading driver of energy use patterns. For example, energy use after the 2008 recession dropped precipitously. For a more recent example, the COVID pandemic likely changed the structure of the industrial sector, in my opinion.

Perhaps the above can be done by accessing demographic information from BPA’s electric accounts in the region? This could at least tell you if a facility shut down, opened up, or transferred hands during the timeframe of interest. This could be also combined with some measure of industrial productivity in the region (like gross regional product) to also account for changes in productivity.		Prakash  Rao		14-Apr-21		That is a great suggestion, and something we are planning to include in the model. As you said, this will help us tailor our generic assumptions (like retirement rate) to match real-world conditions. We'll add these planned activities to the final memo.		Text Edits to Memo; no follow-up needed		Completed		No				Completed in final methodology memo (as part of draft model results review).

				11 - Line # 15		Data Source 1: DOE Motor System Market Assessment (MSMA)[1]		I am happy to discuss this more in my official capacity at LBNL where I served as lead author on this report, but would need queries to come through DOE/LBNL channels. For the purposes of providing a review for this work that I have been contracted to conduct outside of my LBNL capacity, there are a few issues with the approach outlined. Since region was not an explicit strata in the MSMA sampling plan, the results/assessments are not statistically significant at the regional level. Trying to roll them up to the regional level would lead to an unknown uncertainty and is not recommended. Also, the raw data from 1998 appears to be unavailable when we tried to get it at the start of the project.

As an alternate approach, I would recommend using the MSMA results to understand motor use and energy consumption profiles by industrial subsector and facility size. This is readily available in the MSMA Vol 1 report. In parallel, you could use data sources like the Annual Survey of Manufacturers and the Economic Census both from the US Census to determine the number of facilities by size and subsector within the region of interest. Combining the two should provide a snapshot of the motor system base, I believe (though I am sure that there is more complexity than what I am outlining here).		Prakash  Rao		14-Apr-21		Thank you for the feedback Prakash. We'll look into using the other data sources you recommended. However, we think it may be useful to have the region-specific MSMA data to see if there's any corroborating trends. Can you let us know who at DOE/LBNL BPA should reach out to for this information?		Review potential new data; follow-up required		Completed		Yes		You can reach out to the project manager at DOE AMO Allen Hefner (allen.hefner@ee.doe.gov).		Thank you for the contact info! We will reach out to Mr Hefner soon.

				12 - Line # 24		information		Another data source could be the Technical Support Documents for the federal motor rules. There are a bunch of support documents for the small electric motor rule here: https://www1.eere.energy.gov/buildings/appliance_standards/standards.aspx?productid=7
I believe this is the technical support document for the 1 – 500 hp rule : https://www.regulations.gov/document/EERE-2010-BT-STD-0027-0078

I also imagine that electric account information from BPA, if they can provide it, would be a great resource for gut-checking results. One could track the year-on-year electricity consumption for facilities under the assumption that the ratio of motor driven electric load to overall electric load is fairly constant.		Prakash  Rao		14-Apr-21		Thanks suggesting these data sources. We plan to incorporate them (mainly in reference to equipment lifetime and corroborating operating information)		Review potential new data; no follow-up needed		Completed		No				Completed as part of subsequent model development and expert panel reviews.

				13 - Line # 1		Data Need #2: Equipment Retirement Rates		DOE EIA uses the National Energy Modeling System (NEMS) to come up with its. Projections. NEMS uses the Industrial Demand Module (IDM) to model the industrial sector. The IDM includes retirement rates, unit energy consumption, and other technology performance/utilization characteristics that seem relevant to this effort. The IDM documentation can be found here:  https://www.eia.gov/outlooks/aeo/nems/documentation/industrial/pdf/m064(2020).pdf		Prakash  Rao		14-Apr-21		Thank you so much for pointing out this data source! We will be digging into them soon.		Review potential new data; no follow-up needed		Completed		No				Completed as part of subsequent model development and expert panel reviews.

				13 - Line # 17		HP retired		Perhaps this doesn’t matter for the model, but “retired” might not mean that it is permanently out of service. A facility could hold on to the motor as a spare and it goes back into service at some point in the future when a back up motor is needed.		Prakash  Rao		14-Apr-21		That is a good point. This is something that we may investigate during our sensitivity analysis (as described in cell G73 above).		No action needed		No action needed		No

				14 - Line # 16		Market Data Collection		I am not an expert on the path to market for fans and pumps. However, if the pump/fan OEM sells to a distributor, will the OEM know if the pump/fan ultimately was purchased by someone in the region of interest? If distributors are queried, I would imagine that you would need to ask distributors across the country (and maybe internationally) as a distributor located outside of the region could sell to a facility within the region.

Also, are the pumps/fans always sold as a system with the motor? Could a facility buy a motor from one person and the fan/pump from someone else, and assemble on their own? Or, could one component be replaced without replacing the others (thereby making it difficult to determine if a motor was sold for a fan/pump system or something else). Would motor manufacturers/distributors also need to be queried?		Prakash  Rao		14-Apr-21		These are all great questions!
1) For your question on equipment possibly sold into the region from outside the region, we will be reaching out to regional AND national distributors and manufacturers (of pumps/fans) to collect sales data.
2) Pumps and fans are not always sold with a motor, but through our 2020 research interviewing market actors, we know that this is not common (motors commonly get paird by the OEM or OEM distributor). If your concern is about whether we get enough data on motor efficiency because of several scenarios ("what if the pump/fan is installed with an older motor", "what if the pump/fan is used to replace the operating end of an already existing motor", what if the pump/fan is put into a warehouse and not installed), these topics will be investigated in the sensitivity analysis (impact of motor efficiency), and also will be accounted for in calibration activity that you mentioned in your above comment (tying the model to real-world energy consumption information).		No action needed		No action needed		No

				14 - Line # 16		Market Data Collection		I’ve never used the US Bureau of Labor Statistics Commodity. Flows Survey, but it might be worth looking into: https://www.bts.gov/cfs

From my understanding, it tracks shipment of goods across the US by commodity type and includes destination.		Prakash  Rao		14-Apr-21		Thank you for the data recommendation.		Review potential new data; no follow-up needed		Completed		No				Completed as part of subsequent model development and expert panel reviews.

				15 - Line # 13		pump and fan OEMs do not have insight into the ASDs paired at the distributor level		Per comment above, could this statement be true for the motor as well?

Also, could ASDs or motors be paired at the facility? Perhaps as a replacement or retrofit?		Prakash  Rao		14-Apr-21		Yes, it could be paired at all of those locations, but the main difference between this statement for motors and drives is that the saturation of motors installed on pumps and fans is 100%.		No action needed		No action needed		No

				15 - Line # 34		Separate Sale ASDs		In response to question 3 in the memo:  I don’t know if assuming the ratio of individual ASDs sold to ASDs sold with the pump/fan is reasonable. To first order, it seems like an OK assumption. However, if some incentive program (or another economic incentive) for ASDs popped up during the years of interest, I think this could influence the ratio.		Prakash  Rao		14-Apr-21		That is a good note. The team will investigate any changes to the utility programs that specifically target separate sale ASDs over the course of the analysis period. Please let us know if we've misintepreted your concern; if so, can you expand on your concern again?		Methodological comment, follow-up required		Completed		Yes		You are interpretting my comment corectly.

				17 - Line # 17		Equation 3: Change in ASDs Sold Separately 2019-2021		Per a previous comment. I think the accuracy could be improved if some factor(s) to account for the structural changes in industry in the region was taken into account.		Prakash  Rao		14-Apr-21		Noted.		No action needed		No action needed		No

				18 - Line # 12		The difference between the value calculated in each year for Question 3b and Question 3a represents the total market savings, or total energy saved due to the adoption of ASDs.		It’s not clear to me how the attribution of the difference between 3a and 3b to ASDs is made. Could there be other factors influencing this difference that are unrelated to ASDs, such as changes in production volume?		Prakash  Rao		14-Apr-21		The difference between 3a and 3b is tied directly to the Power Plan. This plan establishes energy efficiency targets at the beginning of the plan analysis period and then tracks utility energy savings based on those goals. To establish a baseline for this model, the team holds the "efficiency metric" (in this case, saturation of ASDs) constant in the baseline case, and the increase in ASD saturation above that baseline represents the savings from ASDs. 

Our goal is to hold other influencing factors (like changes in production volume) the same between the two cases so the energy savings is only calculating the savings from ASDs.		No action needed		No action needed		No

				18 - Line # 23		the UEC for a specific cell will not change between scenarios. For example, if a cell has a UEC of 1,000 kWh/motor HP and there are 10 motor HP in this cell in the baseline scenario, that cell represents 10,000kWh of energy consumption. The same cell may only hold 5 motor HP in the actual case, but that 5 motor HP will be multiplied by the same 1,000 kWh/motor HP UEC to determine the actual case energy consumption		Perhaps it comes up later in the document, but it would be helpful to understand how cells will be grouped in order to comment on the veracity of this method.		Prakash  Rao		14-Apr-21		Noted.		No action needed		No action needed		No

				20 - Line # 17		assumes that the market average motor efficiency i		It is not clear if the model will assume the current federal standard or the standard at the time of purchase. I think using the federal standard at the time the motor was purchased is good. But question 4 in the memo states that NEMA Premium (which is the current standard) will be used everywhere. I do not think using NEMA Premium for all motors is correct. The MSMA Vol 1 report includes installation date of motors and many motors are quite old, with some pre-dating federal standards. The MSMA Vol 1 report also notes that the age of ½ the motors could not be determined.

In order to account for right federal standard, how will the age distribution of the motor stock be determined? 		Prakash  Rao		14-Apr-21		The model will assume the standard at the time of purchased. For the initial stock characterization, the team will need to calculate an average efficiency, which will depend on motor age. For all systems added to the region after that, the standard in that year will be assumed.

Will adjust the methodology memo to clarify this.		Text Edits to Memo; no follow-up needed		Completed		No				Completed in final methodology memo (as part of draft model results review).

				21 - Line # 24		For pumps and fans falling within the scope of the RTF UES measures, the model will use the operating characteristics assumed by the RTF.		By this then, I assume that fans and pumps smaller than 1 hp are to be excluded? This is reasonable but I think should be explicitly stated.		Prakash  Rao		14-Apr-21		Correct. Thank you for noting that, and we will add it to Question 1		Text Edits to Memo; no follow-up needed		Completed		No				Completed in final methodology memo (as part of draft model results review).

				22 - Line # 30		As presented in the Background chapter, this model will only calculate market savings associated with the adoption of ASDs.		I am not clear on how the energy savings associated with ASDs will be incorporated in the calculation of actual energy consumption. After reading this and the UEC methodology sections, I see that the uptake of ASDs will be included. However, I do not see how that uptake will be translated into electricity savings (e.g., will there be some assumed improvement in motor system performance with the uptake of each ASD?). Based on what is written about the savings equations developed by the RTF and leveraged for this model, I assume it is somehow baked into equations 4 and 5 but it is not clear to me how. I may have missed it, but this would be critical to detail I think.		Prakash  Rao		14-Apr-21		We will calculate a UEC value for each combination of variables (presented in table 2). One of those variables is control strategy (that is, the presence of an ASD).  We will calculate energy savings from ASDs not in the energy consumption calculation, but in the different scenario's we run. The Baseline scenario will have an ASD saturation that is held constant (at the saturation in the baseline year), but the real-world scenario will represent the actual energy consumption (with the actual ASD saturation). When we apply the UEC values to each scenario, the energy consumption will be different (for each year after the baseline year) because a larger percentage of the equipment will have ASDs. The difference in energy consumption between the two scenario's is the market savings.		No Action Needed		No action needed		No

				22 - Line # 33		baseline scenario will only hold constant the variable associated with the adoption of ASDs: Control Strategy		Which variable is this? I assume it is some variable in equations 6 or 7, but I am not sure which one.

Is this what’s described in equations 9 and 10?		Prakash  Rao		14-Apr-21		This is the variable identified in Table 2 (control strategy). It means that we are only holding constant the saturation of ASDs.

Yes, this is what's desribed in eq 9 and 10. In eq 10 the Control strategy distribution is held at what it is in 2015 for 2016-2021.		No Action Needed		No action needed		No

				23 - Line # 27		The difference between baseline energy consumption and actual energy consumption		Using the planned sensitivity analysis mentioned above, it would be interesting and useful to see the range of market savings (e.g., lower and upper bounds of estimates) factoring in the uncertainty. Seeing this would mitigate one of my concerns which is that the difference between the baseline and actual energy consumption could be in the “noise” and perhaps not statistically determinable.		Prakash  Rao		14-Apr-21		Noted. Thank you for the feedback.		No Action Needed		No action needed		No

				24 - Line # 1		The busbar factor		Will a constant busbar factor be used for each year in the analysis period? If not, then you could see savings associated with improved grid efficiency and not ASD uptake.		Prakash  Rao		14-Apr-21		Currently we use a busbar factor from BPA that may change year to year.		No Action Needed		No action needed		No

				24 - Line # 4		Question 4: What		Per the question in the memo – I am not an expert in utility programs.		Prakash  Rao		14-Apr-21		Noted.		No Action Needed		No action needed		No

				26 - Line # 26		/		Are the TAP and model cell the same thing? If not, how are they aligned?		Prakash  Rao		14-Apr-21		No, TAP is used for the utility reporting only. The team will be translating information from TAPs to represent model cells.		No Action Needed		No action needed		No

				28 - Line # 7		HVAC, Motors/Drives, Process Loads, Water Heating, Whole Bldg./Meter Level		Why leave water heating in? Is it to capture hot water supply and return pumps (but are these circulators) and/or exhaust fans?		Prakash  Rao		14-Apr-21		Correct, we are leaving water heating in because while they do "circulate" water, the pumps that perform this service fall under DOE's definition of clean water pumps (not circulators). 		No Action Needed		No action needed		No

				29 - Line # 32		“Unknown” TAPs		The above Table 5 seemed to indicate that “unknown” end uses were already excluded. This is not a big issue, but there may be some detail that I am missing.		Prakash  Rao		14-Apr-21		Noted. We will adjust to clarify.		Text Edits to Memo; no follow-up needed		Completed		No				Completed in final methodology memo (as part of draft model results review).

				31 - Line # 22		During this trial of the methodology, the research team assumed no savings reported in “Unknown” TAPs are associated with ASDs (option 1 above).		Perhaps this is intended, but this would provide a conservative estimate of program savings and optimistic estimate of momentum savings, correct?		Prakash  Rao		14-Apr-21		You're correct. We feel that this assumption is the most reasonable one given our study of the RCP data and conversations with several IOU utilities who submit data to the RCP. But we've planned to doublecheck with the RTF staff who manages the study to confirm.		No Action Needed		No action needed		No

				31 - Line # 33		low likelihood of including ASDs		I don’t have knowledge of these TAP combinations or these programs more broadly, but I would think there is a chance that an ASD would be one of the controls under the Energy Management Systems/System Controls or at least implemented as part of facilitating greater operational control under this TAP.		Prakash  Rao		14-Apr-21		We are excluding these TAP combinations because those two unique combination of end-use, category, and TAP are unlikely to hold ASDs given the availability of other TAP combinations that include ASDs (TAP combinations are at the measure-level). 		No Action Needed		No action needed		No

				36 - Line # 33		Sources of Uncertainty		I believe I have addressed the other questions in the memo pertinent to this section already as they came up in this document and don’t have additional comments (other than one on the UEC, which I made below).

Overall though, what level of confidence or uncertainty is the model hoping to achieve? Understanding this will help determine if the measures taken to account for uncertainty are sufficient. I don’t see anyway around fairly high levels of uncertainty, but I think knowing how close the estimate needs to be would help. Framing the uncertainty in terms of estimated momentum savings would be helpful. This way, the error/uncertainty could be contextualized very readily.		Prakash  Rao		14-Apr-21		Thank you for the note on uncertainty. The team will be working over the course of the model development to characterize the uncertainty in terms of momentum savings.		No Action Needed		No action needed		No

				38 - Line # 7		 UEC Values		One area that I did not see addressed is inefficiency due to poor maintenance (e.g., improper repair practices, insufficient lubrication, not replacing/cleaning filters, etc). The UEC will be a range for any given motor within a category and that range will depend on the variability in installed efficiency, maintenance practices, and efficiency degradation over time. I think it would be useful to consider this in the analysis.		Prakash  Rao		14-Apr-21		Our sensitivity analysis will investiagte variations in the UEC (caused by things like maintenance issues or cleaning) and the impact this has on the energy consumption calculations.		No Action Needed		No action needed		No

				44 - Line # 7		𝐴𝑆𝐷 𝑆𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛=𝑃ℎ𝑦𝑠𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝐴𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦(%)∗(100%−𝐹𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑈𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑡𝑒 (%).		How was the physical applicability determined? Can it be used as an upper bound for ASD uptake? Perhaps the ASD saturation is well below the physical applicability %, but I think showing that the ASD growth is not unbounded would be helpful.		Prakash  Rao		14-Apr-21		This information was pulled directly from the Power Plan. It was their method for calculating the saturation of speed control in the region (determined by Council Staff in 2015). The intent of our model is to determine the change in saturation of speed control that actually occured.		No Action Needed		No action needed		No

				44 - Line # 17		Commercial		Commercial is out of scope for this project, right?		Prakash  Rao		14-Apr-21		Correct.		No Action Needed		No action needed		No

				1 - Line # 21		standalone		Please define “standalone” as it is used to describe multiple systems and subsystems in this paper.		Dan Delaney		6-Apr-21		We will develop a definition of standalone and embedded to clarify the distinction between the two.		Text Edits to Memo; no follow-up needed		Completed		No				Completed in final methodology memo (as part of draft model results review).

				1 - Line # 21		industrial		Industrial is a small sector of the use of ASDs in the industry.  Pumps and Fans have a heavy usage in both the Commercial, Wastewater, Ag and Mining industries.  Is there a reason that this is the best point to start this research?		Dan Delaney		1-Apr-21		BPA limited the scope to industrial because of the amount of information that currently exists and the broader impacts of understanding the motor driven system market in the industrial sector.		No Action Needed		No action needed		No

				2 - Line # 4		70%		I would question that Industrial only makes up this large of a % without the other markets I mentioned before.		Dan Delaney		6-Apr-21		Noted. The energy consumption information used to calculate this value was pulled from the Seventh Power Plan, which has an industrial sector scope that aligns with this model.		No Action Needed		No action needed		No

				2 - Line # 13		consuming		Motors “consume” very little of the energy compared to the motor driven component (fan, pump, gear, etc.).		Dan Delaney		6-Apr-21		I agree that the equipment and mechanical flow control impact the energy consumption the most, but from a literal "where does the electricity go" perspective, the motor takes the electricity and turns it into mechanical power (dictated by these other components). We will clarify this in the methodology memo to ensure no confusion. 		Text Edits to Memo; no follow-up needed		Completed		No				Completed in final methodology memo (as part of draft model results review).

				2 - Line # 28		ASD		IEC Terminology per IEC 60034-25
3.4 converter 
unit for electronic power conversion, changing one or more electrical characteristics and comprising one or more electronic switching devices and associated components, such as transformers, filters, commutation aids, controls, protections and auxiliaries, if any 
Note 1 to entry: This definition is taken from IEC 61800-2 and, for the purposes of this technical specification, embraces the terms complete drive module (CDM) and basic drive module (BDM) as used in the IEC 61800 series. 
[SOURCE: IEC 61800-2:1998, 2.2.1, modified (Note 1 to entry added)] 

3.5 converter-fed electrical machine 
electrical machine fed from a frequency converter independent of whether it is specifically designed for converter supply or whether it is an electrical machine within the scope of IEC 60034-12 which is designed originally for main supply		Dan Delaney		15-Apr-21		Thank you for the supporting information on ASD terminology. We will be developing a more comprehensive definition for this term.		Review potential new data; no follow-up needed		Completed		No				Completed as part of subsequent model development and expert panel reviews.

				2 - Line # 28		ASD to describe any electronic controls that allow a motor to rotate at different speeds, controlling the equipment load via changes in rotational speed. ASDs do not include mechanical control systems like belt and sheave systems, gear boxes, or eddy-current drives (which all operate by varying the driven load, not the motor speed). Using ASDs to meet varying demands in equipment load changes the relationship between system’s electric power draw and the flow rate of the load, or the power-load relationship.[1] Using an ASD is often more efficient than employing other mechanical strategies for meeting equipment load.		Unfortunately the terms (ASD vs VFD vs. all other) used by NEMA and IEC vary greatly but the industry has been using “inverter duty” for some time.  Here’s some NEMA MG1 definitions for reference which makes me feel your use of ASD is fine at this point.  I’ll solicit some feedback from industry on this as well.
 
1.32 Adjustable-Speed Motor
An adjustable-speed motor is one in which the speed can be controlled over a defined range, but when
once adjusted remains practically unaffected by the load.
Examples of adjustable-speed motors are a direct-current shunt-wound motor with field resistance control designed for a considerable range of speed adjustment, or an alternating-current motor controlled by an adjustable frequency power supply.

Common NEMA MG1 ASD terms: 
Adjustable voltage and adjustable frequency controls, commonly referred to as inverters. 
Definite-Purpose Inverter-Fed Polyphase Motors are defined per Part 31 of MG1.

NEMA MG1 is now a free downloadable standard: https://www.nema.org/standards/view/motors-and-generators		Dan Delaney		6-Apr-21		Thank you for the supporting information on ASD terminology. We will be developing a more comprehensive definition for this term.		Review potential new data; no follow-up needed		Completed		No				Completed as part of subsequent model development and expert panel reviews.

				5 - Line # 1		Figure 2: Overview of the Momentum Savings Analysis Framework for ASDs		I like the overall visual of this graphic as I find myself referring back to it often to remind me of where each of these pieces come together in the big picture.		Dan Delaney		15-Apr-21		Noted		No action needed		No action needed		No

				6 - Line # 22		Oregon, Washington, Idaho, and Western Montana		Most of my experience of ASD’s in this region would be Ag/Irrigation and water/wastewate as well as mining.		Dan Delaney		6-Apr-21		Noted.		No action needed		No action needed		No

				6 - Line # 27		excluding mining, agriculture, irrigation, water/wastewater, and the aluminum industry.[1]		The majority of my experience is within these markets vs. Industrial.		Dan Delaney		1-Apr-21		Noted.		No action needed		No action needed		No

				6 - Line # 30		Standalone		Please define this term and provide clarity as to why it matters since a standalone becomes a part of a system eventually.		Dan Delaney		6-Apr-21		We will be providing a more clear definition of standalone. The main goal of separating the two is to ensure that our model doesn’t account for the energy consumption of a pump or fan, whose energy consumption is attributed to a larger piece of equipment. 		Text Edits to Memo; no follow-up needed		Completed		No				Completed in final methodology memo (as part of draft model results review).

				7 - Line # 29		standalone		What is the definition of standalone? Sold separately?		Dan Delaney		1-Apr-21		We will be developing a more clear definition of standalone.		Text Edits to Memo; no follow-up needed		Completed		No				Completed in final methodology memo (as part of draft model results review).

				8 - Line # 8		motor horsepower (HP		While I agree with HP as the metric its important the consumption is based upon accurate load use profiles since many motor driven systems are not operated at 100% nameplate HP and operated well below 50% of potential operating cycles in industrial manufacturing hours.		Dan Delaney		13-Apr-21		Agreed. We will be using motor size as an identifier to account for the impact of motor size on other characteristics like oversizing practices (through the OF Factor in the UEC equation (equation 6)) and lifetime.  Also, we will be accounting for load profile using the AdjFactor in the same UEC equations.		No action needed		No action needed		No

				10 - Line # 6		Newly installed motors and motor-driven equipment must comply with federal energy conservation standards and energy code requirements. New equipment meeting these standards are more efficient than equipment sold before the Department of Energy (DOE) enacted the standard. Because of this, the average efficiency of newly installed motor and motor-driven equipment is more efficient than the installed stock of motors and equipment.		I would not expect a dramatic drop in efficiency of newer vs. older industrial motors since many of these 3 phase motors built in the 80s were not suitable for ASDs.  If a motor is suitable for ASD use then it is likely an efficient motor design and DOE min eff levels do not play into energy savings as much as the use of the ASD motor driven system optimization.		Dan Delaney		13-Apr-21		That is a great note for us to keep in mind! 		No action needed		No action needed		No

				10 - Line # 18		Different equipment have different power-load relationships for non-ASD control strategies. The research team also identified that the saturation of control strategies differs based on equipment type.		I believe the LBL Motor Market Assessment does a fair job at estimating these power load relationships.		Dan Delaney		13-Apr-21		Noted.		No action needed		No action needed		No

				10 - Line # 30		Advanced motor technologies, or non-induction motors that are inherently variable speed, have higher efficiencies than traditional motor technology.		More importantly these advanced technologies tend to be integrated and specifically designed for the operation and therefore greater energy savings.		Dan Delaney		13-Apr-21		Noted.		No action needed		No action needed		No

				13 - Line # 30		ASDs sold with equipment – Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM) Paired: In this channel, the ASD is added to the motor-driven equipment at the OEM level (i.e., added to the equipment by the pump or fan manufacturer). The motor, ASD, and motor-driven equipment are then sold to an end user as a package via an OEM distributor.		Generally this is the best energy saving examples currently in practice today.		Dan Delaney		13-Apr-21		Noted.		No action needed		No action needed		No

				14 - Line # 1		ASDs sold with equipment – OEM distributor paired: In this path, a pump or fan distributor procures an ASD from the ASD manufacturer and pairs it with the motor-driven equipment at the distributor level. The end user still purchases the motor, ASD, and motor-driven equipment as a package; however, the OEM will not have insight into the number of ASDs paired through this path.		Can be individually great motor and ASD however very possible the ASD is not optimized in application and therefore total system energy savings are not realized by owner.		Dan Delaney		13-Apr-21		Noted.		No action needed		No action needed		No

				14 - Line # 6		ASDs sold separately (or “separate sale ASDs”): An end user can buy an ASD separately from the motor-driven equipment and pair it with a new or existing motor-driven system. In this path, the end user purchases the ASD separately from the motor-driven equipment.		I agree with all three paths to market described above however I wanted to add that this option is likely to be installed with the least amount of skilled labor. My experience is that a contractor is thrust into having to install an ASD because the manufacturer determines it will improve their process somehow.  Unfortunately, the installer usually does not get enough detail to optimize the system for greatest energy savings.		Dan Delaney		13-Apr-21		Noted.		No action needed		No action needed		No

				17 - Line # 27		Using this calculation method to determine the saturation of separate sale ASDs is another source of uncertainty in the model. Without another primary data source, the calculation of separate sale ASDs from 2018 through 2021 inherits the combined uncertainty of both the market data collection and stock characterizations. This method also assumes the average ratio of ASDs sold separately to ASDs sold with equipment between 2014 and 2018 is the same in years beyond 2018. The research team will assess this assumption by reviewing the ratio in the individual years from 2014 through 2018 to determine if the model should account for trends in this ratio beyond 2018. The team will also consider future data collection efforts to corroborate these trends and provide another point of validation to any future model development efforts.		I’m not an expert at modeling or data collection but your proposed philosophy seems solid based on the expected limited data we’ll have available.  I’m hoping to evaluate your results with the help of my salesman in this region and get their feedback on additional uncertainties.		Dan Delaney		15-Apr-21		It would be great to incorporate feedback from people who see the market in action!		No action needed		No action needed		No

				20 - Line # 17		, this methodology assumes that the market average motor efficiency is equivalent to the federal standard		This is a good assumption for industrial electric integral HP motors.  As I noted earlier two digit frame size motors may overlap this range from 1-5 HP and would be less efficient than federal standard if embedded in OEM equipment.  However the equipment efficiency will likely have a small impact based on what motor is used depending on load and use profiles.		Dan Delaney		15-Apr-21		Noted. Thanks.		No action needed		No action needed		No

				22 - Line # 30		 As presented in the Background chapter, this model will only calculate market savings associated with the adoption of ASDs. That is, the model will not calculate energy savings associated with the adoption of more efficient motors or motor-driven equipment. To achieve this, the baseline scenario will only hold constant the variable associated with the adoption of ASDs: Control Strategy.		I think this is more than acceptable since the majority of energy savings are realized through the use of ASDs and system optimization and not more efficient motor driven equipment.		Dan Delaney		15-Apr-21		Agreed. 		No action needed		No action needed		No

				24 - Line # 24		NEEA Net Market Effects		I’m curious and excited to see the impact and market penetration of the XMP initiative as I was involved in the beginnings of this over 3 years ago but have not participated in the program directly yet.

I also believe I can share some thoughts of this from the manufacturers side as this program was not perceived as a manufacturer benefit when my current employer was informed about it through HI.		Dan Delaney		15-Apr-21		That is great, we can get your information to the NEEA team to start that communication.		No action needed		No action needed		No

				28 - Line # 2		Remaining		Specifics on what types of applications the remaining applications are would be helpful in fully understanding the category of products we’re focusing on in this study.		Dan Delaney		15-Apr-21		Noted. This information will be included in the Program Savings model input workbook.		No action needed		No action needed		No

				36 - Line # 19		By answering each question in the 4 Question Framework, the model will be able to calculate the regional energy consumption of motor-driven systems and the Momentum Savings associated with the application of ASDs to these systems. The model will report energy consumption and savings at the most granular level as appropriate. The amount of optional information available in the annual equipment sales and shipments data will impact the granularity of the outputs. This model will aim to calculate regional energy consumption and Momentum Savings, in aMW/year, by equipment type (pump or fan) and motor size. Producing energy consumption information at this level of detail allows the model to not only characterize the number of installed motor HP, but also determine the number of each equipment type installed in the region. This model will not report Momentum Savings on a state-level.		While I don’t have any recommendations at this time for your model as I think it’s a logical approach to begin the analysis and impact for ASDs.  I’m excited to share future developments of this with my team to get their feedback with the region of this study.		Dan Delaney		15-Apr-21		Thanks.		No action needed		No action needed		No

				37 - Line # 26		Market Data Collection		I’d recommend a discussion with the NEMA 1IS committee as they have been publishing an index over the past 15 years or more that may be helpful to review this model against.  I can provide a contact for discussion if there is interest in pursuing this.

https://www.nema.org/analytics/industrial-control-business-indices		Dan Delaney		15-Apr-21		This is a great data source! Thank you for identifying it; would you be able to provide the contact for this information?		Review potential new data; follow-up required		Completed		Yes		Kirk Anderson
Industry Director – Industrial Systems
NEMA
1300 N. 17th Street, Suite 900 | Rosslyn, VA 22209 USA
Tel:  +1 703.841.3211 | Cell: +1 224.475.7886
Kirk.Anderson@nema.org

				39 - Line # 19		Program Savings The proposed program savings methodology relies on available regional data, which includes assumptions about how programs report ASD savings. During model development, the research team will pursue the following steps to fill data gaps, confirm assumptions, and reduce uncertainty related to ASD program savings.		While I don’t have specific experience with the availability and use of rebate programs in this region I’m familiar with the XMP program and I’m very interested in learning more about this for our customers.		Dan Delaney		15-Apr-21		Noted.		No action needed		No action needed		No

				39 - Line # 5		Upon finalization of this model methodology memo, the research team will start model development and sales data collection. Model development will span approximately eight to ten months and will focus on implementing the methodology presented in this memo, with adjustments and improvements along the way as needed. Sales data collection aims to collect the annual sales and shipments information needed to develop a stock turnover model for motor-driven systems beginning in 2014.		As I mentioned earlier, I don’t have as much direct knowledge of specific sales data for industrial applications in the states mentioned in this study. Our primary sales in this region are agriculture, irrigation, and wastewater but we do support the food process industry in this area and I’ll be calling on the support of our local salesman which support pump motor assemblies with ASDs and ASDs sold separately for primarily HVAC applications.		Dan Delaney		15-Apr-21		Thank you for the help!		No action needed		No action needed		No

				40 - Line # 3		 ASD treatment in both the Seventh Power Plan (Seventh Plan) and 2021 Power Plan (2021 Plan).		Power Plans are a new term to me so I’m curious as to who develops these and how and why to do do this.		Dan Delaney		15-Apr-21		The Northwest Power and Conservation Council produces these, and they are used as tools to set energy efficiency goals in the Pacific Northwest.		No action needed		No action needed		No

				41 - Line # 17		ASDs: The frozen efficiency demand forecast documentation explicitly identifies electronically commutated motors (ECM) as required by code for fractional horsepower motor applications. However, these are embedded applications and are not relevant to our work.		Note that ECMs are now offered from 1-5HP and in some cases higher for fan and pump applications.  Not sure if they would continue to stay excluded since they are not as prevalent in the Industrial sector.		Dan Delaney		15-Apr-21		Noted.		No action needed		No action needed		No

				43 - Line # 15		Variable Load: where the ASD installed serves the function of matching variable system demand (e.g., a pumping system that has a range in flowrate requirements)		Terms used in fan and pump industry are usually referred to as “constant pressure” or “pressure boosting” for ASD pump applications and “constant airflow” for ASD fan applications.		Dan Delaney		15-Apr-21		Noted. 		No action needed		No action needed		No

				45 - Line # 1		There are undoubtedly cost-effective savings available from some of these measures and they should not be excluded from program consideration in plan implementation.” [1] The list of various measures that fall in this category include “Circulation Pump ECM and Drive” and “Premium HVAC Equipment.”		I would agree with these comments on both pump and HVAC ECM opportunities.		Dan Delaney		15-Apr-21		Thanks. Noted.		No action needed		No action needed		No

				45 - Line # 10		It includes both a “Variable Load” and “Constant Load” ASD Measure for pumps, fans, and air compressors. This allows the 2021 Plan to distinguish between the different applications of an ASD and better characterize the energy savings potential.		This is a major concentration for manufacturers of motor and ASDs with the development of the IEC standard IEC 61800-9 series to provide technical metrics around the classification of these load types and system efficiency/energy savings.		Dan Delaney		15-Apr-21		Great, we will be diving into that metric to understand how they are classifying these load types.		Review potential new data; no follow-up needed		Completed		No				Completed as part of subsequent model development and expert panel reviews.

				Questions Document		1.	Initial Stock Characterization (pg. 8-12): As mentioned in Question 2 of the methodology memo, there is currently no comprehensive industrial stock assessment for the Pacific Northwest (the region). The research team intends to use the data sources identified in this section to develop a stock characterization for industrial pumps and fans. 
a.	If you have concerns with this approach, please provide input on how the research team can refine or augment their approach to develop a regionally representative stock characterization. 		No Recommended Change. It may be possible to use the NEMA 1IS Industrial Controls Index chart to review sales trends from 2003 to 2018 for ASDs. See my comments in the Memo document for more details.		Dan Delaney		13-Apr-21		We will investigate this data source.		Review potential new data; no follow-up needed		Completed		No				Completed as part of subsequent model development and expert panel reviews.

				Questions Document		b.	Do you know of any data sources, apart from the sources listed in this memo, that the research team can incorporate into this stock characterization? 		No recommended additional sources of data. Same comment as above regarding NEMA SC7 Index.		Dan Delaney		13-Apr-21		Noted.		No action needed		No action needed		No

				Questions Document		2.	Market Data Collection (pg. 13-15): The research team is recommending collecting market data from pump and fan manufacturers and pump and fan distributors to characterize the industrial pump and fan motor HP flowing into the region and how much of these motor HP are paired with an ASD at the OEM/distributor level. 
a.	If you have concerns about this approach, please provide feedback on how the research team might refine or augment the approach to data collection presented in the memo. Note that we will be working on a more detailed sampling and data collection plan soon and will share those with the expert panel in the near future.  		As a control mfgr that builds and sells in this region we sell to OEMs and we’re not sure where these end up.  I imagine there are HVAC contractor supply houses in these regions that could be contacted.		Dan Delaney		13-Apr-21		Noted. Thank you for the feedback.		Data Collection Possibility; no follow-up required		Completed		No				Completed as part of subsequent model development and expert panel reviews.

				Questions Document		3.	Separate Sale ASDs (pg.15-17): The research team plans to use the stock information and sales data on ASDs sold-with-equipment to back calculate separate sale ASDs every year. To do this, the research team assumes the ratio of separate sale ASDs to ASDs sold with equipment is stable over time. Do you have any information that supports this assumption or suggests this assumption is not sound?  		Approximately 1HP and above Industrial HVAC I have no data that suggests ASD control sales vs ASD + Motor sales have increased or decreased in my area of expertise.  Below 1HP I would say that ASD + motor has increased over the past 10 years.		Dan Delaney		13-Apr-21		Noted. Thank you for the feedback.		No action needed		No action needed		No

				Questions Document		a.	Informed by interviews with market actors, the methodology currently assumes that the market average motor efficiency is equivalent to “NEMA Premium” —the federal energy conservation standard minimum efficiency. Do you know of any information that either supports this assumption or reflects a different market average? 		This is a strong assumption for Industrial 3 phase induction motors 1HP and greater. For three phase induction industrial motors this is a fair assumption for 2014 and on.

If we are including Commercial motors within the Small Electric Motor rule then I would say this is not a good assumption. 

Sales or units of motors covered by Small Electric Motor Rule are greater than the Medium Electric Motor but it depends on the specifics of the motors under study for pumps/fans.		Dan Delaney		13-Apr-21		That is good to know. In future work, if we investigate the commercial sector we will be cognizant of this.		No action needed		No action needed		No

				Questions Document		i.	Please provide any input on how the research team can refine their approach to expanding the RTF measures to a broader HP range. 		Difficult to say until I see some results and run it past what I can see from my side of the market. I believe focusing on the OEM sales and their integration of ASDs should yield the best result with the least error.		Dan Delaney		13-Apr-21		Noted. Thank you for the feedback.		No action needed		No action needed		No

				Questions Document		ii.	The methodology memo lists data sources that the team will use to expand the RTF measures. Do the panelists know of any additional data sources that the research team could use to bolster this expansion of measures? 		Nothing more than what I mentioned regarding NEMA ASD/Controls Index		Dan Delaney		13-Apr-21		Noted.		No action needed		No action needed		No

				Questions Document		5.	(For those with knowledge of regional ASD utility programs) Program Savings (pg.24-36): Utilities most commonly incentivize ASDs through custom programs, which necessitated a more complex methodology for calculating the program savings (laid out in Question 4 of the methodology memo). The program savings methodology has multiple steps, and the research team would like feedback from the Expert Panel on two aspects of this methodology. 		I was involved with the development of these programs but have limited knowledge of there implementation. The feedback I’ve received from manufacturers and users is that the process of lab and product registration is costly due to both time and cost investment.  I don’t have a good feel on how well it is being utilized withing the pump industry but I see the product marking and terminology, but it is not prevalent.		Dan Delaney		13-Apr-21		Noted.		No action needed		No action needed		No

				Questions Document		6.	Uncertainty (pg.36-39): While this memo addresses uncertainty throughout, it also includes a section that summarizes the uncertainty for each portion of the model. The research team would like feedback on the following topics related to this section: 		I know as a past NEMA member we’ve struggled at using both the Motor and ASD data to proactively project opportunity growth for both segments.  I believe this approach takes into account many of the items I’ve considered in the past. I’ll continue to add my thoughts on this as I get better accustomed to this approach.		Dan Delaney		15-Apr-21		Noted.		No action needed		No action needed		No

				1 - Line # 7		Introduction		General comments: Approach seems like the best use of available data, but given the significant uncertainties at each step of the analysis, the goal of developing a momentum savings estimate seems questionable.  Especially given that we’re not just asking what the change in the market has been, we’re asking how large this change is relative to what’s already been claimed in the RCP.

Given this, I think an analysis of the compounding uncertainties (e.g., monte carlo) would be necessary.

All of the research included in this plan seems very valuable to our understanding of the ASD market.		ryan firestone		16-Apr-21		Thank you for the feedback Ryan. It is great to hear that you see a lot of value in this work!
We agree that there is are key sources of uncertainty in the model approach. Our goal throughout model development is both to characterize this uncertainty (from an input perspective and a model calculation perspective) and incorporate information to validate/corroborate the inputs and results. 

We haven't used a full-out Monte Carlo simulation on previous market models; we ususally establish low and high estimates for model variables and then run the model to determine the impact they have on the outputs (energy consumption and momentum savings). This gives us the ability to assess the big drivers of uncertainty in the model.

Let us know if we're onboard with this approach or if you have other specific ideas to assess uncertainty (can happen throughout upcoming expert panel engagements as well).		Methodological comment, follow-up required		Completed		Yes		I think that the single variable sensitivities that are typically done are a good first step.  But they don’t really convey the full extent of uncertainty, which can be compounded by multiple variables and likely includes negative values (if we’re talking about the [full market] – [what’s already been claimed])
If this were just a market study, I don’t think the more complex uncertainty analysis would be needed, but since this analysis is being used to claim savings (and, for that matter, on top of what’s already been claimed), a rigorous effort is needed to conclude that there are actually savings and to quantify the range of how large those savings might be.


				1 - Line # 7		Introduction		General question – for systems purchased with ASD, the motor sizing practices may be different than for systems purchased without.  Will this be considered in assigning units to cells?

Also – are savings from end-uses beyond the fan/pump being considered? E.g. HVAC savings from exhaust and supply fan upgrades?

And… If RCP savings are being converted into HP, is there some conversion at the end to convert back to kWh so that the RCP savings are not implicitly adjusted?		ryan firestone		15-Apr-21		Great first question, we will investigate the impact of control type on motor oversizing in the UEC work that we'll present to the expert panel.

The model is only considering savings from fans/pumps. Other savings (that the model is NOT considering) would be from pumps or fans embedded in other equipment like in HVAC.

We are only converting the RCP savings to motor HP to ensure the same calculation basis when we account for program savings. We will not be adjusting any previously reported RCP savings (i.e., energy savings from programs is not one of the intended outputs of the model (while number of incented motor hp may be an output, this is calculated using information from the RCP/various other data sources and is not impacted by the UEC calculation in the model).		No action needed		No action needed		No

				7 - Line # 33		In future models, BPA may assess adding air compressors, circulators, material handling equipment, and material processing equipment to the technology scope.		Would be helpful to understand what portion of industrial market (or load?) these end-uses are.		ryan firestone		15-Apr-21		From the Seventh Plan, these end uses make up approximately 47% of the industrial electric load. In total, Pumps and fans represent ~28% of the industrial electric load, and 35% of the industrial electric motor load.		No action needed		No action needed		No

				10 - Line # 35		The ability to vary the speed of a motor changes the power-load relationship associated with the system, which impacts energy consumption.		Might be addressed later, but within “No ASD” there are several different control strategies (no control, on/off control, mechanical control) that would have different implications for UEC.		ryan firestone		15-Apr-21		Yes! This model will account for the different power-load relationships associated with different "non-ASD" control strategies using the AdjFactor variable in the UEC equation (so will result in different UECs).		No action needed		No action needed		No

				16 - Line # 6		The research team recommends adopting Option 2, which leverages stock data previously collected and vetted by national experts as representative. However, the challenge with this option is that the MSMA information does not extend through the entire analysis period. If the model analysis period ended in 2018, the research team could use the total change in saturation of ASDs calculated in Data Need #1: Initial Stock Characterization to estimate the number of separate sale ASDs (as the total ASDs minus ASDs sold with equipment) for each year in the analysis. Since the model extends past 2018, the team must develop an approach to extend the 2018 stock information through 2021. This approach determines the installations of separate sale ASDs from 2014 through 2018 and calculates a relative ratio between ASDs sold with equipment as compared to ASDs sold separately in those years. Then, the research team will apply that ratio to the ASDs sold with equipment from 2019-2021 to derive the installations of separate sale ASDs in 2019-2021.		Some corroboration with our data sources should be used with this approach…and anywhere two distinct datasets are being lined up like this.		ryan firestone		15-Apr-21		Agreed! The team intends to review and corroborate the model approach using Seventh Plan power plan data on energy consumption breakdown by industry and end use.		No action needed		No action needed		No

				18 - Line # 9		Question 3b determines the actual energy consumed by all in-scope motor-driven systems in each year of the analysis. Addressing this sub-question fulfills this methodology’s goal of characterizing how the regional energy consumption of motor-driven systems is changing. Question 3a establishes the baseline energy consumption upon which all market savings due to the adoption of ASDs are based.[1] The difference between the value calculated in each year for Question 3b and Question 3a represents the total market savings, or total energy saved due to the adoption of ASDs.		Also need to account for growth over time (which the plan would also assume).		ryan firestone		15-Apr-21		I am struggling to understand your comment. Could you provide some clarity on this comment?		Methodological comment, follow-up required		Completed		Yes		My point here is that the plan is not just estimating current energy consumption, but develops a forecast using that "frozen efficiency" assumption.  That is, the plan estimates growth and turnover in the market, and when things turn-over, they turn over at the current efficiency levels. Maybe I'm not describing it well, but if the team is not familiar with the Plan approach, it'd be good to work with Kevin Smit to make sure you're characterizing things correctly.

				20 - Line # 16		Based on interviews with market actors conducted in fall of 2020,		In other words, it is rare for motors to exceed the efficiency of the standard?		ryan firestone		15-Apr-21		Correct.		No action needed		No action needed		No

				21 - Line # 26		There is uncertainty in the UEC calculation methodology presented in this memo. The RTF classified the Pumps measures as “Proven” (the savings values have been validated by additional research), but the fans and VSD measures are “Planning” (meaning the measures require additional research to verify the energy savings estimates). To address the uncertainty surrounding the planning measures, the research team conducted market research in 2020 to characterize the motor-driven system market. This research consisted of 53 in-depth interviews with market actors in the motor-driven system market. Findings from this research will be published soon and will help to mitigate this uncertainty.		Woohoo! Can you spell out what elements of uncertainty are being improved by this work?		ryan firestone		16-Apr-21		We will be providing the RTF with some notes about the interview findings' applicability to both this work and the RTF Research Strategy.		No action needed		No action needed		No

				28 - Line # 9		Refrigeration		Couldn’t an ASD show up here?		ryan firestone		15-Apr-21		Definitely, but because refrigeration systems are packaged units, the motor would be embedded. Another way to think about it is that from a Power Plan End-Use perspective, the energy consumption from this system would be attributed to the industrial end use "Low Temp Refer" or "Med Temp Refer", not "Pumps" or "Fans and Blowers".		No action needed		No action needed		No

				32 - Line # 17		Step 3: Calculate the Average Savings per Unit
After calculating the percentage of savings attributed to ASDs in each TAP combination (Steps 1 and 2), the research team needs to determine the average savings per unit (kWh/motor HP) to translate these ASD program savings (kWh) into the number of incented motor HP for the model. The research team used the CR Database as the main source of information to develop an average savings per unit applicable to every TAP combination identified in Steps 1 and 2.		Why not just count the incented HP from the project reviews directly?		ryan firestone		15-Apr-21		Because we do not have detailed enough project data for all savings in the RCP. Using this method allows the team to calculate the incented motor HP for programs we do not have detailed information on.		No action needed		No action needed		No

				42 - Line # 1		This indicates that the market model for ASDs will need to account for savings from energy code in the baseline,		How will this be done?		ryan firestone		15-Apr-21		This is not a factor for the industrial sector, as energy code applies to the commercial sector (we included this because our review of the Power Plan included a review of the commercial sector). 
If we were to account for energy code, we would identify any change in ASD saturation that occurs for equipment covered by energy code as part of the baseline. It would then be incorporated into the energy consumption calculated in Question 3a.		No action needed		No action needed		No

				Questions Document		Introdction		Overall Comments:
I think the methodology is well constructed and appropriate for the information available.  I have inserted specific comments within the memo questions below, plus also a few overarching comments:
1.	I would encourage you to use the term VFD (variable frequency drive) instead of ASD.  The current DOE MSMA makes this transition as well, noting that the prior MSMA used the term ASD and VFD interchangeably but the current MSMA uses just VFD:
“the previous MSMA study found that 9 percent of industrial motor systems and 4 percent of industrial motor system electricity consumption utilized an adjustable speed drive (ASD). The report describes ASDs as being synonymous with VFDs. In this report, 19 percent of industrial motor systems had some sort of control technology (6 percent have a VFD and 13 percent had another load control technology). Twenty-three percent of industrial motor system electricity consumption was under a load control technology (6 percent utilized a VFD and 17 percent utilized another technology type).” 
2.	For key assumptions or uncertainties, I would recommend the team develop some analysis around the assumption to either validate it or illustrate its weakness.  Maybe share that with the expert panelists, to spur potential suggestions.  Use the expert panel to help shape improvements to key assumptions.  I have added suggestions below to potentially improve the assumptions of fixed ratio of imbedded/standalone ASDs, and also constant savings per HP, these were two assumptions that could potentially be improved.
3.	I’m not certain how this impacts the methodology, but the BPA rates are significantly lower than many other parts of the U.S.  As a result, the cost savings necessary to justify a non-incentivized investment in an ASD might require more kWh savings than in other regions.  Intuitively, I would expect the non-incentivized penetration of ASDs to be lower than other regions because of this.  When applying national data to the region, for this purpose, this should be considered on some level.
Specific comments are below (in bold italics).		Paul Lemar		19-Apr-21		These are great notes. Thank you for the feedback.		No action needed		No action needed		No

				Questions Document		1.	Initial Stock Characterization (pg. 8-12): As mentioned in Question 2 of the methodology memo, there is currently no comprehensive industrial stock assessment for the Pacific Northwest (the region). The research team intends to use the data sources identified in this section to develop a stock characterization for industrial pumps and fans. 
a.	If you have concerns with this approach, please provide input on how the research team can refine or augment their approach to develop a regionally representative stock characterization.		I believe that developing an initial stock characterization is the best approach given the data available.  As identified in the Memo, however, a key uncertainty is the availability of regional stock information in the DOE assessments.  This is to be requested by BPA.  If this is unavailable, an alternative methodology will need to be developed.  I believe that one potential approach would be to apply the national level to the BPA region, but this will assume the penetration is the same, which it is not likely.		Paul Lemar		19-Apr-21		Noted, thanks! We will work with Prakash or others at DOE/LBNL to obtain region-specific information.		No action needed		No action needed		No

				Questions Document		b.	Do you know of any data sources, apart from the sources listed in this memo, that the research team can incorporate into this stock characterization? 		In addition to the Northwest Industrial Motor Database, there is an overall IAC database with recommendations included ASDs, both implemented and not implemented.  While this data is certainly not comprehensive, it could be used as an indicator to compare the BPA region of the ratio of total implemented to recommended ASDs vs national ratio, to see how the uptake of ASD might vary within the BPA region vs national penetration.		Paul Lemar		19-Apr-21		This is a great data source! Thank you for identifying it.		Review potential new data; no follow-up needed		Completed		No				Completed as part of subsequent model development and expert panel reviews.

				Questions Document		2.	Market Data Collection (pg. 13-15): The research team is recommending collecting market data from pump and fan manufacturers and pump and fan distributors to characterize the industrial pump and fan motor HP flowing into the region and how much of these motor HP are paired with an ASD at the OEM/distributor level. 
a.	If you have concerns about this approach, please provide feedback on how the research team might refine or augment the approach to data collection presented in the memo. Note that we will be working on a more detailed sampling and data collection plan soon and will share those with the expert panel in the near future.		I think this is a good approach to model the influx of new pumps and fan motors and drives into the region, there will likely be sales into the region not captured by this approach.  For example, some specialty pumps or fans could be sourced outside the region or even the U.S.  There probably needs to be some sort of validation of this approach, or method to estimate the additional influx of motors from distributors outside the region.		Paul Lemar		19-Apr-21		This is true, and the data collection team will be working with sampling experts to develop an extrapolation plan to account for those gaps.		No action needed		No action needed		No

				Questions Document		3.	Separate Sale ASDs (pg.15-17): The research team plans to use the stock information and sales data on ASDs sold-with-equipment to back calculate separate sale ASDs every year. To do this, the research team assumes the ratio of separate sale ASDs to ASDs sold with equipment is stable over time. Do you have any information that supports this assumption or suggests this assumption is not sound? 		I don’t have any reason to assume this ratio is consistent, and my understanding of the market dynamics suggests that the assumption may not be sound.  There are certain types of equipment where ASDs are more commonly paired on the OEM level, such as HVAC units.  The sale of HVAC units with ASDs is probably driven more by construction of commercial floorspace, whereas the stand-alone ASD sales may be more closely tied to industrial output, as new plant construction is not as common in the industrial sector.  Therefore, I would assume that this ratio does vary over time, and by region, most likely by macroeconomic factors such as those cited above.  The DOE MSMA suggests an average annual increase in VFD adoption going from 9 to 19 percent, in comparing the recent and past MSMA assessments.  The team could compare the increase in sales of imbedded VFDs over this time period to test this assumption.		Paul Lemar		19-Apr-21		Thank you for noting this. While we understand the ratio may not remain constant, this method accounts for the fact that the ratio may be changing, but that any trends in that change are consistent over time. One note is that the commercial sector and embedded motors and ASDs are not covered under the scope of this model.		No action needed		No action needed		No

				Questions Document		4.	Unit Energy Consumption (pg.18-22): This methodology proposes using the RTF Measures for Pumps, Fans, and VSDs as the basis for the model’s energy consumption calculations. The research team would like feedback on the following topics:
a.	Informed by interviews with market actors, the methodology currently assumes that the market average motor efficiency is equivalent to “NEMA Premium” —the federal energy conservation standard minimum efficiency. Do you know of any information that either supports this assumption or reflects a different market average?		The DOE Premium Efficiency Motor Selection and Application Guide suggests that over 70 percent of motors under 200 hp are NEMA Premium, so I believe this assumption is mostly true.  Anecdotally, during plant energy assessments, I have found that there appear to be more special duty motors in larger sizes which are believed to be rewound instead of replaced with premium efficiency motors, due most likely to unique motor characteristics.  The savings with ASDs would likely be higher with lower efficiency motors, so there should probably some sort of mechanism to adjust for the presence of non-Premium motors.		Paul Lemar		19-Apr-21		Good insights! We will be accounting for non-premium motors in the initial stock characterization, which will use an average motor efficiency based on the average age of systems.		No action needed		No action needed		No

				Questions Document		b.	The RTF measures do not cover the entire range of installed motor HP for pumps and fans. The memo outlines data sources the research team intends to use to expand these energy consumption estimates to the entire range of installed motor HP. 
i.	Please provide any input on how the research team can refine their approach to expanding the RTF measures to a broader HP range.		I would again suggest consulting the IAC database, which does estimate both kWh savings and ASD cost, it does not provide the HP but one could infer that from the ASD cost.  The IACs could be contacted to determine their ASD costing practices, it could be based on a $/HP basis.  If so, the kWh savings per HP could be developed by HP range.  I have a few contacts with former IAC experience, I can inquire as well as to how they estimate ASD costs.		Paul Lemar		19-Apr-21		Thanks! We will look at the IAC database.		Review potential new data; no follow-up needed		Completed		No				Completed as part of subsequent model development and expert panel reviews.

				Questions Document		ii.	The methodology memo lists data sources that the team will use to expand the RTF measures. Do the panelists know of any additional data sources that the research team could use to bolster this expansion of measures?		I would agree to use the RTF data, but in looking at the their VSD Workbook it appears to use a constant savings percentage regardless of HP size.  Yet their cost estimates decrease considerably with HP size.  While electric rates may decrease some with larger HP applications, due to size of facility, there will also be 5 HP applications for example at larger sites.  If sites use a relatively uniform 2-3 year paypack period, I would expect smaller HP VFD applications to show higher percentage savings, to justify the higher $/HP capital costs. See above for suggestion to use the IAC database.  FYI, the code for ASD recommendations made in IAC studies is as follows:

2.4146 USE ADJUSTABLE FREQUENCY DRIVE OR MULTIPLE SPEED MOTORS ON EXISTING SYSTEM

As noted, these recommendations could include some multiple speed motors, but my belief is that the overwhelming majority are ASDs.		Paul Lemar		19-Apr-21		Got it! We will be expanding these measures to cover the full range. We will review the IAC database to incorporate any data. 		Review potential new data; no follow-up needed		Completed		No				Completed as part of subsequent model development and expert panel reviews.

				Questions Document		5.	(For those with knowledge of regional ASD utility programs) Program Savings (pg.24-36): Utilities most commonly incentivize ASDs through custom programs, which necessitated a more complex methodology for calculating the program savings (laid out in Question 4 of the methodology memo). The program savings methodology has multiple steps, and the research team would like feedback from the Expert Panel on two aspects of this methodology.
a.	This methodology calculates the percent of RCP savings reported that are attributable to ASDs (Steps 1 and 2 in the program savings methodology), resulting in 19.6 aMW of regional program savings attributable to ASDs from 2016 to 2019. Does this number sit within a range of ASD program savings that you’d expect over this timeframe, based on other analyses you are aware of? Do you have feedback on how the research team can adjust or improve the process to better estimate the percent of RCP savings from ASD programs?		I don’t have a good sense for the MW number, but would want to see it compared to the total motor energy use reduction over that period, expressed in demand savings (probably using a fairly high load factor, maybe 7,000 hrs per year).		Paul Lemar		19-Apr-21		Ok we'll keep this in mind when we discuss updated results.		No action needed		No action needed		No

				Questions Document		b.	This methodology calculates an “Average Savings per Unit” attributed to ASDs for both pumps and fans (Step 3 of the program savings methodology) to be 2,090 kWh/motor HP. Does this number sit within a range you’d expect from an ASD installation incentivized by regional utility programs? Do you know how the research team could bolster or improve the analysis that informed this value?		I would question using an average savings per unit across the board.  As mentioned above, if sites use a relatively uniform 2-3 year paypack period, I would expect smaller HP VFD applications to show higher percentage savings, to justify the higher $/HP capital costs.  If the rebate program is designed to buy down payback periods to a certain payback, it would likely provide higher $/HP rebates for smaller HP applications, but the kWh savings per unit HP would be unaffected.  I would encourage the team to look at kWh/motor HP by size range, and see if it was higher for smaller HP ranges.   If so, then I would use savings per unit for different size ranges, maybe 4 or 5 ranges. 
I would also want to take a look at the IAC values, described in response to question 4(b)(i), focusing on implemented measures, to see if it agrees with these values.  The team could use the VFD cost per HP from the RTF data to convert the IAC kWh savings/Cost to a kWh savings/HP value.		Paul Lemar		19-Apr-21		Thank you for the feedback. With the information we had, there was not a statistically significant correlation between motor size and savings per motor hp. We will keep this in mind as we update the analysis to include more information		No action needed		No action needed		No

				Questions Document		6.	Uncertainty (pg.36-39): While this memo addresses uncertainty throughout, it also includes a section that summarizes the uncertainty for each portion of the model. The research team would like feedback on the following topics related to this section:
a.	Apart from those already listed in the memo, what other actions can the research team take to characterize and mitigate the uncertainty in this model?		I would recommend that for any assumption leading to heightened uncertainty, try to test the assumption using available data.  I have suggested methods above to test and potentially resolve issues with average savings per HP and also separate sale VFD penetration rate, these are just examples but I think are helpful to illustrate how the team might test key assumptions		Paul Lemar		19-Apr-21		Thank you for the feedback.		No action needed		No action needed		No

				Questions Document		b.	If there are any aspects of the methodology that raise concerns that this section does not address, please identify them, and indicate how the research team could approach quantifying and accounting for this uncertainty.		I have included my concerns above.		Paul Lemar		19-Apr-21		Noted		No action needed		No action needed		No

				Questions Document		c.	Are there any terms or elements of the ASD definition, scope definition, or model results that the research team could articulate better? If so, please provide details and recommendations on how to do so.		As indicated in my overall comments, I think the team should adopt the term VFD, instead of ASD.  I am also somewhat concerned that the scope of fans and pumps for all standalone VFDs is somewhat limiting, I do think it’s the largest elements of the market but there might be other end-use equipment to potentially include.  However, I am not aware of other significant end-use equipment that might be included in the scope (at this time).		Paul Lemar		19-Apr-21		Noted, thank you for the feedback.		No action needed		No action needed		No

				1 - Line # 1		Memorandum		Overall, I believe the proposals and definitions from the research team are reasonable and based on the best available data.  Other than doing additional manufacturer and sales channel interviews and primary research, I am not aware of better data sources, and I do not have alternate approaches to suggest.  I think the suggestions in the memo around sensitivity analysis to understand how uncertainty may affect the model is appropriate and important so that items sensitive to uncertainty can be given greater scrutiny		pgaydon		15-Apr-21		Thank you for the feedback.		No action needed		No action needed		No

				2 - Line # 29		ASDs do not include mechanical control systems like belt and sheave systems, gear boxes, or eddy-current drives (which all operate by varying the driven load, not the motor speed).		This is a minor comment, but it is lengthy. 

Personally I think the term VFD should be used instead of ASD because 99%+ of what is being researched falls into the VFD category so I don’t think we should not potentially confuse anyone and have to explain what an ASD includes and does not include.  The term VFD is understood to mean varying the speed of the motor. The advanced motor technologies still require VFDs.  The only ones that would not use VFDs are synchronous motors and DC motors.

I understand the definition and use of ASD in the memo to mean any electronic means of varying the motor speed.  However, from a driven load perspective, I understand the term ASD would include anything that can control the speed of the load (i.e. Pump) so it would include the items that the memo definition excluded, and I feel this could cause confusion.

I reviewed this with one of my motor/VFD Contacts and they shared the following:
Welcome to the biggest argument of terminology with in IEEE, NEMA etc.  We just had a long conversation on this within NEMA, again.  ASD rose to be used within IEEE, NEMA and other technical forums to make sure that all technologies were included such as some of the mechanicals listed below as well as Synchronous, wound rotor, DC etc.   My personal opinion is that the share of variable speed within motor technology is 99+% VFD now.  That was not the case 30 years ago when ASD came into common usage.  There are and will continue to be, other variable speed motor technologies, such as large Synchronous machines that do not use a VFD, but the share of the market is simply tiny.  Also, DC, outside of very specific applications, continues to decrease.  I also would not include variable voltage soft starters as those are not intended for continuous operation. I think VFD has become ubiquitous.  ASD is universal, but what is the goal of what is being written about. 

Reading this, I do not think I answered your original question.  I do not know of any advanced technology that varies a motor speed that is not using variable frequency.  All of the newest motor technologies all still use variable frequency to vary the speed, no matter the motor technology. 

Of course, a new technology could come out at any time, but it does not exist currently so very little risk in causing an issue with Bonneville. 		pgaydon		2-Apr-21		This is great information and context to have! We are developing a more comprehensive review of the terminology to ensure we are all on the same page.		Text Edits to Memo; no follow-up needed		Completed		No				Completed in final methodology memo (as part of draft model results review).

				12 - Line # 18		(such as operating hours and load factor[1]).		The footnote 20 below divides hp by 0.746 instead of multiplying to get kW.  It should list 7 hp or 5.2 kW in the footnote.  I have edited in track changes.		pgaydon		2-Apr-21		Thanks, we will adjust the footnote		Text Edits to Memo; no follow-up needed		Completed		No				Completed in final methodology memo (as part of draft model results review).

				17 - Line # 7		To model		Regarding the separate sale of ASDs versus integrated sales, I think when surveying pump manufacturers we should try to understanding if there has been a meaningful jump in OEM supplied VFDs with pumps as a result of the 2020 DOE standard.  If so, a change due to the DOE regulation may require a step and change in slope of the trend line.  If needed, I am happy to support the research team in connecting with pump OEMs.		pgaydon		2-Apr-21		This is a great note. Asking them if their has been a stepwise change would help inform this section.		Data Collection Possibility; no follow-up required		Completed		No				Completed as part of subsequent model development and expert panel reviews.

				17 - Line # 37		motor HP through into the region		Consider editorial revision “through into”		pgaydon		14-Apr-21		Thanks, we will adjust this language.		Text Edits to Memo; no follow-up needed		Completed		No				Completed in final methodology memo (as part of draft model results review).

				21 - Line # 22		This methodology proposes using information from the Northwest Motor Database and information from DOE’s MSMAs to determine the operating characteristics for pumps above 200 motor HP or fans above 60 motor HP. For pumps and fans falling within the scope of the RTF UES measures, the model will use the operating characteristics assumed by the RTF.		Regarding oversizing factor for larger motors, I agree that the MSMA is the best data available.  It is interesting that the load factor in the MSMA generally decreases as motor size increase.  I would assume that more effort would go into correctly sizing higher power loads so there must be other factors at play causing this.  Perhaps large variable speed motors are sized for a max design, but don’t often operate there.		pgaydon		14-Apr-21		This aligns with the pumps research NEEA conducted in the Pacific Northwest. I think the reason for the decrease is two-fold: 1) like you said, facilities dedicate more resources to correctly sizing and installing larger, more expensive equipment, and 2) a smaller absolute difference between to operating point and installed size is a larger percentage for smaller motors.		No action needed		No action needed		No

				37 - Line # 22		There is inherent uncertainty in any calculation method for retirement rates. To address the uncertainty associated with the method presented in this memo the research team will work with equipment experts to validate assumptions and will perform a sensitivity analysis to characterize the impact of retirement rates on model results.		Regarding the uncertainty in retirement rates, I have been wondering how the 2020 DOE regulation for pumps will affect retirement age in the short term, which may be different than the long term trend. For example, manufacturers are no longer offering non-compliant models and over VFD integrated ones instead, and it is possible they may not be offering components for repairs either.  Lack of direct replacement and the option to get better/compliant ratings with integrated VFDs may mean that pump OEMs offer integrated VFDs more, and may move owners to retire equipment sooner.  I was on a call with a manufacturer of packaged booster pumps for buildings and anecdotally, he indicated that they have had success in this regard transitioning owners to VFD technology in boosters based on the DOE regulation instead of repairing/replacing. When speaking with equipment experts, I think a question about how the DOE regulation and program incentives are affecting retirement age is appropriate.  If needed, I am happy to support the research team in connecting with pump OEMs.		pgaydon		15-Apr-21		This is a great point! We will look into the retirement rates from a standard-focused perspective.		Review potential new data; no follow-up needed		Completed		No				Completed as part of subsequent model development and expert panel reviews.

				Questions Document		1.	Initial Stock Characterization (pg. 8-12): As mentioned in Question 2 of the methodology memo, there is currently no comprehensive industrial stock assessment for the Pacific Northwest (the region). The research team intends to use the data sources identified in this section to develop a stock characterization for industrial pumps and fans . 
a.	If you have concerns with this approach, please provide input on how the research team can refine or augment their approach to develop a regionally representative stock characterization.
b.	Do you know of any data sources, apart from the sources listed in this memo, that the research team can incorporate into this stock characterization? 		In past efforts to isolate a specific geography we have calculated percentages based on population of industries within the service area being studied to back in to a number.		rob boteler		14-Apr-21		That is good info Rob. Do you happen to know where you got the information on the population of industries? Would we be able to review/use that information?		Review potential new data; follow-up required		Completed		Yes		I meant general population. States have  manufacturing guides that list companies within the state see https://www.mni.net/solutions/

				Questions Document		2.	Market Data Collection (pg. 13-15): The research team is recommending collecting market data from pump and fan manufacturers and pump and fan distributors to characterize the industrial pump and fan motor HP flowing into the region and how much of these motor HP are paired with an ASD at the OEM/distributor level . 
a.	If you have concerns about this approach, please provide feedback on how the research team might refine or augment the approach to data collection presented in the memo. Note that we will be working on a more detailed sampling and data collection plan soon and will share those with the expert panel in the near future.		I think this is what you will need to do, the concern is definitions of embedded vs free standing. Will the seller know this?		rob boteler		14-Apr-21		That is a good point. We are developing a definition of standalone/embedded to clarify this point.		No action needed		No action needed		No

				Questions Document		3.	Separate Sale ASDs (pg.15-17): The research team plans to use the stock information and sales data on ASDs sold-with-equipment to back calculate separate sale ASDs every year. To do this, the research team assumes the ratio of separate sale ASDs to ASDs sold with equipment is stable over time. Do you have any information that supports this assumption or suggests this assumption is not sound ? 		My experience is that the percent of motors driven by an ASD has increased every year in the time frame. Particularly in pump applications under 30 HP		rob boteler		14-Apr-21		Noted.		No action needed		No action needed		No

				Questions Document		4.	Unit Energy Consumption (pg.18-22): This methodology proposes using the RTF Measures for Pumps, Fans, and VSDs as the basis for the model’s energy consumption calculations. The research team would like feedback on the following topics:
a.	Informed by interviews with market actors, the methodology currently assumes that the market average motor efficiency is equivalent to “NEMA Premium” —the federal energy conservation standard minimum efficiency. Do you know of any information that either supports this assumption or reflects a different market average ?		NEMA sales data would support this conclusion. In the 1-500 HP range, EISA took affect June 2016. The vast majority of NEMA premium motors are “inverter ready” for variable torques loads [ pumps/fans]		rob boteler		14-Apr-21		That is really good to know. Do you think it would be possible for the modeling team to review the NEMA data in support of this project (under NDA)?		Review potential new data; follow-up required		Completed		Yes		As a US producer and chair of the NEMA energy committee I can safely say NEMA member product is "inverter ready" . This means it has a tough coat wire and can be used without issue in variable torque appications Costant torque applications would require part 31 motors which are not regulated for effieicny.  

				Questions Document		b.	The RTF measures do not cover the entire range of installed motor HP for pumps and fans. The memo outlines data sources the research team intends to use to expand these energy consumption estimates to the entire range of installed motor HP. 
i.	Please provide any input on how the research team can refine their approach to expanding the RTF measures to a broader HP range .
ii.	The methodology memo lists data sources that the team will use to expand the RTF measures. Do the panelists know of any additional data sources that the research team could use to bolster this expansion of measures?		The application of motors in commercial buildings would seem to be a significant expansion to include smaller motors in HAC and water system circulators.		rob boteler		14-Apr-21		yes, we definitely agree!		No action needed		No action needed		No

				Questions Document		a.	This methodology calculates the percent of RCP savings reported that are attributable to ASDs (Steps 1 and 2 in the program savings methodology), resulting in 19.6 aMW of regional program savings attributable to ASDs from 2016 to 2019. Does this number sit within a range of ASD program savings that you’d expect over this timeframe, based on other analyses you are aware of? Do you have feedback on how the research team can adjust or improve the process to better estimate the percent of RCP savings from ASD programs ?		I have included a chart that explains the impact of load on power reduction. Once you establish the “total connected HP”  driven by ASDs and run time you should be able to extrapolate energy saved per year.		rob boteler		14-Apr-21		Thanks for including this information! Would you be able to provide the source for the information? We would like to be able to reference it.		Review potential new data; follow-up required		Completed		Yes		Bill Finley Siemens NEMA Technical committee produced this chart 

				Questions Document		b.	This methodology calculates an “Average Savings per Unit” attributed to ASDs for both pumps and fans (Step 3 of the program savings methodology) to be 2,090 kWh/motor HP. Does this number sit within a range you’d expect from an ASD installation incentivized by regional utility programs? Do you know how the research team could bolster or improve the analysis that informed this value ?		Could the team run a sanity test using the NEMA ASD curve plotted against the total connected HP determined? While this is not a precise method it would tell you if you were significantly out off the mark.		rob boteler		15-Apr-21		Noted, will do.		Review potential new data; no follow-up needed		Completed		No				Completed as part of subsequent model development and expert panel reviews.

				Questions Document		While this memo addresses uncertainty throughout, it also includes a section that summarizes the uncertainty for each portion of the model. The research team would like feedback on the following topics related to this section:
a.	Apart from those already listed in the memo, what other actions can the research team take to characterize and mitigate the uncertainty in this model? Load and hours run time  		National numbers 2015		rob boteler		14-Apr-21		Thanks for including this information! Would you be able to provide the source for the information? We would like to be able to reference it.		Review potential new data; follow-up required		Completed		Yes		This one is confidential 

				Questions Document		c.	Are there any terms or elements of the ASD definition, scope definition, or model results that the research team could articulate better? If so, please provide details and recommendations on how to do so .		You may want to make it clear that the report includes motor types other than just induction. Has there been any discussion about smarter connected devices that save energy through duty cycle manipulation?		rob boteler		14-Apr-21		We identify in the methodology memo that we are looking at advanced motor types, but this model is currently only looking at the savings from variable speed control (not from duty cycle manipulation).		No action needed		No action needed		No

				1 - Line # 21		region		Stand alone dramaticaly reduces the market size . I have added charts from a third party study that breaks out fans for facilities and centrifugal pumps 7.5kW  and larger.		rob boteler		1-Apr-21		We will develop a definition of standalone and embedded to clarify the distinction between the two.		No action needed		No action needed		No

				2 - Line # 9		of		Efficiency of the motor and ASD is not the metric to be used to calculate energy savings. ASD's are typically 94-96% efficient and motors are 92% increasing efficiency under test condisions in a lab at 100% load are of little value.		rob boteler		9-Apr-21		Agreed. However we do need to account in changes to these metrics over time.		No action needed		No action needed		No

				2 - Line # 13		Motors				rob boteler		9-Apr-21		NA		No action needed		No action needed		No

				2 - Line # 13		Motors		the motor is the most efficient component of the system. The load and machanical flow control are the main consuming components.		rob boteler		9-Apr-21		I agree that the load and mechanical flow control impact the energy consumption the most, but from a literal "where does the electricity go" perspective, the motor takes the electricity and turns it into mechanical power (dictated by these other components). We will clarify this in the methodology memo to ensure no confusion.		Text Edits to Memo; no follow-up needed		Completed		No				Completed in final methodology memo (as part of draft model results review).

				2 - Line # 23		fan		By eliminating embedded motor/ASD the study will not consider 80-85% of the units. Motor manufactures sell aproximatley 75% to oems and 25% to distribution channel who in turn sell over 50% to smaller oems.		rob boteler		9-Apr-21		We will be more clearly defining "standalone' and embedded" motors (and the information we have reviewied shows that embedded is much more prevelant in the commercial sector and not going to eliminate a large chunk of motors in industrial).		No action needed		No action needed		No

				2 - Line # 34		load		And we should add the results of the PDS paper regarding fixed load applications.		rob boteler		9-Apr-21		Noted. Will add a sentence addressing this application		Text Edits to Memo; no follow-up needed		Completed		No				Completed in final methodology memo (as part of draft model results review).

				3 - Line # 12		ASDs		When listing the three points this way the reader might get the impression that the impact on energy is the same for each. The report should make it clear that the efficiency of the motor and ASD compared to the affinity laws has little to no impact. Particularly when the affects of power quality are considered.		rob boteler		12-Apr-21		Noted.		No action needed		No action needed		No

				3 - Line # 17		Action		Do we need to see this power plan to understand what is being required?		rob boteler		14-Apr-21		No, the Power Plan is a document used in the Northwest to set energy efficiency targets in the region.		No action needed		No action needed		No

				4 - Line # 11		Savings		Unaided market adoption is certainly occurring; however, it is being driven by OEM’s adding an ASD to their equipment rather than a facility reconfiguring an existing facility standalone application to add and ASD. If the report assumes similar adoption rates it will overstate the Momentum contribution.		rob boteler		16-Apr-21		Noted. We are accounting for those sales separately (sales of ASDs with equipment vs ASDs sold separately)		No action needed		No action needed		No

				6 - Line # 26		defined		Is food production included in the definition of industrial ? Or is that considered ag? Processing, packaging and storing of food would be a good industry to include for the states in the study.		rob boteler		14-Apr-21		Yes, food processing is considered in Industrial and so included in the study scope.		No action needed		No action needed		No

				6 - Line # 33		only		Does the study include electric motors regardless of technology? Looking to the future the introduction of newer technologies will have a significant impact , particularly on the ¼ to 30 HP range.		rob boteler		14-Apr-21		Yes, it does include other motor technologies.		No action needed		No action needed		No

				7 - Line # 5		Seventh		I did a year over year percentage change of the US motor market that may help . The chart represents about 85% of the supply of the 1-500HP market segment. I also includes the relative percentages of the most common “bins” used to segment the power ranges.		rob boteler		16-Apr-21		Thanks for including this information! Would you be able to provide the source for the information? We would like to be able to reference it.		Review potential new data; follow-up required		Completed		Yes		This one is confidential 

				8 - Line # 8		account		This is the right approach, I have used “total connected HP” in the past to calculate savings and it has been effective communicating with the audience.		rob boteler		16-Apr-21		Thanks!		No action needed		No action needed		No

				8 - Line # 20		the		This is a lot of “estimating” that becomes the base line to work from. Are we trying to establish this to show the low level of adoption in the past ?  Will the results going forward be suspect as a result of a questionable baseline?		rob boteler		14-Apr-21		The "Baseline" will simply be the saturation of ASDs in 2015. This is how the Power Plan treats the term baseline.		No action needed		No action needed		No

				10 - Line # 20		research		The chart attached would be very appropriate here. It clearly shows the range of load effects vs the need to determine a point on the curve. I will attach.		rob boteler		14-Apr-21		Thanks for including this information! Would you be able to provide the source for the information? We would like to be able to reference it.		Review potential new data; follow-up required		Completed		Yes		Chart developed by me with input from other motor manufactures 

				10 - Line # 28		bins		25 bins sounds like overkill see my chart attached		rob boteler		14-Apr-21		Thanks for including this information! Would you be able to provide the source for the information? We would like to be able to reference it.		Review potential new data; follow-up required		Completed		Yes		Bins are used by NEMA as well as DOE in their motor evaluation. See DOE spreadsheet for greater DOE detail 

				10 - Line # 32		technology		These technologies typically have a flatter curve that improves energy saving over speed range. As adoption occurs this would improve the savings rate per hp.		rob boteler		16-Apr-21		Noted.		No action needed		No action needed		No

				11 - Line # 2		lifetime		Motor manufacturers have struggled with this forever. The DOE has said average life of an induction motor is 18 years . We know some die the first day while others live for 40- 50 years with no issue.		rob boteler		14-Apr-21		Noted. Our goal is to account for the average motor life.		No action needed		No action needed		No

				11 - Line # 4		analysis		MSMA is your best resource for this		rob boteler		14-Apr-21		Noted.		No action needed		No action needed		No

				12 - Line # 18		[1]		This report gives the most detailed motor data by sic and application. It does not separate embedded motors from free standing you will need to make assumption. The hours of operation seem very high especially in the lower [below 10hp range] . using the typical number of shifts approach assumes the motor is operating all or nearly all of the shift which is seldom the reality . How will you estimate the application of VS vs FS ? If you use the LBNL data it is much newer than 2014 base year.		rob boteler		12-Apr-21		Noted. That is a good summary of that information.		No action needed		No action needed		No

				13 - Line # 23		savings		This approach seems reasonable. The size of the unit and environment will significantly impact life expectancy. Motors in food processing plants with very wet applications may only survive two or three years. When you look at higher HP there is a repair element that can renew the motor and delay retirement.		rob boteler		13-Apr-21		Noted.		No action needed		No action needed		No

				13 - Line # 33		distributor		You are correct, I would estimate the embedded to be 85%  or more of units sold		rob boteler		16-Apr-21		Noted		No action needed		No action needed		No

				14 - Line # 5		path		Yes, but distributors sell motor-drive combinations to the smaller OEM market. My research suggests there is a significant number of small OEM’s building equipment for the food processors within the report geography.		rob boteler		16-Apr-21		Noted.		No action needed		No action needed		No

				14 - Line # 15		installations		This approach may help determine which of the three categories was used, but how doe this get to the “stand alone” condition of the study?		rob boteler		13-Apr-21		We intend to account for standalone motors in the stock characterization and sales data.		No action needed		No action needed		No

				14 - Line # 22		distributors		This chart represents installed base by industry in mw 2015 does not include gas/oil/as/water/mine		rob boteler		13-Apr-21		Thanks for including this information! Would you be able to provide the source for the information? We would like to be able to reference it.		Review potential new data; follow-up required		Completed		Yes		 confidential source 

				15 - Line # 27		heightens		The impact of covid on the subject applications should be additional sales of HVAC fans in the air circulation and filtering equipment.		rob boteler		13-Apr-21		Noted.		No action needed		No action needed		No

				16 - Line # 5				See below 2015 data shows the percent of 7.5kw and greater motor installed base by application. Note the centrifugal pump number would include both embeded and free standing units, fans for buildings would be free standing. Data does not include oil and gas, ag, water or mining		rob boteler		13-Apr-21		Thanks for including this information! Would you be able to provide the source for the information? We would like to be able to reference it.		Review potential new data; follow-up required		Completed		Yes		 confidential source 

				16 - Line # 16		2021		As a result of regulation, availability of lower cost product and market awareness there is much greater demand for a PDS vs a FS motor than the past numbers would show. When you determine the ration you should take this into consideration.		rob boteler		13-Apr-21		Noted.		No action needed		No action needed		No

				17 - Line # 8		Data Need #1: Initial Stock Characterization		You can reference the year over year change motor table I provided, but the drive sales may not have some of the negative values because of the expanding drives market vs the motor market.		rob boteler		16-Apr-21		Thanks for including this information! Would you be able to provide the source for the information? We would like to be able to reference it.		Review potential new data; follow-up required		Completed		Yes		 confidential source 

				17 - Line # 24		2021		Again, the ratio if based on the past will not be accurate because of the market shift that is occurring		rob boteler		13-Apr-21		Noted.		No action needed		No action needed		No

				17 - Line # 35		efforts		You are going to make assumptions here.		rob boteler		13-Apr-21		Noted.		No action needed		No action needed		No

				18 - Line # 4		The		Why would the ratio of ASD remain constant? We intuitively know that ASD to motor ratio has changed from 2014		rob boteler		14-Apr-21		We hold the saturation of ASDs constant as the "baseline". This baseline is specific to the Power Plan.		No action needed		No action needed		No

				18 - Line # 27		consumption		The load on the motor coupled with run time is your determining factor here. Motor and drive efficiency don’t really matter [ but then you knew this] Other than asking questions of the end user, I don’t think there is anyway to get near an accurate number. OEM’s and distributors will only guess and having not been directly part of the facilities daily operation they will be wrong. Default to the chart I provided once you determine hours of operation?		rob boteler		13-Apr-21		We will be using data from the RTF measures (which was collected in the field) to calculate the energy consumption of the average pump/fan installed in each "cell". The goal is not necessarily to model each individual pump/fan, but model the average pump/fan.		No action needed		No action needed		No

				19 - Line # 8		Consumption		With both of these metrics UEC is the calculated OEM value not the actual load/run of the facility. The adj factor is critical to your getting a reasonably accurate number.   I think contact with the facility is required .		rob boteler		13-Apr-21		We will be using data from the field to calculate the energy consumption of the average pump/fan installed in each "cell". The goal is not necessarily to model each individual pump/fan, but model the average pump/fan.		No action needed		No action needed		No

				19 - Line # 18		year		See attached pumpfan hours chart		rob boteler		14-Apr-21		Thanks for including this information! Would you be able to provide the source for the information? We would like to be able to reference it.		Review potential new data; follow-up required		Completed		Yes		 confidential source 

				19 - Line # 28		year		See pumpfan hours chart . note bins are in kW		rob boteler		14-Apr-21		Thanks for including this information! Would you be able to provide the source for the information? We would like to be able to reference it.		Review potential new data; follow-up required		Completed		Yes		 confidential source 

				20 - Line # 4		newly		Again motor and drive efficiency in the PDS are minuscule compared affinity law savings.		rob boteler		13-Apr-21		Noted.		No action needed		No action needed		No

				20 - Line # 11		efficiency		Motors sold in 2016 or later will be NEMA Prem.		rob boteler		14-Apr-21		Thanks for the confirmation		No action needed		No action needed		No

				20 - Line # 18		efficiency		To be accurate in the field efficiency of the installed motors there should be adjustments made in two categories. 1. Power quality can reduce field efficiency by an average of 1 point. 2. The rebound affect which creates greater motor speed as a result of the lower slip rate can reduce the energy saving from the more efficient motor by as much as 1 point .		rob boteler		13-Apr-21		Noted. Thank you for the feedback. One point that we want to emphasize is that we are not calculating savings based on motor efficiency (but only from the addition of variable speed control)		No action needed		No action needed		No

				20 - Line # 38		industrial		Does the study include commercial applications for pumps?		rob boteler		13-Apr-21		Not currently, no.		No action needed		No action needed		No

				21 - Line # 9		year		See my chart for hours estimate		rob boteler		14-Apr-21		Thanks for including this information! Would you be able to provide the source for the information? We would like to be able to reference it.		Review potential new data; follow-up required		Completed		Yes		 confidential source 

				21 - Line # 28		fans		Proven by field metering or calculation? Were power quality or rebound factors addressed?		rob boteler		13-Apr-21		They were not directly addressed in that research, no.		No action needed		No action needed		No

				22 - Line # 32		To		GOOD		rob boteler		13-Apr-21		Noted		No action needed		No action needed		No

				26 - Line # 10		custom		The custom data is the most accurate. The two variables[ load and run time] make the savings range so great that attempts to forecast need so many assumptions the results can be easily refuted.		rob boteler		16-Apr-21		This is an interesting note. In Table 10 of the memo, the savings are variable, yes, but also there be at approximately 15% precision at 90% confidence interval. This is fairly tight confidence.		No action needed		No action needed		No

				26 - Line # 15		methodology		I find the TAP concept very confusing. It seems the combination of unique identifiers is dynamic.		rob boteler		15-Apr-21		Yes, the TAP taxonomy is complex. The use of TAPs is specific to Utilities reporting savings in the Northwest and is the framework we must use to account for program savings.		No action needed		No action needed		No

				28 - Line # 32		combination		It would seem to me that you could use the NEMA energy savings chart and the reports bin categories and end up with a reasonably acute savings number without making additional “estimates”.		rob boteler		14-Apr-21		Would you be able to provide this data as well as the source in a word document or email? 		Review potential new data; follow-up required		Completed		Yes		The chart was done by Bill Finley NEMA technical committee 

				29 - Line # 12		program		The BPA actual M&V examples look to be the most accurate energy savings data available for the report.		rob boteler		15-Apr-21		Noted.		No action needed		No action needed		No

				30 - Line # 34		data		I vote number 1		rob boteler		14-Apr-21		Noted.		No action needed		No action needed		No

				31 - Line # 18		these		I think number 2 is the most accurate method  with the least assumptions.		rob boteler		14-Apr-21		Noted		No action needed		No action needed		No

				31 - Line # 34		combinations		I agree		rob boteler		14-Apr-21		Noted		No action needed		No action needed		No

				32 - Line # 22		2		Again look at the NEMA chart of savings		rob boteler		14-Apr-21		Would you be able to provide the source for this data so we can reference it?		Review potential new data; follow-up required		Completed		Yes		The chart was done by Bill Finley NEMA technical committee 

				36 - Line # 17		equipment		Consider the NEMA model too.		rob boteler		15-Apr-21		Rob, I am wondering what model you are referring to? Does NEMA have a specific model of where sales are distributed to?		Review potential new data; follow-up required		Completed		Yes		In the past we captured sales data by application and "NEMA trade area" We stopped reporting in the late 90's . [no longer available

				39 - Line # 9		2014		Will the team include in plant research? I think the MSMA approach will be needed to gather a large sample of the installations.		rob boteler		15-Apr-21		We do not currently intend to complete in-plant research of the installed equipment.		No action needed		No action needed		No

				44 - Line # 23		energy		It appears that the seventh plan includes pumps and compressors that are not in scope for the report. This adds an additional variable that the team will need to include as adjustments to drill down to the product in scope.		rob boteler		15-Apr-21		Correct, the scope of our model is more narrow than the scope of the Power Plan in terms of equipment type. 		No action needed		No action needed		No

				1 - Line # 18		above		“Above” = Higher efficiency equipment beyond NWPCC baseline efficiency equipment per Industrial sector subsector (i.e., segment) or just an overall “industrial”?		Amundson,Todd M (BPA) - PEJD-6		5-Apr-21		Specific to ASDs, this refers to variable speed control adopted beyond the baseline saturation of ASDs in the industrial sector in the year the Power Plan was written.		No action needed		No action needed		No

				1 - Line # 24		Understand how the energy consumption of standalone motor-driven systems is changing in the region from 2015 through 2021.		Yes.  This could be very useful information for programs and engineering too.		Amundson,Todd M (BPA) - PEJD-6		5-Apr-21		Great to hear!		No action needed		No action needed		No

				1 - Line # 26		Estimate Momentum Savings associated the installation of ASDs on standalone motor-driven systems from 2016 through 2021.		This can get tricky and challenging.  If using NEEA/RTF XMP methodology, which was mostly mirrored in NWPCC pump analysis, it was based on DOE studies which were (originally) limited to < 200 HP for clean water pumping systems only.  The NWPCC fan analysis was based on a DOE study which was limited too, perhaps to 125HP (where the RTF limited up to 50HP)?		Amundson,Todd M (BPA) - PEJD-6		5-Apr-21		The team is intending to expand the methodology used in those sources to cover the entire motor HP range in the industrial sector.		No action needed		No action needed		No

				1 - Line # 28		Gather valuable data to inform a better regional understanding of standalone motor-driven systems.		Again, could be very useful information for programs and engineering too.		Amundson,Todd M (BPA) - PEJD-6		5-Apr-21		Great to hear!		No action needed		No action needed		No

				2 - Line # 15		shaft rotation, to the motor-driven equipment.		Tried and true formula: Motor Output Torque x Speed is proportional to Input Electrical Power divided by Motor Efficiency.		Amundson,Todd M (BPA) - PEJD-6		5-Apr-21		Noted. Thanks!		No action needed		No action needed		No

				3 - Line # 2		/		Simplified, which is fine.  What follows in this comment probably isn’t too relevant here but will just note that an industrial site must consider the location of the ‘load control mechanism’ ASD (typically in a motor control center) to the motor and motor-driven equipment.  Too far of a distance between motor control center and/or harsh, wet conditions around motor-equipment may make installation of an ASD not feasible.  Higher costs for medium voltage (>600V) ASD’s also will factor in for low feasibility of ASD installations.  There is also motor-driven equipment not appropriate for ASD controls, and other equipment that is right sized and with adequate on/off controls will not provide a cost-effective ASD upgrade solution. These cases may just remain as ‘stock equipment’ as shown later in this memo’s Figure 3 until motor requires replacing and load control mechanism remains non-ASD type.  I find this memo’s Table 2 touches on some of the content shared in this long-winded comment of mine…		Amundson,Todd M (BPA) - PEJD-6		5-Apr-21		Thanks for the detail and background on ASDs.		No action needed		No action needed		No

				5 - Line # 2		/		It will be helpful to understand how question 3a minus question 3b accounts for non-routine events and adjustments, or changes in market conditions impacting facility operations (i.e., lower or higher production), the razing or permanent closure of industrial facilities, facility expansion and/or new construction (e.g., cold storage new construction across the PNW the past several years) for that matter.  This seems especially challenging for the industrial sector, as compared to C&R sectors.		Amundson,Todd M (BPA) - PEJD-6		5-Apr-21		This will be a good point to dig into when we discuss model development further along in model development. The team intends to calibrate the model using annual information on energy expenditures, by sector, for each year. This will allow the model to account for those changes specific to the industrial sector.		No action needed		No action needed		No

				6 - Line # 25		The model will focus on the industrial sector, defined as facilities that operate in manufacturing or the production of goods, excluding mining, agriculture, irrigation, water/wastewater, and the aluminum industry.[1]		A few of these will be in the 2021 or 8th Plan.  Should the footnote be corrected from the 6th to the 7th Power Plan?  [Probably has same exclusion of mining, etc…		Amundson,Todd M (BPA) - PEJD-6		5-Apr-21		The definition of the industrial sector used in the Seventh Plan is from the work completed in support of the 6th Plan.		No action needed		No action needed		No

				7 - Line # 19		[1]		Is footnote 10 contradicting the earlier comment regarding industrial exclusion of water/wastewater, generally considered ‘municipals’?		Amundson,Todd M (BPA) - PEJD-6		5-Apr-21		Thanks for pointing this out. We will adjust the footnote to align with this table.		Text Edits to Memo; no follow-up needed		Completed		No				Completed in final methodology memo (as part of draft model results review).

				8 - Line # 8		number of motor horsepower (HP)		Nameplate?		Amundson,Todd M (BPA) - PEJD-6		5-Apr-21		Correct. We will clarify this in the methodology memo.		Text Edits to Memo; no follow-up needed		Completed		No				Completed in final methodology memo (as part of draft model results review).

				10 - Line # 3		Different states have different energy code requirements for motors and ASDs. This means that the system location may impact the saturation of control strategies.		State energy code requirements are generally not pertinent to industrial sector in the PNW, correct?		Amundson,Todd M (BPA) - PEJD-6		5-Apr-21		Correct, We will adjust this table to note this.		Text Edits to Memo; no follow-up needed		Completed		No				Completed in final methodology memo (as part of draft model results review).

				10 - Line # 15		Through previous research, the region has identified that operating characteristics of motor-driven systems vary based on sector.[1]		Industrial sector and segment too?  For example, pulp and paper, food processing, wood products, etc…  Never mind.  I see this is addressed below.		Amundson,Todd M (BPA) - PEJD-6		19-Apr-21		Noted.		No action needed		No action needed		No

				10 - Line # 26		Motor Size		Might consider low voltage (<600V) and medium voltage (>600V) as a variable too?		Amundson,Todd M (BPA) - PEJD-6		19-Apr-21		Thanks, we will look into this variable.		Review potential new data; no follow-up needed		Completed		No				Completed as part of subsequent model development and expert panel reviews.

				11 - Line # 24		Then, BPA intends to reach out to DOE and request the data collected from sites in the Pacific Northwest to estimate the region-specific annual saturation of ASDs in each industry from 1998 to 2018.		Of these three data sources, this seems the one of highest potential benefit to the study. 		Amundson,Todd M (BPA) - PEJD-6		19-Apr-21		Noted.		No action needed		No action needed		No

				12 - Line # 18		load factor[1]).		Regarding the footnote, should kW value equal 10 HP x .7 x .746 kW/HP = 5.2 kW?		Amundson,Todd M (BPA) - PEJD-6		5-Apr-21		Correct, we will adjust the footnote.		Text Edits to Memo; no follow-up needed		Completed		No				Completed in final methodology memo (as part of draft model results review).

				13 - Line # 24		Annual Equipment Sales		Is the data limited to an annual frequency?  Would a frequency of quarterly or semi-annually provide any greater insights, particularly in 2019 through 2021?		Amundson,Todd M (BPA) - PEJD-6		19-Apr-21		Currently we are collecting data annually (with the requirement of identifying what year the product was sold in). If data providers are able to provide more granular sales date information we will investigate a more granular analysis.		No action needed		No action needed		No

				17 - Line # 17		Equation 3: Change in ASDs Sold Separately 2019-2021		Over half of this time window was impacted by COVID-19.  I am unable to propose an alternative, but do find this forecast assumption perhaps simplistic.  Trends of ASD sales with equipment data collected from 2014 - 2019, into 2020 and part of 2021 will be of interest.  As questioned above, could higher frequency (quarterly, semi-annually) data be beneficial here?		Amundson,Todd M (BPA) - PEJD-6		19-Apr-21		I think the consideration of COVID 19 will be a good thing to think through.		No action needed		No action needed		No

				17 - Line # 33		The team will also consider future data collection efforts to corroborate these trends and provide another point of validation to any future model development efforts.		Good to consider and keep open to the opportunity.		Amundson,Todd M (BPA) - PEJD-6		19-Apr-21		Noted.		No action needed		No action needed		No

				20 - Line # 6		Difference in motor efficiency and equipment efficiency between the installed stock and newly installed equipment. The RTF’s measures use “Current Practice”, or market average efficiency, as the baseline for energy savings calculations. However, to accurately model the energy consumption of the stock, this model requires an approach that captures the efficiency of older, existing stock equipment, as well as new equipment. By using a Current Practice Baseline, the RTF measures do not account for the installed stock motor efficiency and equipment efficiency.

This methodology proposes two adjustments to RTF’s UEC equations to account for these differences: 1) add a term to both UEC equations that accounts for motor efficiency by vintage, and 2) adjust the equipment efficiency term in each equation (PEI for pumps and FEP for fans) to be dependent on vintage. Because motor and equipment efficiency are dependent on vintage, the model will need to calculate an installed stock average efficiency for each year of the analysis period. Based on interviews with market actors conducted in fall of 2020, this methodology assumes that the market average motor efficiency is equivalent to the federal standard. The market average equipment efficiency will be characterized using the sales data collected through the data collection outlined in Question 2: How big is the market?		Shouldn’t the values mentioned here align with what the NWPCC used in the 7th Plan?  Although I’m only recalling the recent 2021 Plan analysis details for pumps and fans at this moment…		Amundson,Todd M (BPA) - PEJD-6		19-Apr-21		Yes, the Seventh Plan does not use UEC values to calculate energy savings. It uses a top-down approach to estimate the total savings, separate from units.		No action needed		No action needed		No

				21 - Line # 19		The research team cannot confidently assume the operating characteristics of equipment covered by the RTF measures are the same as equipment larger than the RTF measure scope.		Well stated.		Amundson,Todd M (BPA) - PEJD-6		19-Apr-21		Noted.		No action needed		No action needed		No

				21 - Line # 24		For pumps and fans falling within the scope of the RTF UES measures, the model will use the operating characteristics assumed by the RTF.		Original pump analysis was limited to “clean water” systems.  There is a great amount of non-clean water pumping systems at industrial facilities.		Amundson,Todd M (BPA) - PEJD-6		5-Apr-21		Thanks for identifying this impact.		No action needed		No action needed		No

				21 - Line # 27		Proven		See above comment… <200 HP for “clean water” pumping systems only?		Amundson,Todd M (BPA) - PEJD-6		5-Apr-21		Noted.		Text Edits to Memo; no follow-up needed		Completed		No				Completed in final methodology memo (as part of draft model results review).

				21 - Line # 31		Findings from this research will be published soon and will help to mitigate this uncertainty.		Looking forward to reading this research document.		Amundson,Todd M (BPA) - PEJD-6		19-Apr-21		Thanks.		No action needed		No action needed		No

				22 - Line # 16		Actual Energy Consumption		Should ‘actual energy consumption’ be used here?  It rings too close to IPMVP language, implying actual metered energy consumption, which it really isn’t… perhaps retitle as ‘Actual Installed Stock Energy Consumption Estimate’?		Amundson,Todd M (BPA) - PEJD-6		5-Apr-21		That is a good point. While we do not intend to adjust the phrasing of Question 3a, we will include more description to ensure no confusion on this level.		Text Edits to Memo; no follow-up needed		Completed		No				Completed in final methodology memo (as part of draft model results review).

				26 - Line # 12		RCP		Note to self, Regional Conservation Progress report.  This report differentiates between BPA utility customers and PNW IOU savings achievements, correct?		Amundson,Todd M (BPA) - PEJD-6		5-Apr-21		The RCP does differentiate between BPA and IOU savings. The scope of our model is for the entire region so will include both BPA and IOU info.		No action needed		No action needed		No

				26 - Line # 26		/		BPA IS2.0 Data…

Could use a specific example to better understand this approach.  Figure 6 should reference BPA IS2.0 data, correct?		Amundson,Todd M (BPA) - PEJD-6		5-Apr-21		Correct. We will clarify this in the methodology memo.		Text Edits to Memo; no follow-up needed		Completed		No				Completed in final methodology memo (as part of draft model results review).

				29 - Line # 8		100% ASD savings if the report described the measure as an ASD upgrade. In a few cases where a measure included multiple upgrades (one of which is an ASD), the research team attributed all of the measure’s savings to ASDs.		100% seems a bit simplistic.  Some of those multiple upgrades could include a new, higher efficiency pump and/or re-piping to reduce losses.  Would a slightly lower % be more appropriate?  60 – 80%?  Maybe ‘partial ASD savings’ reflects this?		Amundson,Todd M (BPA) - PEJD-6		5-Apr-21		Thank you for the input. We are looking at these savings on the measure level (the CR for one project records measures separately), and the other, system-specific savings were logged/tracked as different measures in one project. Does this make sense? I want to make sure we're correct in our interpretation and use of the CR reports.		Methodological comment, follow-up required		Completed		Yes		If measure level savings, the response seems to make sense.  Thank you.

				32 - Line # 28		The CR Database included 123 ASD-related measures with enough information to calculate an average savings per unit		CR’s usually include an invoice for ASD purchase.  No VFD HP size included?  [Not that it will match motor HP yet oftentimes, VFD HP > Motor HP for a variety of reasons.]		Amundson,Todd M (BPA) - PEJD-6		5-Apr-21		Thanks for the note. We will look into the ASD invoice to see if we can get more info on motor HP.		Review potential new data; no follow-up needed		Completed		No				Completed as part of subsequent model development and expert panel reviews.

				34 - Line # 12		1,616 to 2,931		Perhaps anecdotal, but when developing feedback for NWPPC’s 2021 Plan, a survey of recent ESI projects found 26 EEMs of pump project data in the 20-200 HP CS->VS bin (20 of which were verified by end-use metering).  On average these pumps saved 1,677 kWh per HP (at a cost of $158.09 per HP).		Amundson,Todd M (BPA) - PEJD-6		19-Apr-21		Thanks for the supporting data.		Review potential new data; no follow-up needed		Completed		No				Completed as part of subsequent model development and expert panel reviews.
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				David Morris		8/27/21		Paid Panelist (did not attend session but provided written comments).



				Working Session Slide #		Topic		Comment		Commenter		Date		Response		Next Steps		Status		Notes

				18		Resizing Factor		Would like to understand more about the resizing factor, what is being used for scale, and the descriptors around it.		Rob Boteler & Paul Lemar		12-Jul-21		The resizing factor is addressed in the responses in cells G23 and G24.		No next steps		Completed

				18		Load Control		How does the equation account for fans that are operating at lower flow rates but are resheaved?		Ryan Firestone		12-Jul-21		This is a great point! In taking out the eddy current drive power-load relationship, the team removed the mechanical control strategy that accounted for decreasing the speed of the equipment but not the speed of the motor (an eddy current drive does this electronically, whereas belts/sheaves do this mechanically).
The team will add this power-load relationship back into the calculation of the "mechanical control strategy" average power load relationship. 
Currently all mechanical control strategies are weighted the same, the team will keep this consistent and weight all mechanical control strategies (now including a Power Load Relationship for resheaving) equally.		No next steps		Completed

				18		Joan: Is anyone concerned with using the proposed equation as a whole or would prefer to use the RTF measure equations?		No one raised their hands. All questions at this point were clarifications on specific components.		All Attendees		12-Jul-21		No response required		No next steps		No action needed

				21		Efficiency Metrics		Investigate including the efficiency of mechanical drives in the eta_asd. Instead of only including ASDs, it could be eta_control type		Rob Boteler		12-Jul-21		The team investigated expanding the ASD efficiency term to include mechanical control efficiency losses and determined that doing so was unnecessary because mechanical control efficiency losses are already accounted for in the UEC equation. 

Unlike mechanical control types, ASDs have electrical efficiency losses that occur within the ASD device itself. The ASD efficiency term is accounting for these electrical efficiency losses. The other control related efficiency losses are frictional losses that occur due to the interaction of the control surfaces with the fluid. These frictional losses are accounted for in each control type’s power-load relationship. Since mechanical control strategies do not have additional efficiency losses beyond frictional losses, there is no need to expand the ASD efficiency term to include additional efficiency losses for mechanical control types. 		No next steps		Completed

				21		Tyler: Do Kevin or Ryan have any concern about breaking out the efficiency metric to separare drive vs. motor efficiency?		Ryan this is fine. The bigger deal is not having the drive or having the drive. Kevin agrees. 		Ryan Firestone & Kevin Smit		12-Jul-21		No response required		No next steps		No action needed

				22		Resizing Factor		In practice, people do not usually down-size a system's motor due to increases in efficiency		Rob Boteler		12-Jul-21		The research team created the Resizing Factor to account for the theoretic possibility that motor downsizing might occur when equipment is upgraded and the equipment efficiency increases. 

The team did not have any information noting the prevalence of this, so asked the expert panel. Rob indicated that it is unlikely that end-users would down-size a system's motor due to increases in equipment efficiency. Paul mentioned that this down-sizing may occur in large systems with the addition of an ASD.

The team checked the NEEA's Pumps research which did not show an impact on motor oversizing based on the presence of an ASD. The team also posed the question to another subject matter expert (not on the expert panel) who has experience sizing and scoping motor systems. His feedback indicated that while theoretically end users could downsize their motor to account for increases in efficiency/addition of an ASD, it is very unlikely that this will happen. End users are wary to make changes like this, as it puts them in the position of transitioning away from a motor size they know works on the system to a motor size that they think will work on the system. End users are unlikely to take a risk like this.

Based on this feedback, the research team determined that it was accounting for the Resizing Factor unnecessarily. Therefore, the team will not be accounting for it in the model.		No next steps		Completed

				22		Resizing Factor		If a motor is heavily oversized, the installation of a VFD may result in resizing the motor.		Paul Lemar		12-Jul-21		See above.		No next steps		Completed

				22		Resizing Factor		Would it be better to roll the Resizing factor into the oversizing factor?		Paul Lemar		12-Jul-21		The difference between Oversizing Factor and the Resizing Factor is subtle, and they could be combined into one value. Our rationale for keeping them separate speaks to some of the discussion we had surrounding the resizing factor during our call: we have solid information informing the reasons for (and the magnitude of) oversizing motors (safety factor, accommodates fluctuations in demand, etc.). However, for resizing factor, we identified it as a theoretical impact to energy consumption, but did not have information to inform either the magnitude or the necessity of accounting for it. This difference in our uncertainty surrounding these two values led us to keep them separate.		No next steps		No action needed

				23		Additional Data Sources		Did the team incorporate the Duke Energy study on power quality?		Rob Boteler		12-Jul-21		The team has reached out to Rob and is in the process of reviewing the Duke Energy study on power quality. In this equation, impacts on energy consumption like power quality are accounted for in the "Operating Factor". This variable accounts for real-world variation in system operation.		Review study from Duke.		Completed		Update as of 9/14/2021: We've reviewed this study, and while it contains good information on power quality, it doesn't provide information that would change how we're accounting for UEC in the model.

				27		Equipment Efficiency		Follow up with Todd Amundson about equipment efficiency		Todd Amundson		12-Jul-21		The team will email Todd specifically about the equipment efficiency tracker.		Send email to Todd (Cadeo will do)		Completed		Update as of 9/14/2021: We sent Todd info on this on 8/4/2021 and did not receive follow-up questions.

				31		Operating Hours		No concerns identified on using facility type to account for differences in equipment utility.		All Attendees		12-Jul-21		No response required		No next steps		No action needed

				32		Operating Hours		The audits that were incorporated into the NW Industrial Motor Database used an energy balance to validate the operating hours collected.		Amit Kanungo		12-Jul-21		No response required		No next steps		No action needed

				32		Operating Hours		Are the hours in the NW Motor Database consistent with "system" operating hours or "equipment" operating hours? Because if these hours are "process hours" then individual motors may not be running the full process time.		Rob Boteler & Paul Lemar		12-Jul-21		The operating hours in the NW Industrial Motor Database are equivalent to equipment operating hours. There was discussion around the magnitude of these operating hours. The hours calculated from the database ranged from 4,500-7600, depending on motor size and facility type; by comparison, NEEA's pumps research calculated an OpHrs of 6,175, which falls pretty close to the center of the current motor HP range.		No next steps		No action needed

				33		Operating Hours		It may be helpful to disaggregate motor HP to align with the RTF Measures		Kevin Smit		12-Jul-21		Kevin, we agree that aligning with the RTF Measure will be helpful. From an OpHrs perspective, we will have the same value from 50 HP up, but within the model motor HP will be disaggregated to the nominal motor HP level. This will allow us to look at subsets of the market (like the pumps/fans that fall under the RTF Measures) separate from the whole model scope.		No next steps		No action needed

				34		Additional Data Sources		Cadeo is looking for input from the experts on where Chemical (NAICS 325) and Cold Storage (NAICS 493) best fit in these bins. Paul has information on chemical facilities. He would put them at a higher level than any of these bins. They average about 8,000 hours per use at about 1000HP. Sarah asked Paul if this is coming from data he could share with them. Paul responded he will investigate to see if he can share information from three different DOE Facility Assessments		Paul Lemar		12-Jul-21		The team will reach out to Paul to determine if this information can be incorporated into the model.		Send email to Paul (via DNV)		Not yet completed		Update as of 9/14/2021: We have not received info from Paul, so will move forward with revised UECs without additional info.

				37		Operating Hours		Combining cold storage with Food is a reasonable aggregation		Rob Boteler		12-Jul-21		The team will add NAICS 493 to the operating hours bin that also holds NAICS 311 (Food), for both pumps and fans.		No next steps		Completed

				37		Operating Hours		No concerns raised on the operating hour values identified for fans		All Attendees		12-Jul-21		No response required		No next steps		No action needed

				41		Loading Factor		General agreement that we should weight NEEA load profiles at 60% for pumps. Panel also approved resulting load profiles.		All Attendees		12-Jul-21		The team updated the pump load profiles in the UEC workbook based on expert panel recommendations that NEEA Load profiles should have 60% probability. No direct response required		No next steps		Completed

				44		Loading Factor		For fans, it may be the case where the fans are cycling on and off instead of slowing down, which would indicate that operating hours for fans should vary based on control type.		Paul Lemar		12-Jul-21		The research team is in the process of compiling the BPA custom project operating data and will investigate how ASD measures affect operating hours using this data set. 		Investigate this and respond to the expert panel via email		Completed		Update as of 9/14/2021: We looked into operating hours based on control strategy (ASD or no ASD) and did not see that operating hours change based on presence of an ASD. This is also corroborated by the MSMA and NEEA pumps research.

				44		Loading Factor		Paul will investigate to see if he has information on fan load profiles to incorporate into this analysis.		Paul Lemar		12-Jul-21		The team will reach out to Paul to determine if this information can be incorporated into the model.		Send email to Paul (via DNV)		Not yet completed		Update as of 9/14/2021: We have not received info from Paul, so will move forward with revised UECs without additional info.

						Resizing Factor		I have done several Energy Efficiency projects that included downsizing the motor horsepower due to increased efficiency of the new fan.  Some of these projects were done with the express purpose to reduce the fan motor size from a medium voltage to a low voltage configuration so a MUCH less expensive ASD could be purchased (medium voltage ASDs are extremely expensive).

In other applications, the fan efficiency increase, along with production changes resulting in lower system air flow requirements, resulted in a substantial horsepower reduction.  The proposed smaller motor and ASD cost less and made the project economically viable as part of a new fan upgrade.

These cases do not represent the average upgrade, but they do occur if medium voltage motors are involved and/or production changes result in lower required air flow rates.   		Dave Morris		27-Aug-21		Thank you! It's good to know these instances do exist. However, panel consensus is that this case is not a normal installation, plus there is no information to inform the prevalence of this case within the stock. Due to this, the market model will not include a resizing factor. Future research into the prevalence of motor resizing would inform a review of this assumption.		No next steps		No action needed







Review 5 Stock (part 1)

				Working Session		Expert Panel Working Session #2, Stock Characterization

				Working Session Date		9/3/21

				Working Session Slides		BPA_ASDExpertPanel_Meeting2_30AUG2021.pptx

				Document Reviewed		TO39_ASDStockCharacterization_20AUG2021_ExpertPanel.xlsx								Green is done (no further action)

														Yellow is "Understand how to complete this, and will do it in the future"

				Name		Comments Added to Tracker		Organization						Red is "Action or follow-up required"

				Kevin Smit		9/7/21		NWPCC

				Todd Amundson		9/7/21		BPA Program Staff

				Ryan Firestone		9/7/21		RTF Contract Analyst Team

				Paul Lemar		9/7/21		Paid Panelist

				Rob Boteler		9/7/21		Paid Panelist

				Pete Gaydon		9/7/21		Paid Panelist

				Mike Wolf		9/7/21		Paid Panelist

				Prakash Rao		9/7/21		Paid Panelist





				Working Session Slide #		Topic		Comment		Commenter		Date		Response		Next Steps		Status		Notes

				17		Out of Service Motor Stock		Is there an assumption that out of service stay in the possession of the end user, or does it go back to the distributor or a repair shop and then go to another end user?		Rob Boteler		3-Sep-21		The model currently assumes that the out-of-service Motor stays at the facility it was originally installed in. This was corroborated by Paul's comment during the working session.		No next steps		No action needed

				19		Out of Service Motor Stock		How does the FRCU define capacity? Is it by dollars?		Prakash Rao		3-Sep-21		The capacity utilization is calculated as the ration of the output index to capacity index (which is calculated using information from the Bureau of the Census's Quarterly Survey of Plant Capacity". More details on the federal reserve's methodology is included here: https://www.federalreserve.gov/releases/g17/Meth/MethCap.htm		No next steps		No action needed

				26		Motor Stock Data		Will want to account for changes to NAICS codes between 1998 and 2018 MSMA Reports.		Ryan Firestone		3-Sep-21		That is a good point. We will be using the Gross Output from 1998 and 2018 as well, so any changes to the NAICS between the MSMAs will be reflected in the NAICS-specific gross output from those same years.		No next steps		No action needed

				26		Motor Stock Data		The 1998 MSMA doesn’t includes HVAC motors		Prakash Rao		3-Sep-21		This is a good note. We will take this into account as we finalize the market size calculation.		Investigate the difference in system scope between the two MSMAs		Completed		Completed as part of Review 7 Stock (part 2)

				27		Motor Stock Data		Concerns were raised, by Paul and others, about how the model will account for the impact of COVID. Rob Boteler noted that units below 200 have rebounded back to pre-covid levels but units above 200 HP have not reached the same level as pre-covid.		Paul Lemar		3-Sep-21		The team investigated the impact COVID has had on different industries, in order to ensure the model is effectively capturing any fluctuations in energy consumption due to COVID. 
This investigation found that impacts from COVID are present in the macroeconomic information used to calculate in-service motor HP. The team will use this information, and the resulting in-service motor HP rate, to account for decreases or increases in production due to COVID.		No next steps		No action needed

				32		Tyler: Asked if there were any concerns with using Gross Output as representative of fluctuations in production.		No concerns with using this information; Noted by Kevin and Ryan that Gross Output is one of the better metrics to uses, and is used for load forecasting in the Power Plan.		All Attendees		3-Sep-21		No response required.		No next steps		No action needed

				32		Macroeconomic Information		Kevin noted that the lack of information at the state level raised a concern for him.		Kevin Smit		3-Sep-21		In the meeting, Cadeo noted that they used GDP, which is available at the state level, to scale Gross Output to each state. This was confirmed with economists at the bureau of economic analysis as a robust method for scaling these values.		No next steps		No action needed

				36		Miscellaneous Industry		Prakash and Paul Lemar noted that an average of the more electrical driven industries is most likely more representative of the Misc. Industry (as opposed to fossil fuel driven processes).		Prakash Rao		3-Sep-21		Cadeo will use information from EIA and the Seventh Plan to identify the electricity-driven industries, and will adjust the methodology to align Misc. as the average of these industries		Determine the electricity-dominant industries and updated workbook		Completed		Completed as part of Review 7 Stock (part 2)

				36		Warehouse Industry		No concerns were raised in using trends in Food to model the Warehouse industry.		All Attendees		3-Sep-21		No response required		No next steps		No action needed

				40		Data sources to decrease uncertainty in regional motor HP.		Check in with IAC to see if they have aggregated information on motor HP per facility?		Prakash Rao		3-Sep-21		This is a good point of data. We will reach out to the IACs to see if they have aggregated this data. Do you happen to know who at the IACs in the region (or extra regional) would be a good person to contact? 		Reach out to IACs and see if they aggregate motor HP information; ask Prakash for preferred contacts.		Follow-up required

				40		Data sources to decrease uncertainty in regional motor HP.		Given the uncertainty associated with the 1998 data compared the 2018 data, want to make sure we are only using data when their is statistical significance. Somehow corroborating the trends we are seeing in the motor HP will help build confidence in their significance.		Ryan Firestone		3-Sep-21		This is a great point Ryan. We intend to corroborate the trends using information from the MECS conducted between the two MSMAs. We will normalize the energy consumption information using Gross Output, allowing us to look at any changes to energy consumption independent of the macroeconomic impacts.		Investigate corroborating information from EIA's MECS reports		Completed		Completed as part of Review 7 Stock (part 2)

				40		Data sources to decrease uncertainty in regional motor HP.		A potential data source is industrial data for air emissions permits. These report have large amounts of data on motor driven systems and the state might have a database for these reports. Not sure how to collect this data.		Paul Lemar		3-Sep-21		This is a good data source for us to keep in mind. We don't have the resources within this project to pursue collecting permit data, but as we plan future work we will keep these in mind as a potential source for Motor HP information.		No next steps		No action needed

				46		Nate: Asked if anyone had any information to support different assumptions for characterizing load variability?		No concerns or information pointing to a different characterization was identified. The expert panel supported this characterization		All Attendees		3-Sep-21		No response required		No next steps		No action needed

				50		Any info/recs for verifying that the saturation and distribution of ASDs at the national level can be applied to the region?		Look into utility incentive programs and their regional impact of VFD saturation. Since the PNW has had rebate programs for a while. Is there a data point in the utility POV to get better information of VSD saturation?		Prakash Rao		3-Sep-21		We have a detailed look into regional utility VFD offerings and will be calculating the number of utility program-incented motor HP in the region to get an accurate picture of VSD program impacts.		No next steps		No action needed

				50		Any info/recs for verifying that the saturation and distribution of ASDs at the national level can be applied to the region?		The prevailing electricity rate also has a big impact on the payback of a VFD. In the PNW there is a big difference. Not sure how to wrap that in to account for the saturation of VFDs when scaling from national to regional.		Paul Lemar		3-Sep-21		That is a good note. The investigation outlined in the comment below will help us understand the impact the cost effectiveness (which is impacted by the cost of electricity) has on the adoption of ASDs.		No next steps		No action needed

				50		Any info/recs for verifying that the saturation and distribution of ASDs at the national level can be applied to the region?		IAC has publicly available data on the recommended and completed VFD measures. could use this to help scaling from national to regional		Prakash Rao		3-Sep-21		This is a great recommendation. The team will look into developing a comparison between recommendations in the PNW vs outside the PNW		Compare the NW-specific recommendation implementation rate to the National Implementation Rate		Completed		Completed as part of Review 7 Stock (part 2)







Review 6 UEC (part 2)



				Engagement		UEC Workbook Desk Review for Todd Amundson and Ryan Firestone

				Working Session Date		NA

				Working Session Slides		NA

				Document Reviewed		TO39_UEC_InputWorkbook_01OCT2021.slxs								Green is done (no further action)

														Yellow is "Understand how to complete this, and will do it in the future"

				Targeted Panelists		Organization								Red is "Action or follow-up required"

				Todd Amundson		BPA

				Ryan Firestone		RTF CAT



				Tab Name		Cell Number		Comment		Commenter		Date		Response		Next Steps		Status		Notes

				OperatingFactor		N/A		The methodology applied to estimate operating factors for fans and pumps seems reasonable, using “real world industrial project data”, but does inclusion of the wastewater blowers at an ~20% higher operating factor compared to all other industrial fan type operating factors inaccurately influence the resulting values arrived upon?  Maybe not so much considering the overall project/measure count, and then recognizing these are classified as a ‘variable’ load type.  With that recognition, then the difference in operating factors between blowers and all other industrial fan variable load types is ~10%.		Todd Amundson		13-Oct-21		This is a great observation. Water and waste water facilities are not within the scope of the ASD market model and we agree the data from water and waste water facilities used to define the operating factors should be removed from the sample. We plan to conduct a comprehensive review of the BPA custom project data and remove all data from projects at industrial facilities that are out of the ASD market model scope. 		See Response		Complete		Todd responded on 10/22/2021 that "Each of the responses sound good to me."

				OversizeFactor		N/A		With the various factors in the UEC equation, attempting to use the BPA completion report data to calculate an oversizing factor too, while already using the data to arrive at fan and pump operating factors, could likely be an exercise in circular logic.  Hence, the study relies on oversizing factors that were established within RTF UES Measure workbooks.  For pumps, there’s constant speed and variable speed oversizing factor values at 6 and 8 motor HP size range bins, respectively.  A 1.2 fan oversizing factor is applied across all constant speed or variable speed HP ranges.

It would seem at least fan oversizing factors could have a bit more of a breakdown between constant speed and variable speeds, and perhaps a few different motor HP ranges?  Could motor nameplate, energy and power data from newer BPA completion reports involving industrial fan and pump ASD upgrade projects (not part of this study), be of use to at least calculate and compare oversizing factors while inputting the study’s arrived upon factor values?
		Todd Amundson		13-Oct-21		There is not enough data in the BPA custom project summaries to isolate an oversizing factor. While the summary PDFs and project completion reports do provide information on nameplate HP, energy consumption, and operating hours, we would also need information on motor and drive efficiencies, load profile, power load relationships to calculate a motor oversize factor. The project files may have information to calculate motor oversize, but working through that information would be time prohibitive for this current model build project. This could be something that we look into updating in future model updates (or could work with the RTF to incorporate information from BPA projects into the UES measures when they are updated).		No Next Steps		No Next Steps		Todd responded on 10/22/2021 that "Each of the responses sound good to me."

				UEC Master		N/A		I appreciated Nate’s follow up in early August to help me better understand the equipment efficiency adjustment factor.  Based on that description, and review of ‘UEC Master’ tab the vast majority of the equipment efficiency adjustment factors for are equal to 1.  The exception being vintage 2020-2021 industrial pumps of variable load type, and 200 HP and less in motor size, with equipment efficiency adjustment factors equal to 1.02.  		Todd Amundson		13-Oct-21		See a couple clarifications on your summary above. Glad we were able to clarify the purpose of the equipment efficiency adjustment factor. The vast majority of equipment efficiency adjustment factors are 1 because the model assumes that average equipment efficiency only increases due to the introduction of an energy conservation standard. The only equipment energy conservation standard that occurs during the 7th Plan period (2016-2021) is the commercial and industrial pump standard that is effective as of January 1, 2020. It only applies pumps with 200 HP or less.		No Next Steps		No Next Steps		Todd responded on 10/22/2021 that "Each of the responses sound good to me."

				UEC Comparison		N/A		Regarding the UEC Comparison, and the study comparing the calculated UECs and estimated UES values to other regional data, including from RTF Measures and 2021P Supply Curves… this appears to be a reasonable assessment yet these are wide UES range comparisons.  Could providing finer breakdown comparisons, per details including fan or pump, per motor HP range (or power range, per RTF measures… I seem to recall) range bins, and/or per load type provide even more useful information?		Todd Amundson		13-Oct-21		We do break down UEC comparisons by equipment type and load type and the ranges would not change very much based on motor HP since that dimension has limited impact on UEC values (they are mainly driven by differences in control type, load type, and facility type). The main issue with comparing a more finer breakdown is that we know the values are going to be different (because our calculation methods are different). The goal of the UEC comparison is to make sure the trends or major differences between the UEC equation and regional resources make sense, and are not indicative of an issue with the calculation methodology. Given this, do you still agree that the UECs appear reasonable or do you see an issue with our calculation methodology that we could address (other than your excellent point on operating factor)? 		No Next Steps		No Next Steps		Todd responded on 10/22/2021 that "Each of the responses sound good to me."

				OperatingFactor		N/A		OperatingFactor: We calculated operating factor using real-world energy consumption. Please review the entire tab and let us know if you have any recommendations to improve our analysis.
I’m not convinced that the low Operating Factors for constant load equipment should be disregarded.  It seems like a suspicion that the data may be biased because of what goes through programs is not strong enough evidence to not true-up the estimates to the observed data.  
 
From the workbook: “When an operating factor of 0.82 is applied in the model, the energy consumption of constant load fans without speed control is less than variable load fans without speed control. Based on the relationship between fan load profiles and the power-load relationships, the energy consumption of constant load fans without speed control should be larger than variable load fans without speed control.” 

This assumes that our load profiles are correct.  In large part, the purpose of the OperatingFactor, is to correct for inaccuracies in other assumptions we’ve made: LoadingFactor, oversizing, and efficiencies.
I have similar feelings about not differentiating by ASD control.  It’s possible that program data is biased toward systems with lower than average flow conditions.  But we don’t have evidence of that.  Unless… is there enough data from the custom program data set to estimate load profiles? And compare those to what’s been assumed?  If that were the case, the LoadingFactor assumption in the equation could be replaced with an actual value.
		Ryan Firestone		15-Oct-21		Comments about whether we should include operating factors for constant load systems and whether we should incorporate control strategy into the variable load system operating factors

We spent a lot of time going back and forth on the analysis for operating factor, thinking through what is and is not appropriate to account for when incorporating operating factors into the UEC equation. Both of your comments raised really good points. Through our conversation, we decided to reach out to market actors in the field and get input on the reasonableness of setting the operating factor for constant load fans without speed control to 1.00 (that is, determine if it is reasonable for the energy consumption of constant load fans without speed control to be less than variable load fans without speed control).

We approached individuals with experience in the fans market (one that works for a fan manufacturer and one that serves as a technical lead for AMCA). Both indicated that it is inconsistent with their experience for a constant load fan without speed control to have lower energy consumption than a variable load fan without speed control. They noted that while there is certain instances where this may occur (for example, a dramatically oversized constant load fan), on average fans are not oversized to a point where the loading of constant load fan would be further away from 100% flow than a variable load fan. With this feedback the team decided to maintain the operating factor at 1.00.
		See Response		Complete		BPA/Cadeo met with Ryan Firestone on 11/10/2021 to follow up on this topic and reached out to market actors over the course of November and December.

				OperatingFactor		N/A		Also, given the uncertainty in this value, I think it should be included in the sensitivity analysis, unless you think that the uncertainties in the other parameters in the equation already cover this.  That is, OperatingFactor is mostly an adjustment to the other parameter assumptions and not due to differences in static head or other “unknowables”.		Ryan Firestone		15-Oct-21		You suggested adding high and low operating factor values to the sensitivity analysis unless those uncertainties are already covered in the other parameters. Since operating factor should account for inaccuracies in assumptions we’ve made for load profile, oversizing, and efficiencies and each of those parameters already has high and low values used for the sensitivity analysis we do not think it make sense to include high and low operating factor values.		No Next Steps		No Next Steps		Ryan replied on 11/3/2021: "This all sounds good."

				UEC Comparison		N/A		UEC Comparison: We compared the calculated UECs and estimated UES values to other regional data, including from RTF Measures and 2021P Supply Curves. It would be great to get your feedback on the reasonableness of our assessment.

Row 80: “The VSD UES Measures workbook provides UEC values for industrial pumps and UES values for the installation of ASDs on industrial pumps. The UEC data is based on pump operating data from NEEA's Pumps Research and energy savings are calculated as a percent of energy consumption.  The average industrial pump UES value is significantly less than the ASD market model UES values. The research team predicts that the difference is driven mainly by the load profile. The RTF uses the load profiles identified in the NEEA pumps research, whereas the model incorporates DOE's pump load profiles, which estimate that pumps spending more time at higher load points.”

Wouldn’t this imply that the RTF UES should be higher than the ASD market model because of more time a low load points (more benefit from ASD)?  

For the comparison to BPA Custom Projects, what if you limit the comparison to just projects with metered pre-post data? Does that make BPA savings align better with the model?
		Ryan Firestone		15-Oct-21		You are correct, higher load points in the DOE load profiles would imply that the RTF’s UES should be higher than the ASD market models. Good catch.  We have updated the comparison narrative in Row 80 of the ‘UEC Comparison’ tab as follows:

The VSD UES Measures workbook provides UEC values for industrial pumps and UES values for the installation of ASDs on industrial pumps. The UEC data is based on pump operating data from NEEA's Pumps Research and energy savings are calculated as a percent of energy consumption.  The average industrial pump UES value is significantly less than the ASD market model UES values. However, comparing the RTF’s average UEC values for non-ASD controlled pumps with the ASD market model values is not practical because the RTF values represent weighted average values based on the distribution of real-world pumps whereas the ASD market model UECs represent a range of possible values. 
		See Response		Complete		Ryan replied on 11/3/2021: "This all sounds good."

				Sensitivity Analysis Inputs		N/A		Sensitivity Analysis Inputs for each variable: In the “Sensitivity Analysis Inputs” section towards the bottom of each variable tab (the pink ones), we determine the high- and low-value used to inform the sensitivity analysis. We were hoping to get feedback on how we established those ranges (or input on how to improve them).

The pump and fan load profiles tested for the sensitivity are not all that different from the model assumptions. However, there is very little certainty in our knowledge about average load profiles (especially fans). I would expect a bigger variation in profile for the test cases.
		Ryan Firestone		15-Oct-21		You noted that the pump and fan load profiles tested for the sensitivity are not all that different from the model assumptions despite there being large uncertainty associated with these values. We tried to keep the high and low load profiles within a range of what we felt were reasonable, but recognize that with the uncertainty in this variable we could vary them more. To address this we modified the high and low load profiles so that there is greater difference between the model profiles and the sensitivity analysis profiles (while maintaining them as reasonably realistic).		See Response		Complete		Ryan replied on 11/3/2021: "This all sounds good."





Review 7 Stock (part 2)



				Engagement		Stock Characterization Workbook Desk Review

				Working Session Date		NA

				Working Session Slides		NA

				Document Reviewed		TO39_ASDStockCharacterization_10NOV2021_forReview.xlsx								Green is done (no further action)

														Yellow is "Understand how to complete this, and will do it in the future"

				Targeted Panelists		Organization								Red is "Action or follow-up required"

				Kevin Smit		Council staff

				Ryan Firestone		RTF CAT

				Evan Hatteberg		NEEA staff

				Prakash Rao		Independent Consultant



				Tab Name		Cell Number		Comment		Commenter		Date		Response		Next Steps		Status

				Full Workbook		N/A		Yes, I have reviewed it quite a bit as well and couldn’t find anything amiss.  I have responded to some questions from Nate regarding the model and 7th plan assumptions. There is a lot in it, so I haven’t covered everything, but overall it looks fine. 		Kevin Smit		29-Nov-21		Thank you.		No Next Steps		No Next Steps

				Full Workbook		N/A		went through the workbook. Everything looks good, and aligns well with the feedback from our team discussions. I have no recommendations from improvements.		Ryan Firestone		22-Nov-21		Thank you.		No Next Steps		No Next Steps

				Full Workbook		N/A		After reviewing I don’t have any concerns with your characterization work. The assumptions and methods seem reasonable to me.		Evan Hatteberg		6-Dec-21		Thank you.		No Next Steps		No Next Steps

				Stock Summary		L52		I would expect bigger downturns in 2009 (great recession) and 2020 (covid) than what we see in the chart. How are “capacity” and “full capacity” defined? Similarly, what is this a percentage of (revenue, physical units of output)		Prakash Rao		3-Dec-21		Thanks for the flag on this, note that the Capacity Utilization values are data taken directly from the Federal Reserve (FR) and we are not using this data directly in our model (except to help calibrate our model in 2014, more info to come on this later). We are mainly using this data to demonstrate that there is a difference between installed stock of motors and stock of motors actually operating/in service. 

Below is more information on how the FR calculates Capacity Utilization: the Federal Reserve (FR) calculates the ratio of an industry-specific "output" to "capacity". For output, FR uses 2 main data sources: Output measured in physical units and data on the inputs to the production process. "Capacity" is calculated uniquely for each industry, relying on various data sources including an industry-specific stock of assets and the Quarterly Survey of Plant Capacity (QSPC).		No Next Steps		No Next Steps

				Stock Summary		K81		What are the units for gross output?		Prakash Rao		3-Dec-21		Real Chain Dollars (2012$)		No Next Steps		No Next Steps

				Stock Summary		I143		What states/locations are part of the “region”? Can you use MECS’ breakout by region to crosscheck the values (generate a motor consumption/all electricity consumption for each sector and apply to regional electricity consumption for each sector in the MECS region corresponding to your area of interest)?		Prakash Rao		3-Dec-21		The Region is defined as Oregon, Washington, Idaho, and Western Montana. The team is using the MECS data as a comparison point in the draft model results review (which you'll review later). The information will be used in a similar way to what you have described here.		No Next Steps		No Next Steps

				Stock Summary		K195		I understand this as saying that one can’t figure out the load factor of pumps or fans by industrial or commercial subsector. If that is the case, the online inventory allows one to do this. Select Industrial (or commercial) subsector —> load factor for the subcategory —> electricity consumption for the results —> Total. The table will be displayed and right below the pull down filter,  you will see “buttons”. There is one for driven equipment and you can select “pumps” or “fans” to only view those results. 		Prakash Rao		3-Dec-21		Thanks for identifying this. We are not using load type distribution at the facility type level because the MSMA info at the facility type level from the online inventory is not statistically significant for approximately half of the facility types. We updated this section to state the following: While the facility type may impact the distribution of load type, the team did not include a more granular distribution of load type due to the limited availability of data at this level. The 2018 MSMA online inventory includes information on load type by facility type, but when disaggregated to this level the data is not statistically significant for approximately half of the facility types.		Adjusted component of the workbook		Complete

				Motor Stock Data		K126		I don’t get the difference between option 2 and 3		Prakash Rao		3-Dec-21		Option 2 calculates the average of the range (high value + low value divided by two) whereas Option 3 calculates the average of all nominal HPs that fall within the range (sum of all nominal HPs in the range divided by the number of nominal HPs in the range).		No Next Steps		No Next Steps

				Motor Stock Data		K270		Note that warehousing is not included as an industrial sector. So, depending on how you calculated the 11% uncertainty, it may or may not incorporate warehousing.,

Also, I would recommend using the subsector-specific uncertainties if/when reporting on subsector results		Prakash Rao		3-Dec-21		Thank you for flagging this. And agreed, we are using the subsector-specific uncertainty when looking at motor HP at the subsector-level.		No Next Steps		No Next Steps

				Macroeconomic Trends		O15		How is gross output measured, dollars or physical units? Physical units is best. Dollars of course is very sensitive to demand for the product and other non-energy related phenomena. For this reason, employment was used in the MSMA. Neither are great, but if using dollars, I think sensitivity to markets should be acknowledged. 		Prakash Rao		3-Dec-21		Gross output is measured in dollars. But the value is normalized to account for both inflation and changes in price to mitigate those impacts. That is a good flag, and we added an acknowledgement to that in this section.		Adjust component of the workbook		Complete

				Macroeconomic Trends		O21		If this is dollars, has it been corrected for inflation/CPI?		Prakash Rao		3-Dec-21		See above.		No Next Steps		No Next Steps

				Macroeconomic Trends		O116		Looking at the data, I don’t necessarily arrive at the same conclusion that gross output most closely tracks demand for product. To make such a statement, I think you would need some production data and see which tracks best. I find this section to be inconclusive. However, I think it is fair to use gross output because 1) there is no clear obvious choice for an indicator, and 2) the 7th power plan uses it.		Prakash Rao		3-Dec-21		Thank you for noting this Prakash. We changed this to state: This information indicates that gross output is the most sensitive to expansion or contraction of industries. While none are directly representative of changes in production, the team felt that the market sensitivity seen in gross output would allow the model to account for changes in product demand more closely.		Adjust component of the workbook		Complete

				Macroeconomic Trends		Q170		I found many of the bullets in these textboxes to not be supported by the information shown. A lot of it seems like conjecture but is presented in definitive terms. Since it doesn’t really effect the motor modeling, I don’t think it impacts the work in an appreciable manner. Can the model be presented without these statements?		Prakash Rao		3-Dec-21		Yes, it can be presented without these statements. We removed these bullets as you rightly pointed out, they do not add much and are more speculative than anything.		Adjust component of the workbook		Complete

				Macroeconomic Trends		L215		Per my point above, without some commodity price, I don’t think this concludes that the physical output of wood is returning to 1998 values. It just means that the gross output in dollars is returning to 1998 levels.		Prakash Rao		3-Dec-21		As we mentioned above, the gross output accounts for both inflation and changes to price.		No Next Steps		No Next Steps

				Macroeconomic Trends		N251		Could you find total bbl oil input or output and track that? This some likes an industry where physical units would be available. 		Prakash Rao		3-Dec-21		While using a value like oil output is possible, one of the benefits of Gross Output is that it is available across all industries. There is the possibility of finding industry-specific commodity flow information (like total bbl. oil input) and include that, but that would necessitate using different trends for each industry and having that information available, at a regional and national level, for each industry.		No Next Steps		No Next Steps

				Motor Size		M13		Rather than split the 6 - 20 hp bin evenly between 6 - 10 and 11 -20, is weighting the two based on the % in the 1 - 5 hp bin and 21 - 50 hp assuming constant trends possible? So, there would be less motors in the 6 - 10 hp bin than 11 - 20 hp bin since there are more 21 - 50 hp motors than 1 - 5 hp motors. 		Prakash Rao		3-Dec-21		In reviewing this option, the team felt that having different distributions for the disaggregated bins implied we knew more about the distribution of motor HP within this bin than we do. Because of this, we elected to keep the value constant, but included a note in the workbook that acknowledges that the distribution may not be equal. One thing to note is that, because we are working with number of motor HP, the distribution across these two motor size bins has a relatively small impact on the model (whereas if we were using number of motors the impact on energy consumption would be much larger).		Adjust component of the workbook		Complete

				Motor Size		K117		The MSMA team did not present the results for these bins because use of values in subsequent analysis is not reliable. Please proceed with caution and understand that the results for these bins carry a very high uncertainty and will likely lead to misrepresentation. Without doing any calculations to confirm, I think 5 and 6 are more reliable than 1 or 2.		Prakash Rao		3-Dec-21		Thank you for flagging this. We updated this section to acknowledge the uncertainty within the bins. While those data gaps do increase our uncertainty, we have statistically significant information on the distribution for a large majority of the motor HP (89% of the motor HP fall into distributions that are statistically significant). 		Adjust component of the workbook		Complete

				Motor Size		G196		Note that the 1998 MSMA did not include wastewater or HVAC systems. These will impact any comparison of size distribution.		Prakash Rao		3-Dec-21		Thank you for noting this. We incorporated a note in the workbook that flags this, which supports our decision not to trend between the two MSMAs		Adjust component of the workbook		Complete

				Load Type		C25		Again, “inferring” these values implicitly means the model is using information with a high degree of uncertainty.		Prakash Rao		3-Dec-21		We incorporated a note into the workbook identifying this uncertainty. One note on this uncertainty, we only had to infer one data point for each equipment type, and the statistically insignificant data point only represents ~2% of the motor HP included in the distribution.		Adjust component of the workbook		Complete
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				Slide Number		Topic		Comment		Commenter		Date		Response		Next Steps		Status

				Slide 10		Diagram of how motor HP flows in- and out-of-service.		I am sure this is already covered in the method, but the graphic should have a branch of in-service motors from year 2 going out of service in year 3.		Prakash Rao		1/7/21		You are right that in each year, there is most likely flow both into and out of the Out of Service Bucket across individual facilities. The model is calculating the net change from one year to the next at an aggregated level (by facility/industry type), so even though in reality some motor HP are going from in-service to out of service and some motor HP are going back to in-service, the model is just capturing the resulting total number of motor HP in-service or out-of-service in each year. 		No Next Steps		No Next Steps

				Slide 12		Diagram of how motor HP flows in- and out-of-service.		When is something considered retired as opposed to out-of-service?		Prakash Rao		1/7/21		Something is retired when it is removed from the installed stock completely. This would represent a piece of equipment dying (or a motor burning up) and being scraped. These equipment cannot re-enter the stock in a future year, and are replaced by a "new sale".		No Next Steps		No Next Steps

				Slide 17		Out-of-Service constraints		What’s the justification for pegging the cap of motors drawn from the OOSHP bin to the number of facilities in each industry and the change in total motor HP? I don’t quite follow how the limiter is set, but more importantly I don’t see the rationale stated. After reading the notes, I am inferring that motors are taken out of the OOSHP bucket such that the % change in motor hp for each sector in a given year matches the % change in facilities for the same sector in the same year?		Prakash Rao		1/7/21		We set the cap of motor HP that can be drawn out of the OOSHP bucket not so that the OOSHP matches the number of facilities in each year, but so that the high-level trends in total number of motor HP installed in each year (in-service+out-of-service) tracks with the trend of number of facilities. We set this limiter on the amount the OOSHP that can return to ISHP because without it, we saw that in some industries the number of facilities increased a lot over the course of the analysis period, but the model would just return motor HP from OOSHP to ISHP (whereas the increase in facilities meant that there should be new motor HP introduced to the stock). 		No Next Steps		No Next Steps

				Slide 20		Disaggregating Motors by Model Dimension		Aren’t operating hours also needed to go from market size (in hp or kW) to energy consumption (in kWh)?

What will be assumed for the efficiency of the in-service motors when calculating energy consumption?		Prakash Rao		1/7/21		Yes, OpHrs are needed in the calculation of energy consumption, along with other variables such as Load Profile, Equipment Efficiency, Motor Efficiency, etc. (This is part of our Unit Energy Consumption work is documented in the UEC model input workbook, which has been reviewed by a portion of the panel focused on UECs). For the information presented in this slide, we are segmenting/distributing total motor HP across these different dimensions so that we can apply the appropriate OpHrs when calculating energy consumption.

The model uses information from DOE's rulemakings and fact sheets to inform the motor, equipment, and ASD efficiency over the model period.

Does this make sense to you? We are happy to send you the UEC model input workbook as reference or you can also revisit the UEC Methodology section (pg.18) in the model methodology memo from 2021.		Prakash to let us know if he would like additional follow-up.		Not yet completed

				Slide 24		Distribution of Motor HP by Control Strategy		Why not also look at utility data for VFD rebates issued during the analysis period?		Prakash Rao		1/7/21		We have pulled in a lot of utility information on VFD rebates, but have used that to characterize the "program savings" portion of the total VFD market. We don't use that information to inform our ASD saturation (which looks at the total market) because a) we know utility programs target high ROI projects (and that makes them not necessarily representative of the regional stock of ASDs) and b) we know that there are ASDs installed that are not incented through utility programs.		No Next Steps		No Next Steps

				Slide 26		Region-specific ASD Saturation		I too would expect the NW to have greater saturation of VFDs than the rest of the country. My opinion is entirely based on anecdotes; I don’t have any data to back me up. 		Prakash Rao		1/7/21		Thank you for identifying this. This aligns with what we have seen in data that compares the regional ASD market to the national ASD Market. We will present this data and our analysis in the upcoming desk review in January.		No Next Steps		No Next Steps

				Slide 28		Uncertainty		This a general comment and also specific to use of the Delphi model - can the BPA/Cadeo team consider adding error ranges or uncertainties to their estimates and use these to develop “high”, “medium”, and “low” results? The Delphi method, for example, is well-known and used, but I am sure carries uncertainty. This uncertainty and others that result from some of the assumptions (e.g., OOSHP, regional ASD saturation) might be good for the audience/stakeholders to know (or at least have some feel of). 		Prakash Rao		1/7/21		Good flag. We have developed high-low values for key model inputs/assumptions (including the ones you've named), and will be using those to do exactly what you have described: calculate a range of impact the uncertainty in each component has on the model results. We will share the sensitivity analysis results with the expert panel as part of your review of the draft model results later in February/March.		No Next Steps		No Next Steps

				Slide 31		Baseline		I don’t know if I agree with the 2nd bullet. If all other values from 2015 are held constant (e.g., industrial output, number of facilities, weather conditions) through 2016 - 2021, then yes the ASD will decrease energy consumption. But, if something changes, such as increased output, then energy consumption will increase but the ASDs would make this increase less than it would have been without ASDs. My question is - are you comparing to a static 2015 baseline or is the energy consumption in a future year modeled using 2015 energy consumption but corrected for non-ASD factors (like increase in industrial output)? My guess is that this is implied in the bullet, but I wanted to raise this point in case it was not. 		Prakash Rao		1/7/21		This is a good place for clarification. We are only holding the ASD Saturation constant in 2015 in the baseline (and things like motor efficiency and industrial output will all fluctuate as normal). This means that in each subsequent year the baseline energy consumption is the energy consumption with all components of the market representative of what occurred that year except ASD Saturation (which will be held constant at the 2015 value). This means that if output increases, it impacts the output that is used in the baseline and "market" scenario's.		No Next Steps		No Next Steps

				Entire slides		Entire slides		I have read the slides and notes. It all looks like good progress to me. I have no further comments. Thanks.		Kevin Smit		1/7/22		Thank you for the feedback.		No Next Steps		No Next Steps

				Slide 17		Any question or concerns on constraining the Out-of-Service Motor HP bucket using the two variables identified		No one raised any concern using an initial seed value based on capacity utilization and a limiter based on the trends in number of facilities to constrain the out-of-service bucket.		All Panelists		12/14/22		No response required		No Next Steps		No Next Steps

				Slide 26		Research team how the initial review of regional data, indicating that the PNW has a disproportionately large portion of the national industrial ASD market, compared to expert's feedback		The region would have a larger installed base of ASDs, accounting for the increased program activity.		David Morris		12/14/22		Thank you for the feedback.		No Next Steps		No Next Steps

				Slide 26		Research team how the initial review of regional data, indicating that the PNW has a disproportionately large portion of the national industrial ASD market, compared to expert's feedback		One headwind to ASD adoption is the price of electricity being so low. However, when you compare them to incentives at work, on balance you have higher ASD saturation in the region		Paul Lemar		12/14/22		Thank you for the feedback.		No Next Steps		No Next Steps

				Slide 26		Research team how the initial review of regional data, indicating that the PNW has a disproportionately large portion of the national industrial ASD market, compared to expert's feedback		Aligns with what Todd has understood to be occurring in the recent years		Todd Amundson		12/14/22		Thank you for the feedback.		No Next Steps		No Next Steps

				Slide 26		Research team how the initial review of regional data, indicating that the PNW has a disproportionately large portion of the national industrial ASD market, compared to expert's feedback		Ryan indicated that he does not have great insight into this market, but is taking in all this experience		Ryan Firestone		12/14/22		Thank you for the feedback.		No Next Steps		No Next Steps

				Slide 26		Research team how the initial review of regional data, indicating that the PNW has a disproportionately large portion of the national industrial ASD market, compared to expert's feedback		Working with industrial participants, we have seen a large growth of energy conservation. Proactive interest and awareness to ASDs and their usefulness exists in the industrial sector.		David Morris		12/14/22		Thank you for the feedback.		No Next Steps		No Next Steps

				Slide 28		The research team requested insight on individuals to include in the panel to review ASD specific model results.		Expert Panelists will send the BPA names and contact information for individuals to engage on this panel.		All Panelists		12/14/22		The team has incorporated the individuals recommended into the review process of draft model results.		No Next Steps		No Next Steps

				Slide 29		The research team requested recommendations for other regional data sources or information to compare our model results to.		No experts identified other external data sources.		All Panelists		12/14/22		No response required		No Next Steps		No Next Steps

				Slide 29		Control Strategies		Regarding control strategies, Paul Lemar noted that plants are putting in ASDs, but only using them for "soft start" applications. Some of these are on larger systems, and would result in much less savings there. How does the model account for that?		Paul Lemar		12/14/22		This application of an ASD would fall under a "constant load" system, and supports our current modeling of energy consumption. The team is currently treating "load type" and "control strategy" separate, which allows the model to accurately account for the difference in savings when an ASD is installed on a variable or constant load system.		No Next Steps		No Next Steps

				Slide 29		Control Strategies		Dave noted that he seen the common application of ASDs on constant load systems.		David Morris		12/14/22		Thank you for the feedback.		No Next Steps		No Next Steps
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				Control Strategy Tab		1: Difference in regional vs national ASD Saturation		I think it is reasonable that the NW saturation is higher than the rest of the nation.  The numbers seem reasonable, but I don't have a first hand feel for the distribution.		Pete Gaydon		21-Jan-22		Thank you for the feedback.		No Next Steps		No Next Steps

				Control Strategy Tab		2: Methodology for calculating facility-specific ASD Saturations		I reviewed section III from the link.  I followed the methodology, and I am a little concerned about over estimation based on greater than 100% saturation noticed in certain markets.  I don't know of a better way to adjust than using the NWPCC 85% maximum saturation; however, it seems optimistic to be at the maximum saturation.		Pete Gaydon		21-Jan-22		The team used 85% because this value accounts for some percentage of equipment invariably will not get ASDs. We too felt that achieving max saturation was unreasonable, but thought of 85% as a reasonable high-limit.		No Next Steps		No Next Steps

				Control Strategy Tab		3: Feedback on limiting ASD saturation at 85%		It seems optimistic to assume maximum saturation.  Maybe some additional conservatism should be employed. 		Pete Gaydon		21-Jan-22		This is something we are hoping to clarify. We used the term "maximum saturation" as a way to indicate the maximum saturation it would be reasonable to assume an industry meets.		No Next Steps		No Next Steps

				Control Strategy Tab		4a: Facility-type ASD saturation that should be different than shown?		No differing opinion		Pete Gaydon		21-Jan-22		Thank you for the feedback.		No Next Steps		No Next Steps

				Control Strategy Tab		4b: Any facility types that should be similar or different?		No differing opinion		Pete Gaydon		21-Jan-22		Thank you for the feedback.		No Next Steps		No Next Steps

				Control Strategy Tab		1: Difference in regional vs national ASD Saturation		It seems appropriate that the regional ASD saturations are higher than national, due in part to available incentives/rebates. It is unclear, however, as to why the gap is widening over time.  Lastly, it does make sense to me that there are more ASDs on pumps than fans, I would expect it to be even wider than presented.  This is just based on anecdotal information, that I have seem many more ASDs on pumps and many fans without any ASDs.		Paul Lemar		21-Jan-22		The difference between regional and national ASD saturation is widening in the model because the adoption rate in each year continues to increase. If the annual adoption of ASDs was constant across the analysis period for the nation and the region, the gap would stay the same. However, because they continue to increase, that increased adoption rate causes the saturation rate of ASDs to increase faster regionally as opposed to nationally. Please let us know if you have any questions on that.		No Next Steps		No Next Steps

				Control Strategy Tab		2: Methodology for calculating facility-specific ASD Saturations		The regionally adjusted ASD saturation shows a widening over time relative to national levels, but the gap between regional ASDs and regional industrial output shows a decline in ASDs over the last 4 years ending in 2017, maybe the regional ASD saturation is portrayed as growing too fast?		Paul Lemar		21-Jan-22		The decrease in the gap between regional ASDs and industrial output has slowed the widening between the region and nation, but it would take the adoption rate of ASDs to remain constant (as identified the previous comment response) to stop the gap from widening at all.		No Next Steps		No Next Steps

				Control Strategy Tab		3: Feedback on limiting ASD saturation at 85%		This seems reasonable, it makes sense to not incur additional costs of an ASD on applications which are relatively sure to be constant speed.  I think its about right, as ASDs become less expensive they can be employed more commonly but there should still be a slight portion of motors where it is known that speed control is not of value.		Paul Lemar		21-Jan-22		Thank you for the feedback.		No Next Steps		No Next Steps

				Control Strategy Tab		4a: Facility-type ASD saturation that should be different than shown?		To me, the pulp and paper saturations seemed low, paper mills have many many motors, but they are putting on ASDs pretty rapidly in my experience, especially in areas with incentives.   This is particularly true with pumps in these facilities.  The fabricated metal pump saturations seemed very high, there are many hydraulic pumps imbedded in legacy machines which are challenging to retrofit with ASDs.  These are on hydraulicly controlled presses and punching machines, and saws to provide a few examples.  I also believe the growth in pumps and fans in food processing seems high over the past 5 years or so, I don't see this rate of adoption in the dairy facilities I've worked with.		Paul Lemar		21-Jan-22		Thank you for the facility type-specific feedback. We will incorporate that into any changes to the ASD Saturations.		Take this feedback into consideration in making any changes to the ASD Saturation.		Completed		Completed as part of draft model results review

				Control Strategy Tab		4b: Any facility types that should be similar or different?		Feedback included in question 4a		Paul Lemar		21-Jan-22		NA		No Next Steps		No Next Steps

				Control Strategy Tab		1: Difference in regional vs national ASD Saturation		The delta in saturation between national and regional is more than I would expect. The industries most prevalent in the region could support a conclusion that the delta was 30 -35% greater. A 50% difference is a bit higher than expected. Considering the product definitions that exclude process and skid application. I would put the national penetration levels [fan and pump units] for the past five years higher than this table, 30% for units under 130kw and 25% above 130kw. The reason being these numbers include not only facility applications but also processes. I have no way to separate. Adjusting the baseline for the BPA product scope the national numbers could be higher supporting the regional saturation numbers. And a delta of 30-35% as opposed to 50%. I concur to the team’s end result. 		Rob Boteler		22-Jan-22		Thank you for agreeing with the team's results. It sounds like your experience has shown that the national ASD saturation may be higher than the data are showing, but the regional ASD saturation is consistent with what you would expect. Please let us know if that is not a correct assessment of your perspective.		No Next Steps		No Next Steps

				Control Strategy Tab		2: Methodology for calculating facility-specific ASD Saturations		I agree gross output is much more relevant metric than operating facilities and number of employees. When the seventh-year baseline calculate energy consumed by ASD the energy consumption is should be based on the lower amount. I was not clear how the energy saved by the ASD over the line start motor is factored in? Or have I gone off the rails? 		Rob Boteler		22-Jan-22		Thank you for your feedback. The model accounts for energy savings associated with the installation of ASDs on constant load systems (systems where the savings are more directly related to right-sizing the equipment) and variable load system (where the savings are related to matching the load of the system).		No Next Steps		No Next Steps

				Control Strategy Tab		3: Feedback on limiting ASD saturation at 85%		I would agree 85% is a reasonable max saturation level to be set for % of connected HP. The fan number for transportation seems high. Looking at the NAICS tab I see RVs, motor vehicles and boats listed leading me to think paint booths and cooling towers that I would expect to have more legacy belted drive systems. However, if transportation includes aircraft the number would seem quite plausible because of larger companies with more modern facilities. Redistributing the removed units to other NAICS should not affect the outcome if included in the total calculation. 		Rob Boteler		22-Jan-22		Thank you for noting your agreement with the max saturation levels. Transportation does include aircraft (and the PNW has Boeing, which is a major player in that industry).		No Next Steps		No Next Steps

				Control Strategy Tab		4a: Facility-type ASD saturation that should be different than shown?		My best national reference data would put saturation by units for fans and pumps at 30% in the 7.5 to 130 kw range and 25% above 130kw. These numbers include lower power levels and a wider range of both process and facility applications than the BPA study addresses. The change in saturation from 2014 to 2021 is very high in food, computer and chemical. Has this been double checked in the primary data source? While the delta from national units to regional units seems a little higher [to me] than expected if your national levels are on the low end the resulting final percent’s results seem plausible. By backing into the HP by NAICS, I think the end saturation by unit result of 30 and 39% is reasonable and supported with the percent by connected HP provides a means to calculate savings potential with reasonable accuracy. One key point to the results is that the regional percentage numbers by HP saturation have taken the higher average HP level of the selected applications weighted to account thus delivering percentages of penetration that are more accurate.   		Rob Boteler		22-Jan-22		Thank you for the reference to national information. Thanks for noting that the change in saturation seems high in food, computer, and chemical. We developed the disaggregation using national data from the 2018 MSMA, but we don't have primary data to perform a reference check. Thank you for the note on using motor HP to understand ASD saturation; our interpretation was that the percent of motor HP is showing a higher ASD saturation than percent of motors because of a concentration of ASDs in larger motor HPs.		Take this feedback into consideration in making any changes to the ASD Saturation.		Completed		Completed as part of draft model results review

				Control Strategy Tab		4b: Any facility types that should be similar or different?		Feedback included in question 4a		Rob Boteler		22-Jan-22		NA		No Next Steps		No Next Steps

				Control Strategy Tab		1: Difference in regional vs national ASD Saturation		I don't have any intuition about these values.		Ryan Firestone		21-Jan-22		NA		No Next Steps		No Next Steps

				Control Strategy Tab		2: Methodology for calculating facility-specific ASD Saturations		The methodology seems fine.  I think it would be helpful to show the % of motors (not energy or HP) in each motor size range that are assumed to have ASD, though.  This might be a more helpful table to conduct a reasonableness check on.   		Ryan Firestone		21-Jan-22		Thank you for the feedback. In the model results workbook, we are showing both percent of motor HP and percent of motors because, as you mentioned, it can help to provide a reasonableness check having both values.		No Next Steps		No Next Steps

				Control Strategy Tab		3: Feedback on limiting ASD saturation at 85%		I would suggest doing away with the 85% threshold.  The Council uses 85% as a practical limit of achievability for measures that have not reached such high saturation yet, but if something is estimated to have a higher saturation than that, they wouldn't lower the value to 85%.  I would use the physical limit, 100%, instead. 		Ryan Firestone		21-Jan-22		Feedback we have gotten from individuals in the field indicate that no industry has reached 100% ASD adoption. The goal, in using 85%, was to identify a reasonable max saturation reached by any one industry, and then adjust the saturation of other industries from there. That allowed us to maintain the ranking of ASD saturation across industries, as well as account for the fact that no industry has reached 100% saturation.		No Next Steps		No Next Steps

				Control Strategy Tab		4a: Facility-type ASD saturation that should be different than shown?		I don't have any intuition about these values.		Ryan Firestone		21-Jan-22		Thank you for noting this.		No Next Steps		No Next Steps

				Control Strategy Tab		4b: Any facility types that should be similar or different?		Feedback included in question 4a		Ryan Firestone		21-Jan-22		NA		No Next Steps		No Next Steps

				Control Strategy Tab		1: Difference in regional vs national ASD Saturation		We may be biased here in the Pacific Northwest region, but note that the PNW has been a leader nationally in industrial energy efficiency, so the #’s shared in the tables make sense.
For fans, throughout the focused time period, the PNW region has 1.5x the ASD’s compared to national.  That makes sense.
For pumps, throughout the focused time period, the PNW region % of ASD’s compared to national climbed and reached a point in 2021 of ~2x the ASDs.  
Comparing ASD saturation differences between fans and pumps, PNW to national…
For one example, considering paper mills where there are more pumps than fans.  In general, fans don't always have a damper.  Pumps most always have some restrictions.  Therefore, more often than not, there are typically more VFD opportunities in pumping than in fans.		Todd Amundson		21-Jan-22		Thank you for your feedback. Our takeaway is that your perspective confirms the modeled regional ASD Saturation. Please let us know if this is not correct.		Take this feedback into consideration in making any changes to the ASD Saturation		Completed		Completed as part of draft model results review

				Control Strategy Tab		2: Methodology for calculating facility-specific ASD Saturations		 I’m not sure that link provided worked as planned, but perhaps the responses to the following questions will help address this question?		Todd Amundson		21-Jan-22		Responses included in the following questions.		No Next Steps		No Next Steps

				Control Strategy Tab		3: Feedback on limiting ASD saturation at 85%		85% saturation level seems acceptable, aligning with NWPCC. Based on BPA EE industrial program staff experience, none of the PNW region facility types have reached ASD saturation by 2021, as a large # of large HP EE opportunities with ASD upgrade projects still exist.  Computer/Electronics is estimated as the closest to reaching saturation to date while several facility types have a ways to go before reaching the 85% mark.		Todd Amundson		21-Jan-22		It is good to have this corroboration that no facility type has reached 100% ASD Saturation. We have reached out to confirm your feedback is considering the basis of the values (percent of motors vs percent of motor HP).		Take this feedback into consideration in making any changes to the ASD Saturation.		Completed		Completed as part of draft model results review

				Control Strategy Tab		4a: Facility-type ASD saturation that should be different than shown?		In the focused time period of this study, for EE industrial program implementation there have been areas of ASD growth, which include Food Processing, Data Centers, and Semiconductors.  Paper industry has had some limited-to-moderate growth.  Primary Metals, however, has been rather flat.  Regarding those comments, the plotted ASD Saturation for Fans does seems to align.  
However, for Chemical, EE industrial program implementation has not seen much, if any, growth, so one would expect much less of a steep slope.  For Transportation too, one wouldn’t have expected an exponential, or even year over year linear growth pattern.  The slopes for the industry categories such as Paper, Wood, Fabricated and Warehousing seem to match a similar slope pattern (year-over-year), and one would suspect that could be related to general ASD adoption.  For industries with high growth, such as Food and Computer/Electronic, one would expect steeper curves, just simply because ASD adoption rates would be typically higher in a new construction greenfield facility or plant expansions, rather than conventional ASD retrofits.		Todd Amundson		21-Jan-22		This is great feedback		No Next Steps		No Next Steps

				Control Strategy Tab		4b: Any facility types that should be similar or different?		Below are some suggested 2021 ASD saturation values, based on BPA EE industrial program implementation and administration staff judgment:		Todd Amundson		21-Jan-22		In reviewing the suggested ASD saturation values, we noted that the values are the same between pumps and fans. With that in mind, We reviewed the values provided within the context of "comparativeness" and program activity.
1. You would expect similar (although maybe not exactly the same) rankings of ASD Saturation between pumps and fans, by industry.
2. You would expect the ASD saturation to have less spread in across facility types in 2021 than we are currently showing (that is, you expect the high and low values to be closer to a central value).
3. For the two industries where fans were higher than 85% (Chemical and Transportation), you noted that the ASD saturation is much higher than expected. 
4. For the industries where pumps were higher than 85% (food, Computer/Elect, and Misc, you noted that all should be lower than predicted, with Computer and electric remaining the highest.
3: They flagged Food, Chemical, Transportation, and Miscellaneous as "too high". 
4: They flagged Paper, Primary Metal, and Petroleum as "needs to be higher"		Reach out to Todd to confirm his view of the ASD saturation consider the percent of Motor HP ASD Saturation Values. Incorporate Feedback into tracker and account for in any updates to the ASD Saturation.		Completed		Completed as part of draft model results review

				Control Strategy Tab		1: Difference in regional vs national ASD Saturation		The values presented in the tables seem reasonable.  I would expect the regional ASD saturation to be higher than the national average due to the highly successful electrical energy efficiency programs run by Energy Trust of Oregon and BPA partially funding ASD retrofits and upgrades.		Dave Morris		21-Jan-22		Thank you for the feedback.		No Next Steps		No Next Steps

				Control Strategy Tab		2: Methodology for calculating facility-specific ASD Saturations		The methodology seems sound and produced reasonable/believable results.  Provided graphs of the calculated Regional Adjusted and National ASD Saturation show a relatively constant slope until 2021 when COVID-19 was hitting hard.		Dave Morris		21-Jan-22		Thank you for the feedback.		No Next Steps		No Next Steps

				Control Strategy Tab		3: Feedback on limiting ASD saturation at 85%		Don’t understand why industries that the data shows exceed the arbitrary 85% ASD saturation maximum are reduced down to the arbitrary 85% value.  Seems like if the data exists to define a specific industries ASD saturation level, the actual value should be used for any calculations.		Dave Morris		21-Jan-22		In disaggregating the ASD Saturation to the facility-type level, we used national data on the distribution as proxy for regional information at the facility-type level (as we don't have that information). In using this method, we generated facility level estimates that were unreasonable (some where even over 100% saturation). This is what led us to identify a reasonable maximum saturation and adjust based on that.		No Next Steps		No Next Steps

				Control Strategy Tab		4a: Facility-type ASD saturation that should be different than shown?		No, the values seem reasonable based on my experience.		Dave Morris		21-Jan-22		Thank you for the feedback.		No Next Steps		No Next Steps

				Control Strategy Tab		4b: Any facility types that should be similar or different?		No, the ASD Saturation of fans and pumps for types of facilities with expected ASD saturations seem to trend together based on my experience.		Dave Morris		21-Jan-22		Thank you for the feedback.		No Next Steps		No Next Steps







Review 10 Draft Model Results

				Engagement		Draft Model Results Review								Priority Level

				Working Session Date		2/18/22								Market Insight, not related to changes in model results

				Working Session Slides		TO39_DraftModelResultsReview_15FEB2022								Deserves closer look, might not impact model results.

				Document Reviewed		TO39_DraftModelResultsWorkbook_18FEB2022								Could change model results, action on this comment should be prioritized

				Document Reviewed		ASDs_MethodologyMemo_18FEB2022





				Panelist		Document		Location in Document		Relevant Question		Feedback		Priority Level Description		BPA/Cadeo Response		Flagged Response

				Evan Hatteberg		Model Results Workbook		ASD Market Share		Sector Level		These results generally align with my understanding they provide a better idea of how many pumps are equipped with drives after sale, rather than pumps with an integrated drive.		Market Insight, not related to changes in model results		Thank you for your feedback and input.		No

				Evan Hatteberg		Model Results Workbook		Pump Market Size		Sector Level		I'm surprised to see that the market size for pumps seems to be shrinking. The 2015 DOE rulemaking for Clean Water Pumps forecasted increased shipments nationally. This may be just that its limited to pumps covered by the standard or it could be a question of more of those pumps going into Commercial applications.		Deserves closer look, might not impact model results.		Your comment brings up a good point. One thing to keep in mind is that the number of motor HP sold into the region is increasing, but the number of motors is decreasing. This is due to the fact that industries with larger motors are making up a larger portion of the industrial market. In relation to DOE's forecasted pumps shipments: You mentioned that they include commercial, which may see different sales patterns. Along with that, their information is national in scope, so any region-specific trends in industries may not be reflected in those data.		No

				Evan Hatteberg		Model Results Workbook		ASD Market Share		Sector Level		NEEA will be reviewing our baseline market share for Commercial Pumps with an integrated drive. This may provide some indirect insight for industrial pump share. Hopefully it will be finished by late Fall		Market Insight, not related to changes in model results		Thank you for noting this. We will be sure to touch base on that baseline later this year.		No

				Ryan Firestone		Model Results Workbook		Industrial Sector Results		1. Do any results (pump/fan installed stock, market characteristics, annual sales, pump/fan energy consumption, etc.) misalign with your understanding of the market?		Why are ASD-controled counts (especially of HP) in the baseline decreasing in 2020 (fans and pumps) and 2021 (fans)?  I see that the total installed stock of fans and pumps is increasing.  I would expect that the ASD-controlled amounts of this stock would increase as well.		Deserves closer look, might not impact model results.		The in-service motor HP (or energy consuming motor HP) is decreasing in those years (based on decreases in industrial output in certain industries in those years). As the in-service motor HP decreases, the portion made up by the ASD-controlled baseline also decreases.		Yes

				Ryan Firestone		Model Results Workbook		Industrial Sector Results		2. What are your main takeaways from the results about the market?		I do not have any experience in a particular facitlity type, so I do not have any comments on those.  In general, the market results seem reasonable given the findings from the analysis that had been presented to this working group throughout the project.		Market Insight, not related to changes in model results		Thank you for your feedback and input.		No

				Ryan Firestone		Model Results Workbook		Industrial Sector Results				Given that the ultimate results of the project (momentum savings) are provided in aMW (or, equivalently kWh), I think it would be good to summarize the program claimed savings directly in kWh, rather than (or in addition to) the multiple conversions and extrapolations described in the methodology document.  You should end up with the same result - this would be a good check on that and also emphasize that what is being reported as momentum savings really is [Change in market] - [Program claimed savings].		Deserves closer look, might not impact model results.		You bring up an interesting topic. We do not have claimed program savings (as reported in the RCP) in the model results workbook for a couple reasons. One is related to the granularity of the RCP data. Regional ASD program savings are not clearly identified in the RCP, they could show up as portions of 18 different TAP combinations in the industrial sector (including but not limited to TAPs that specifically have "VFD" in their names). The methodology described in the memo is necessary to identify the amount of program savings attributable to ASDs for each of those 18 TAPs. Once those ASD program savings in aMW are identified, we cannot just subtract them from total market savings to derive Momentum Savings because we need to make sure that total market savings and program savings have the same unit energy consumption assumptions and that's why we normalize program savings into number of program-incented motor HP. 		Yes

				Kevin Smit		Model Results Workbook		General		General		I did spend some time with the model and it looks good. I ran short of time to make comments, but It looks good to me also.		Market Insight, not related to changes in model results		Thank you for your feedback and input.		No

				Paul Lamar		Methodology Memo		General		All		I think the memo strikes a good balance between detail and brevity. Its easy to read, and generally provides enough information to understand the process.		Market Insight, not related to changes in model results		Thank you for your feedback and input.		No

				Paul Lamar		Model Results Workbook		Facility Type Specific Results		Food		Food facility types shows extensive penetration of ASDs over the period 2015 to 2022.  Non-ASD horsepower pct dropping from about 50 to 10% for fans, 38 to 15% for pumps.  Very little market potential left.  High use of incentives for fans, some for pumps.  Helps explain some of the fan penetration, but still hard to believe its this high.  Have seen plenty of cooling tower fans without ASD control at food plant in Washington state, and other states as well.		Could change model results, action on this comment should be prioritized		Thank you for the feedback on regional ASD saturation for Food. The regional ASD saturation was reviewed by the expert panel in January and based on that review, panelists agreed with the regional ASD saturation for some facilities and for some facility types that they thought misaligned with their understanding, they did not offer additional data to inform changing the ASD saturation to another number. The team also conducted a sensitivity analysis, which showed that differences in facility type-level ASD saturation have very little impact on model results. Therefore, since the team has confidence in the regional sector-level ASD saturation input, the team believes that overall model results are accurate. Nevertheless, in future modeling, the team will continue to seek data informing facility type-level ASD saturation.		Yes

				Paul Lamar		Model Results Workbook		Facility Type Specific Results		Chemicals		Chemicals facility types shows extensive penetration of ASDs over the period 2015 to 2022.  Non-ASD horsepower pct dropping from about 58 to 12% for fans, 55 to 20% for pumps.  Very little market potential left for fans.  High use of incentives for fans, some for pumps.  Helps explain fan penetration, but still hard to believe both penetrations are this high.  Have seen plenty of non ASD pumps in chemical plant in northern California, not in the region but very close.  Knowing facility there, hard to believe they would have put ASD on half of the remaining non-ASD pumps in last 6 years.		Deserves closer look, might not impact model results.		See response in row 18		Yes

				Paul Lamar		Model Results Workbook		Facility Type Specific Results		Misc Mfg		Misc mfg facility types shows extensive penetration of ASDs over the period 2015 to 2022.  Non-ASD horsepower pct dropping from about 52 to 35% for fans, 52 to 18% for pumps.  Very little market potential left for pumps.  Some use of incentives for fans, none for pumps.  Helps explain fan penetration, but still hard to believe pump penetration is this high.  Have seen plenty of non ASD pumps and fans in elevator and air conditioning manufacturing plants outside the region.  Knowing facilities there, hard to believe sites in the region would have put so many ASD on most of the non-ASD pumps in last 6 years, especially without use of incentives.		Could change model results, action on this comment should be prioritized		See response in row 18. Also, you raised a good flag that ASD program activity for Misc is really low. Our Facility Type distribution of program incented motor HP is based on 162 unique ASD measures (90 pumps, 73 fans) BPA incented in the analysis period. Of those measures, only 3 pumps and 3 fans fall into the Miscellaneous Manufacturing Facility Type. While we don't know why exactly this is the case, one theory is that the Misc Manufacturing Facility Type is made up of the 9 smallest NAICS codes in the region, so while combined there are a lot of motors/motor HP, they are not concentrated in one specific industry. This distribution could be one factor that is impacting the activity of ASD programs in those facilities; the motors are distributed across a large number of facilities, making any one facility not cost effective to engage with on a custom level.		Yes

				Paul Lamar		Model Results Workbook		Facility Type Specific Results		Paper		Paper facility types show more moderate penetration of ASDs over the period 2015 to 2022.  Non-ASD horsepower pct dropping from about 75 to 66% for fans, 72 to 62% for pumps.  Plenty of market potential left.  Some use of incentives for pumps, very little for fans.  Have seen lots of ASD go on pumps in other paper mills outside the region, but with incentives (Focus on Energy in Wisconsin).  Knowing facilities there, its a little questionable that there are not more ASD put on during last 6 years, but I don't raise a red flag here.		Deserves closer look, might not impact model results.		The paper facility type is the second largest for program activity from pumps, so this has been a focus for programs in this region as well. As you say, our model shows that the paper facility type is a good opportunity for future programs because the ASD saturation is less than half. This is a finding we plan to highlight.		No

				Paul Lamar		Model Results Workbook		Facility Type Specific Results		Primary Metals		Primary metals facility types show muted penetration of fans but more moderate penetration of pumps with ASDs over the period 2015 to 2022.  Non-ASD horsepower pct dropping from about 66 to 62% for fans, 57 to 37% for pumps.  Plenty of market potential left for fans.  Minimal use of incentives for pumps, none for fans.  I am surprised by lack of penetration in fans, compared to pumps.  Also surprised no use of fan incentives.		Deserves closer look, might not impact model results.		Looking at Primary Metal on the whole, the program activity in comparison to ASD saturation are actually in alignment with each other: the equipment type with more program activity (pumps) has a higher ASD saturation, and vice versa. The difference in ASD saturation and program activity between pumps and fans could be attributed to a couple different components: 
1. There is about double the fan motor HP in this facility type than pump. If the absolute number of ASDs sold into the industry was consistent across equipment type, the larger number of fans would be making the saturation (as a percent) increase much slower for fans than pumps.
2. Looking at equipment size, pumps are on average almost double the size of fans (fans are 29 HP and pumps are 48 HP). This means that on a per equipment basis pumps have larger savings potential, which could have driven more early adoption of ASDs on pumps than fans.		Yes

				Paul Lamar		Methodology Memo		Pages 33-36		Paper, Primary Metals		Table 15 has regional fan ASD penentration going from 31-40%, pumps 40-56%, on a pct horsepower basis.  Tables 16 and 17 provide breakouts by sector.  Overall, this would seem to indicate that on average an industry in the region should have about 60% fan market potential left and 44% pump potential remaining.  This matches up well for primary metals, and not too far off for paper.		Market Insight, not related to changes in model results		The tables were transcribed incorrectly, we have adjusted them in the memo to be correct.		No

				Paul Lamar		Methodology Memo		Pages 33-36		Food		Tables 16 and 17 provide breakouts by sector for ASD penetration.  For food, this would seem to indicate that there should be about 27% fan market potential left and 27% pump potential remaining.  This does not match up for food sector results. I think this warrants a closer look.		Could change model results, action on this comment should be prioritized		The tables were transcribed incorrectly, we have adjusted them in the memo to be correct.		No

				Paul Lamar		Methodology Memo		Pages 33-36		Chemicals		Tables 16 and 17 provide breakouts by sector for ASD penetration.  For chemicals, this would seem to indicate that there should be about 15% fan and pump market potential left.  This matches up with results for fans and is not too far off for pumps, but I am left thinking its too much penetration, especially when compared to other sectors.  Why would this industry do so much more than others?  I am still not convinced this is fully resolved.		Could change model results, action on this comment should be prioritized		The tables were transcribed incorrectly, we have adjusted them in the memo to be correct.		No

				Paul Lamar		Methodology Memo		Pages 33-36		Misc Mfg		Tables 16 and 17 provide breakouts by sector for ASD penetration.  For misc mfg, this would seem to indicate that there should be about 36% fan and pump market potential left.  This matches well with sector results for fans but does not match up for well for pumps (showing only 18% potential left). I suggest this requires a little investigation.		Could change model results, action on this comment should be prioritized		The tables were transcribed incorrectly, we have adjusted them in the memo to be correct.		No

				Paul Lamar		Methodology Memo		Pages 33-36		Main takeaway		Table 15 has regional fan ASD penentration going from 31-40%, pumps 40-56%, on a pct horsepower basis.  Overall, this would seem to indicate that on average an industry in the region should have about 60% fan market potential left and 44% pump potential remaining.  I think this appears reasonable, when I compare with my experience in doing plant energy assessments both in the region and overall.  I think fans are harder to implement ASDs, partly because getting flow measurements is generally more involved (mostly derived from pressure not from actual flow), and locations of measurement are often out of the way (on the roof, requiring a lift, etc.)		Market Insight, not related to changes in model results		Thank you for your feedback and input.		No

				Paul Lamar		Methodology Memo		Pages 43-44		Sector ASD penetration in Food, Chemicals and Misc Mfg		Memo describes on these pages how the total incented HP is calculated.  I would think there is some way to get this value directly.  I think when a plant applies for an ASD incentive, there is some recording of the motor HP on the application.  But maybe this data is not available?  It seems that something may be going on here to lead to very high penetrations in these industries.		Deserves closer look, might not impact model results.		Paul, you are right that the total regional incented motor HP is not directly available and we have a methodology to estimate it using incented motor HP from a subset of available program-incented project reports (like the ones you mentioned). Although the estimation of program-incented motor HP is a separate process from the estimation of ASD saturation for each industry.		No

				Paul Lamar		Model Results Workbook		Industrial Sector Tab, Figure 19		Sector fan ASD penetration in Food		Shows program incented HP for Food industry at very high level, from inspection it would seem that this one industry has used more incentives than all other industries combined, for fan ASDs.		Deserves closer look, might not impact model results.		Yes, that is what the model is showing. From discussions with program personnel, this aligns with their experience.		No

				Paul Lamar		Model Results Workbook		Industrial Sector Tab, Figure 21		Sector pump ASD penetration in Refineries and Misc Mfg		Shows no program incented HP for Refinery or Misc Mfg industries, yet those industries are two of the top 3 in terms of total ASD in service HP.  From inspection it would appear odd that these industries would have high use of pump ASDs with no incentive, where with fans there was some use of incentive?		Deserves closer look, might not impact model results.		This is showing that those industries are adopting ASDs not because of incentives. They could be process control reasons, or energy efficiency not through programs.		No

				Paul Lamar		Methodology Memo		Pages 56-62		Sensitivity analysis		Given comments above related to uneven use of incentives by industry and fans/pumps, would like to see tornado chart for program incentive similar to momentum savings (Fig 19).  Also, given the sensitivity impact of load profile on momentum savings, any more thought given to reducing this sensitivity, in terms of the methodology?  In reading through this, it seems like there is an assumption that the pump or fan load mirrors the facility load profile.  Often, there are also some shorter term, temporary loads that may smooth or spike a facility load profile, with some loads following the facility load and others constant load (like lighting).  Also, for climate controlled facilities you have weather depended HVAC load impacting HVAC equipment, less depended on production.		Deserves closer look, might not impact model results.		1. A program-specific tornado chart of uncertainty would show the same trends as momentum savings, as we used the same information to calculate program savings as momentum savings.
2. The best way for us to decrease the impact load profile has on the uncertainty of momentum savings is to decrease the uncertainty of the load profiles themselves. To do this, the region should focus research on characterizing load profile (as opposed to variables like operating hours). More information would increase our confidence in the average load profiles, decreasing the uncertainty of the load profiles. 
3. Facility Type Load Profiles: For both pumps and fans, we are actually using load profiles specifically for those equipment. They are not mirrors of facility load profiles.		Yes

				Paul Lamar		Model Results Workbook		Industrial Sector Tab, Figures 17/21		Program impact, main takeaway		Shows program incented adoption of ASDs vs momentum by year.  2019 was big year during the six year period, 36% of pumps and 29% of fans ASDs in this one year alone.  COVID years 2020 and 2021 together were only 18 and 22 percent of pumps and fans, respectively.  Do we have data on 2019 program incentives, vs other years, to support this?		Deserves closer look, might not impact model results.		We do have data on the distribution of programs by year. We used data from reported program savings, as well as project files, to determine the annual program savings.		No

				Paul Lamar		Model Results Workbook		Industrial Sector Tab, Figure 19/23		Program impact, main takeaway		Shows program incented adoption of ASDs vs momentum by sector.  Pump ASD adoption impacted by programs is distributed by industry, but fans are very heavily weighted to Food sector.  Do we have data on program incentives by industry, to support this?		Deserves closer look, might not impact model results.		We do have information informing a facility-specific distribution of programs. For fans, programs are concentrated in the Food, Wood, Chemical, and Misc. facility types, whereas pump programs are concentrated in the Food, Paper, Chemical, and Primary Metal facility types.		No

				Pete Gaydon		Model Results Workbook		General		General		I have spent time reviewing the presentation again, the methodology memo, and results workbook.  I think there was a lot of good work done developing this work.  For the uncertainties noted and areas where review is requested, I have considered these points and I think the team is making rational conclusions, and I am not able to provide constructive feedback or new data to modify the model results.  So I don’t have anything further to comment.		Market Insight, not related to changes in model results		Thank you for your feedback and input.		No

				Todd Amundson		Slide		40		Low adjusted program aMW savings from 2016 - 2021?		Those two aMW adjusted program savings values seem low considering BPA ESI program savings in that time window was roughly 60 aMW for option 1 utility customers, and it would seem in the ballpark that approximately 20 to 30% of those savings can be attributed to ASD installations on fans and pumps.  If so, there’s a 12 to 18 aMW range of savings without even considering the savings from our option 2 utility customers.

Then again, looking at the completion report analysis file ‘TO39_ASDProgramSavings_InputWorkbook_Draft_09Sept21’ there’s approximately 4.2 aMW of savings listed in the ‘BPA CR Data’ tab.  Then again, filtering down industrial projects in the ‘BPA IS2.0 May 2021 CombinedData’ tab of same file, one lands in the 15 aMW savings range for ASD fan and pump related projects.  Clearly not all of those ~200 projects are perfectly aligned with this study, but that aMW savings magnitude seems more realistic for BPA ESI savings acquisition through ASD installations for fan and pumps than a portion of the regional 8.3 aMW adjusted program savings total from 2016-2021.  Please see accompanying memo from ESI.
		Could change model results, action on this comment should be prioritized		BPA and Cadeo addressed these comments via email with Todd Amundson. In summary, the model's scope is smaller than the scope Todd/ESI considered when making comparisons. The model also used more granular data to identify in-scope ASD program savings. Based on Todd/ESI recommendation, BPA/Cadeo made a revision to include ASD program savings from fans in condensers/cooling towers.		No

				Todd Amundson		Model Results Workbook				pumps - program project count		Pumps particularly, there is a very low count for ‘regional program incented ASDs from 2016 - 2021 in-service ASD controlled pump motors installed above baseline in workbook ‘Industrial Sector Results’ tab.  Overall, there’s 124 with a peak of 45 incented in 2019.  Years 2016 – 2018 seem low at 25, 18 and 14, respectively.  Maybe 2020 and 2021 counts at 11 each make some sense due to the COVID pandemic?  Please see accompanying memo from ESI.		Could change model results, action on this comment should be prioritized		See response in row 35		No

				Todd Amundson		Slide		40		Are the incented Motor HP calculated applying fan and pump ASD-related UES (kWh per HP) value(s) to project motor nameplate HP to arrive at overall adjusted program savings values?		The adjusted regional asd fan and pump savings values presented seem quite lower (by a factor of 3 to 6x) than BPA ESI program savings acquired from ASD fan and pump related projects in the 2016-2021 time window.  The rationale described in the methodology memo seems reasonable, but either missing several ASD projects in the pump count.  The program ASD fan project count seems much closer to expected.		Could change model results, action on this comment should be prioritized		See response in row 35		No

				Todd Amundson		Model Results Workbook		Primary metal		Combining both fans and pumps,  is 2016 baseline model output for this segment ~269 aMW?		For primary metal (foundries), in the 2016 plan regional load was 105 aMW.  For 2020 fans and pumps in-service motor HP together is 375,468.  		Deserves closer look, might not impact model results.		Your noted that there are differences in the facility-type level energy consumption from the ASD model vs in the Seventh Plan. This is something that we noticed as well, and discussed with Kevin Smit. We discussed how the Seventh Plan end-use estimates represented the best available information at the time of development, but are not as focused on the end-use distribution of energy consumption as the ASD model. The Power Plans use a top-down methodology, calculating total industrial energy consumption then disaggregating it into different end uses. The ASD model, on the other hand, is developed from the bottom-up, calculating the energy consumption for different pumps and fans and building up a stock model to determine total energy use. Kevin agreed that with those two different methodologies we are going to see differences in the facility-type distribution of energy consumption. When we zoom out, however, our sector-level modeled energy consumption is pretty close to the Seventh Plan estimate, increasing our confidence in the ASD model.		Yes

				Todd Amundson		Model Results Workbook		refineries		Combining both fans and pumps, is 2016 baseline model output for this segment ~189 aMW?		For refineries, in the 2016 plan regional load was 87 aMW.  For 2020 fans and pumps in-service motor HP together is 331,994.  		Deserves closer look, might not impact model results.		See response in row 38		No

				Todd Amundson		Model Results Workbook		computer-electronics		Combining both fans and pumps, is 2016 baseline model output for this segment ~156 aMW?		For computer-electronics, in 2021 analysis BPA load is ~56 aMW.  For 2020 fans and pumps in-service motor HP together is 142,121.  		Deserves closer look, might not impact model results.		See response in row 38		No

				David Morris		Model Results Workbook		"Facility Type Specific Results" Tab, Figures 1 thru 4, Wood Products.		1. Do any results (pump/fan installed stock, market characteristics, annual sales, pump/fan energy consumption, etc.) misalign with your understanding of the market?		Figures 1 thru 4 charts show a peak of In-Service Fans and Pumps in 2020, then a decline in 2021 for Wood Products. The decline is surprising due to the increased demand for wood products due to increased demand from the housing market due to wildfire rebuilding. Could be facilities having trouble running due to employee shortages caused by COVID-19.		Market Insight, not related to changes in model results		That may be driving the decrease in 2021. Regional gross output for wood decreased by about 10% from 2020 to 2021. That could definitely be due to a decrease in the available workforce.		No

				David Morris		Model Results Workbook		"Facility Type Specific Results" Tab, Figures 5 thru 8, Wood Products.		2. What are your main takeaways from the results about the market?		Figures 5 thru 8 charts show a peak of In-Service ASD controlled Fans and Pumps in 2020, then a decline in 2021 for Wood Products. As would be expected, the pattern is the same as seen in the total In-Service motors shown in Figures 1 thru 4 and most likely due to COVID-19.		Market Insight, not related to changes in model results		Thank you for your feedback and input.		No

				David Morris		Model Results Workbook		"Facility Type Specific Results" Tab, Figures 9 thru 10, Wood Products.		2. What are your main takeaways from the results about the market?		Figures 9 thru 10 charts show a peak in Wood Products for program incented ASD Fan motors in 2019, then a large drop in 2020. This is consistent with my experience with Energy Trust of Oregon on the impact COVID-19 had on incentive programs in 2020.		Market Insight, not related to changes in model results		Thank you for your feedback and input.		No

				David Morris		Model Results Workbook		"Facility Type Specific Results" Tab, Figures 11 thru 12, Wood Products.		2. What are your main takeaways from the results about the market?		Figures 11 thru 12 charts show a overall trend of decline in Wood Products for program incented and Momentum ASD Pump motors installed above the baseline. This is consistent with my experience with Energy Trust of Oregon. Not as many pumps are used in Wood Products Facilities and the best opportunities for ASD upgrades have already been installed.		Market Insight, not related to changes in model results		Thank you for your feedback and input.		No

				David Morris		Model Results Workbook		"Industrial Sector Results" Tab, Figure 1		3. Is there an additional visualization (table or figure) or different way to interpret the results that you recommend including in the workbook?		Figure 1 chart is missing the "In-Service" data label in the Legend.		Market Insight, not related to changes in model results		Dave, it may have been the orientation in the document you opened. The figure has "In Service" data label. We have expanded the legend to ensure it was showing.		No

				David Morris		Model Results Workbook		"Industrial Sector Results" Tab, Figures 5 & 6		3. Is there an additional visualization (table or figure) or different way to interpret the results that you recommend including in the workbook?		Figure 5 & 6 charts are missing the "In-Service" data label in the Legend.		Market Insight, not related to changes in model results		Dave, it may have been the orientation in the document you opened. The figure has "In Service" data label. We have expanded the legend to ensure it was showing. Please review to ensure it is showing currently.		No

				David Morris		Model Results Workbook		"Facility Type Specific Results" Tab, Figures 1 thru 4, Wood Products		3. Is there an additional visualization (table or figure) or different way to interpret the results that you recommend including in the workbook?		Figure 1, 2, 3 & 4 charts have data incorrectly labeled in the Legend.  "Out-of-Service" data is labeled "In-Service" on all four figures. Figures  1, 3 & 4 missing Out-of-Service label. Figure 2 labels are swapped.		Market Insight, not related to changes in model results		Thank you for the flag Dave. We switched the labels to be the correct color. The missing labels were simply pushed out of the frame of a small legend. We increased the size of the legend.		No

				David Morris		Model Results Workbook		"Facility Type Specific Results" Tab, Figures 7 & 8, Wood Products		3. Is there an additional visualization (table or figure) or different way to interpret the results that you recommend including in the workbook?		Figure 7 & 8 charts are missing the Baseline Scenario data label in the Legend.		Market Insight, not related to changes in model results		Dave, I think it was the way the legend was displaying on your computer. The label was there, just not showing. We expanded the legend box on this.		No

				David Morris		Model Results Workbook		"Facility Type Specific Results" Tab, Figure 14, Wood Products		3. Is there an additional visualization (table or figure) or different way to interpret the results that you recommend including in the workbook?		Figure 14 chart is missing the "Variable Load Non-ASD Control" and "Constant Load Non-ASD Control" data labels in the Legend.		Market Insight, not related to changes in model results		Dave, I think it was the way the legend was displaying on your computer. The label was there, just not showing. We expanded the legend box on this.		No

				David Morris		Model Results Workbook		"Facility Type Specific Results" Tab, Figure 16, Wood Products		3. Is there an additional visualization (table or figure) or different way to interpret the results that you recommend including in the workbook?		Figure 16 chart is missing the "Constant Load Non-ASD Control" data label in the Legend.		Market Insight, not related to changes in model results		Dave, I think it was the way the legend was displaying on your computer. The label was there, just not showing. We expanded the legend box on this.		No

				David Morris		Model Results Workbook		"Facility Type Specific Results" Tab, Figures 25 thru 28, Wood Products		3. Is there an additional visualization (table or figure) or different way to interpret the results that you recommend including in the workbook?		Figure 25, 26, 27 & 28 charts have the vertical axis title incorrectly labeled or the wrong data set is being graphed.  Vertical axis should read "Total" instead of "In-Service" or switch the data set from "Total" to "In-Service"		Deserves closer look, might not impact model results.		Thank you for the flag Dave. We changed the axis label to "total" as opposed to in-service.		No

				David Morris		Model Results Workbook		"Industrial Sector Results" Figure 19, & "Facility Type Specific Results" Figure 9, Wood Products.		1. Does the magnitude of equipment sales for industrial standalone fans and pumps aligns with your experience in the field? If it does not, please indicate the magnitude of sales you would expect to see in the region.		Industrial Sector Figure 19 table for 2020 shows Wood Products having 3,159 Momentum and 4,522 Program Incented, In-Service ASD controlled Fan Motor HP installed above baseline. Facility Specific Figure 9 table shows only 1,328 Momentum and 549 Program Incented, In-Service ASD controlled Fan Motor HP installed above baseline for Wood Products in the same year. Why do the tables have different values, shouldn't they be the same?		Could change model results, action on this comment should be prioritized		The table on the industrial sector tab is showing cumulative savings (that is, the total program and momentum savings from 2016 through 2021), whereas the Facility Type tab is showing the savings broken out by year. If you sum all the years in the table on the Facility Type Tab, it equals the value on the Industrial Sector Tab.  To make this clearer, we have retitled the tables/charts on the Industrial Sector Tab to identify it as total from 2016 to 2021. We also added a "total" column on the Facility Type tab; this column will align with the value on the industrial sector tab.		No

				David Morris		Model Results Workbook		"Industrial Sector Results" Figure 20, & "Facility Type Specific Results" Figure 10, Wood Products.		1. Does the magnitude of equipment sales for industrial standalone fans and pumps aligns with your experience in the field? If it does not, please indicate the magnitude of sales you would expect to see in the region.		Industrial Sector Figure 20 table for 2020 shows Wood Products having 115 Momentum and 118 Program Incented, In-Service ASD controlled Fan Motors installed above baseline. Facility Specific Figure 10 table shows only 43 Momentum and 14 Program Incented, In-Service ASD controlled Fan Motors installed above baseline for Wood Products in the same year. Why do the tables have different values, shouldn't they be the same?		Could change model results, action on this comment should be prioritized		Same comment as row 52		No

				David Morris		Model Results Workbook		"Industrial Sector Results" Figure 23, & "Facility Type Specific Results" Figure 11, Wood Products.		1. Does the magnitude of equipment sales for industrial standalone fans and pumps aligns with your experience in the field? If it does not, please indicate the magnitude of sales you would expect to see in the region.		Industrial Sector Figure 23 table for 2020 shows Wood Products having 3,230 Momentum and 175 Program Incented, In-Service ASD controlled Pump Motor HP installed above baseline. Facility Specific Figure 11 table shows only 236 Momentum and 18 Program Incented, In-Service ASD controlled Pump Motor hp installed above baseline for Wood Products in the same year. Why do the tables have different values, shouldn't they be the same?		Could change model results, action on this comment should be prioritized		Same comment as row 52		No

				David Morris		Model Results Workbook		"Industrial Sector Results" Figure 24, & "Facility Type Specific Results" Figure 12, Wood Products.		1. Does the magnitude of equipment sales for industrial standalone fans and pumps aligns with your experience in the field? If it does not, please indicate the magnitude of sales you would expect to see in the region.		Industrial Sector Figure 24 table for 2020 shows Wood Products having 226 Momentum and 2 Program Incented, In-Service ASD controlled Pump Motors installed above baseline. Facility Specific Figure 12 table shows only 17 Momentum and 0 Program Incented, In-Service ASD controlled Pump Motors installed above baseline for Wood Products in the same year. Why do the tables have different values, shouldn't they be the same?		Could change model results, action on this comment should be prioritized		Same comment as row 52		No

				David Morris		Model Results Workbook		"Facility Type Specific Results" Figure 11 &12, Wood Products.		2. Does the year-to-year variability in regional pump and fan sales align with your experience? If it does not, please provide information the variability you would expect to see.		Figure 11 table shows 38, 28, 22, 70, 18 & 18 Program Incented, In-Service ASD controlled Pump Motor hp installed above baseline for Wood Products for the years 2016 thru 2021 respectively. Figure 12 table shows 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0 Program Incented, In-Service ASD controlled Pump Motor units. Is there an error between these tables?		Could change model results, action on this comment should be prioritized		The zeros in Figure 12 are actually values less than one. This means that the number of motor HP shown in Figure 11 are less than the average motor size for the program savings in that facility type. We increased the number of decimal points on the values in this table to show this, and included the following table note: For certain Facility Types, program-incented units may be include a decimal. This is a function of the distribution of program savings across different model dimensions and is not representative of partially-incented units.		No

				David Morris		Methodology Memo		Pg 58, Sensitivity Analysis Results, Figure 18 & 19		1. Does each scenario's impact on model results align with your expectations (i.e., do the largest drivers of uncertainty in the model align with the ones you would expect), for both energy consumption and Momentum Savings? If not, please indicate what scenario is different, and what you would expect.		Surprised operating hours does not have a bigger impact on uncertainty. For individual equipment analyzed for energy saving projects, operating hours are always one of the largest factors effecting savings (the more hours it operates, the more potential for savings.  I.E. a 10hp motor operating 8,760 hrs/yr has same potential annual savings as a 100hp motor operating 876 hrs/yr).		Deserves closer look, might not impact model results.		While operating hours do have a big impact on the unit energy consumption, we have a lot of data to inform average operating hours for different types of equipment (op hours used in the model differ by equipment type, facility type, and for pumps they also differ by equipment size), so they capture the nuance that you bring up in your comment. This makes us confident in our estimate of OpHrs, resulting in the lower uncertainty in this analysis.		No

				David Morris						1. Provide a short summary of the experience you have with programs, including the Facility Types you have experience in. 		Worked as a Program Delivery Contractor and Technical Lead for Energy Trust of Oregon for seventeen years. Worked primarily with large industrial sites: Wood Products, and Miscellaneous Manufacturing facilities. Also conducted Energy Analysis Reports and Scoping Assessments for BPA.		Market Insight, not related to changes in model results		Thank you for your feedback and input.		No

				David Morris		Model Results Workbook		"Facility Type Specific Results" Tab, Figure 10, Wood Products.		2. Please indicate if there are any facility types where the ASD program incented motor HP do not align with your experience. For those facility types, please indicate whether the ASD program incented motor HP should be higher or lower based on your experience.		Figures 10 chart shows very few above baseline Program Incented Fan ASD motors (average of only 22 motors/year) installed each year for Wood Products.  This seems too low considering Energy Trust of Oregon's Production Efficiency custom track and standard track (rebate) programs and the BPA program.		Could change model results, action on this comment should be prioritized		The distribution of program savings by facility type used in the model is based on BPA program data, which accounts for 64% of regional ASD program savings within the scope of our model. The magnitude of total savings for the region is taken from the RCP, and then methodology to calculate the number of incented HP and distribute those HP into model cells is based on BPA program data. We do not have access to utility specific data (e.g., Energy Trust) other than what is reported to the RCP, so we aren’t able to account for utility-specific concentrations of ASD programs in different facility types. We are confident that the magnitude of ASD savings achieved by Energy Trust is represented in the model, however the model may be underestimating the exact distribution of those savings to the Wood Products facility type.

We reviewed this methodology different utilities (Energy Trust, PSE, and SCL), and while we didn’t have the exact facility type distributions at the time of our conversation, they were all comfortable with our approach. As we mentioned above, a specific program creating a concentration of savings in one facility type may not be explicitly identified in the model, but with the data we based the facility type distribution on representing 64% of the regions incented motor HP, we have high confidence it is the best data available to represent the region.		Yes

				David Morris		Model Results Workbook		"Facility Type Specific Results" Tab, Figure 12, Wood Products.		2. Please indicate if there are any facility types where the ASD program incented motor HP do not align with your experience. For those facility types, please indicate whether the ASD program incented motor HP should be higher or lower based on your experience.		Figure 12 chart shows only one above baseline Program Incented Pump ASD motor installed for the entire 2016 to 2021 time period for Wood Products.  This must be an error considering Energy Trust of Oregon's Production Efficiency custom track and standard track (rebate) programs and the BPA program.		Could change model results, action on this comment should be prioritized		See comment above		Yes

				Mike Wolf		Slide		22		General Question 2		Slide 22 is consistent with my market experience		Market Insight, not related to changes in model results		Thank you for your feedback and input.		No

				Mike Wolf		Slide		22		General Question 2		We have also seen a large growth in data centers in the PNW		Deserves closer look, might not impact model results.		Thanks for flagging this; The model doesn’t cover data centers, so that growth would be outside the scope of this project.		No

				Mike Wolf		Slide		28		General Queston 2		Not understanding significance of secondary data.		Market Insight, not related to changes in model results		We used secondary data sources to develop rough estimates of pump and fan shipments in the region, which we used to compare with our model's own estimates. As you can see, we believe that the secondary data estimates are an overestimation, and we have more confidence in the magnitude of shipments in our model's own estimates.		No

				Mike Wolf		Methodology Memo		Table 10		General Question 2		Fan data is consistent with my experience.  I'd need to see a comparable table for my company to provide more perspective		Market Insight, not related to changes in model results		Thank you for your feedback and input.		No

				Mike Wolf		Methodology Memo		Table 11		General Question 2		Need to see comparable table for my company to provide more perspective.  We often sell fans with drive capable motors.  We assume drives are being installed in the field		Deserves closer look, might not impact model results.		Thank you for your feedback and input.		No

				Mike Wolf		Methodology Memo		Table 12		General Question 2		Trend is consistent with our company sales trend.  Need to see comparaable table for my company to privide more perspective		Market Insight, not related to changes in model results		Thank you for your feedback and input.		No

				Mike Wolf		Methodology Memo		Table 13		General Question 2		Trend is consistent with our company sales trend.  Need to see comparaable table for my company to privide more perspective		Market Insight, not related to changes in model results		Thank you for your feedback and input.		No

				Mike Wolf		Methodology Memo		Table 21		General Question 2		Need to see comparable table for my company to provide more perspective.  		Market Insight, not related to changes in model results		Thank you for your feedback and input.		No

				Mike Wolf		Methodology Memo		Figure 12		General Question 2		Need to see comparable table for my company to provide more perspective.  		Market Insight, not related to changes in model results		Thank you for your feedback and input.		No

				Mike Wolf		Model Results Workbook				General Question2		General trends on fans appear consistent with my experience.		Market Insight, not related to changes in model results		Thank you for your feedback and input.		No

				Mike Wolf		Model Results Workbook				General Question 2		Need to see comparable table for my company to provide more perspective.  		Market Insight, not related to changes in model results		Thank you for your feedback and input.		No

				Prakash Rao		Model Results Workbook		Industry sector results		Sector level		For figures 1 and 2, I expect either a drop in in-service fans or increase in out-of-service fans in 2020 and 2021 due to the pandemic. However, the values seem to be fairly steady and even increase over the 2019 levels. Is there an explanation for this? Die the capacity factors used to determine the share of out of service motors show a decline in 2020 and 2021?		Could change model results, action on this comment should be prioritized		Motor HP decreased in 2020 and 2021 for fans, and motors decreased in 2020 for fans. The fact that motors didn’t decrease in 2021 indicates a rebound for industries that have smaller HP motors on average, which increased the number of in-service motors but still showed a slight decrease in in-service motor HP.		No

				Prakash Rao		Model Results Workbook		Industry sector results		Sector level		In figs 1 and 2, I expected the chemicals sector to have larger motors. Are these basic chemicals (like ammonia, ethylene, etc.), pharmaceuticals, or consumer goods? Given the diversity of the chemicals sectors, perhaps the chemical facilities in the PNW are more consumer goods or smaller than the national average size of a chemical facility?		Deserves closer look, might not impact model results.		Thank you for flagging this. The team added average motor size per facility type to the model results workbook figures, which will help communicate the differences in motor size. For the chemical industry, we don't have a good insight into the specific chemicals being produced (As the model defines each facility type based on the 3-digit NAICS, which includes both basic chemicals and consumer goods), but the model is showing that the chemical industry actually has pretty big motors (4th largest on average for fans, and 5th for pumps).		No

				Prakash Rao		Model Results Workbook		Industry sector results		Sector level		Figs 1 and 2 - it's hard to quickly understand the average size of the fan in each subsector. Could the average motor size be added for each subsector?		Market Insight, not related to changes in model results		Yes, that is a good addition, we added it to Figure 4 (and the corresponding pump figure).		No

				Prakash Rao		Model Results Workbook		Industry sector results		Sector level		Fig 6 - I am not surprised to see the number of pumps declining, but in light of fig 2 for fans, I feel there is misalignment. Why would one equipment type stay steady and another decline? I see that in looks like larger pumps are being installed, so perhaps this is reflective of the PNW moving to larger industries over the time frame of interest? Or, smaller facilities are moving out?		Deserves closer look, might not impact model results.		As you mentioned, the model is showing that PNW industries with larger pumps are growing more than PNW industries that have smaller pumps. This means that while the number of motor HP is increasing, it is concentrated in fewer, larger pieces of equipment.		No

				Prakash Rao		Model Results Workbook		Industry sector results		Sector level		In general, a table listing the number of facilities in each year of the timeframe of interest would be very helpful towards understanding the results. I think some background demographics for each sector and facility-type would be great, like number of facilities and total electricity consumption.		Market Insight, not related to changes in model results		The model doesn’t use number of facilities or calculate a value based on that macroeconomic indicator. We will keep this in mind in communicating results, but aim to keep this workbook focused on model-calculated results.		No

				Prakash Rao		Model Results Workbook		Industry sector results		Sector level		Figs 5 and 6 - I expected the share of out of service pumps to increase in 2020 and 2021 given the pandemic, but it seems to remain fairly constant. Is this an artifact of how the models were created (e.g., it uses a constant value for the share of in servive to out of service motor systems)?		Could change model results, action on this comment should be prioritized		The total stock of pumps (in number of equipment, not motor HP) are decreasing, but the number of OOSHP (both in motors and motor HP) are increasing in those years. 		No

				Prakash Rao		Model Results Workbook		Industry sector results		Sector level		Fig 9 and 10 - it would be helpful if the non-ASD controlled fans were also shown. This would allow for more readily understanding penetration rates.		Market Insight, not related to changes in model results		We agree! That is a great addition to the model results workbook. We have updated the workbook to include a set of graphs that show the distribution of ASD and non-ASD systems over time (on both the sector level and facility type level).		No

				Prakash Rao		Model Results Workbook		Industry sector results		Sector level		Figs 9 and 10 - why is there a dip in 2017? The dip especially pronounced since the pandemic years show continued growth.		Deserves closer look, might not impact model results.		This point is not a dip, but an inflection point where the rate at which the number of newly installed ASD-equipped motor HP increased. This is due to an increase in the in-service motor HP in the region between 2017 and 2018.		No

				Prakash Rao		Model Results Workbook		Industry sector results		Sector level		Figs 11 and 12 - I am supsicious of facility-types that seem to show that ASDs are generally being installed on smaller motors (e.g., wood, warehousing, computer/elec; I am determining this by comparing the size of the bar on fig 11 to the size of the bar on fig 12). This would run counter to the idea that ASDs are more cost effective on larger motors. 		Deserves closer look, might not impact model results.		A comparison across those two charts, to determine motor size is not quite direct. The team has updated the workbook to show the average motor size of ASD-equipped motor HP. Looking at figures 29, 31, 33, and 35, the ASD-equipped motor HP is concentrated in larger motor size bins than  the market distribution of motor HP, indicating ASDs are being installed on larger-than average motors.		Yes

				Prakash Rao		Model Results Workbook		Industry sector results		Sector level		Figs 13 and 14 - the growth in ASDs seems very large when I consider that ASDs have been around for over 20 years. For example, fig 14 shows 160% growth over the 6 years. If ASDs grew at this rate since 2000, I think the share of systems would ASDs would be very large and much larger than it is today. Is there any secondary data one could look at to try to explain the accelerated growth since 2015 estimated by the model? Perhaps something like the cost of ASDs declining drastically over the 6 years?		Deserves closer look, might not impact model results.		In reviewing these figures, we didn't see the accelerated growth rate you indicated. Figure 14 is showing about a 50% growth over the past 6 years (meaning the total installed ASDs are closer to 1.6 times larger than they were in 2015). Does this interpretation make sense to you? One other thing to keep in mind is that the while the number of installed ASDs grew, the market grew over the analysis period as well (meaning both ASD-equipped and non-ASD equipped motor HP increased in that time period).		Yes

				Prakash Rao		Model Results Workbook		Industry sector results		Sector level		Fig 16 - the number of ASDs in the misc manufacturing sector sticks out as odd. This is a relatively small sector with non-energy intense operations. However, fig 16 shows it having the most ASDs, with a considerable lead over the next sector. Can this be explained?		Deserves closer look, might not impact model results.		The "Misc" Facility Type is aligned with the Seventh Power Plan's definition of "Misc", which includes both the "Miscellaneous" NAICS code and 8 other, very small industries in the Pacific Northwest. While none of these industries are big on their own, combined into this facility type they represent a substantial portion of the stock (about 10% of the pump ISHP). This, combined with the fact that while this industry doesn't have the highest ASD saturation in 2021, it did see the largest growth in ASDs on pumps in the analysis period. Looking at the charts, you can see that it was a large amount of relatively small ASDs installed in this facility type.
		Yes

				Prakash Rao		Model Results Workbook		Industry sector results		Sector level		Figs 17, 18, 21, 22 - I may be interpretting this incorrectly, but it appears that the program is incentivizing ASD installation on larger motors. In contrast, it would appear that smaller motors are getting ASDs via momentum. However, this is counter intuitive to my understanding of the cost effectiveness of an ASD. Given that ASDs are more cost effective on larger motors, I would think facility's would install an ASD on a larger motor without needing an incentive but would need them in order to install an ASD on a smaller motor. 		Could change model results, action on this comment should be prioritized		What we have seen (and heard from persons who work with programs) is that programs are targeting the large motors because they require higher cost-effectiveness to justify the M&V associated with a program (as all industrial ASD programs in the region are custom, the M&V is more expensive than a deemed program. Conversely, momentum is occurring on smaller ASDs, and that may be driven by other non factors like process control improvements, general adoption of ASDs at large by the plant, or the data insight capabilities they provide (IIoT).		Yes

				Prakash Rao		Model Results Workbook		Industry sector results		Sector level		Figs 19 and 20 - it appears that some subsectors are not taking advantage of the program incentives, specifically sectors like computer/electronics and paper. Does this align with other data that the program has collected on who is subscribing to it?		Market Insight, not related to changes in model results		This does align with the data we have on program savings. We developed our distribution of program incented motor HP based on custom project files representing 64% of the regional incented motor HP.		No

				Prakash Rao		Model Results Workbook		Industry sector results		Sector level		Fig 22 - the trend in incented ASDs for pump motors is a bit odd, espcially compared to the analagous data for fans. There appears to be very little program uptake for pumps compared to fans. Why is that? Was there some program facet that focused on fans over pumps? I would think the two would get equipped with ASDs at a similar rate. 		Deserves closer look, might not impact model results.		Our review of pump programs showed that a lot of the focus of pump programs is in Water Treatment/Conveyance, which is not included in the model scope. This is a driver of the difference in program activity between pumps and fans.		No

				Prakash Rao		Model Results Workbook		Industry sector results		Sector level		Fig 22 - why the sudden uptick in incentivized ASDs in 2019? Fans show an uptick in 2019, but it is less pronounced because the years surrounding 2019 were not showing near 0 uptake (as it being shown for pumps)		Deserves closer look, might not impact model results.		The annual distribution of incentivized ASDs is based directly on program activity (the reported program savings, by year). There's various possible reasons for the year-over-year variability in reported program savings, including when the projects take place, the fact that custom projects take time from conception to completion, potential lag with approved invoices/savings before they get reported, budgetary changes from year to year, etc.		No

				Prakash Rao		Model Results Workbook		Industry sector results		Sector level		What happened in 2019 in terms of installation of ASDs? For both the fans and pumps, this is the peak year for installations. Oddly, pump ASD installations seem to be normally distributed around 2019. I have no insight into this, but it is an observable trend. 		Market Insight, not related to changes in model results		Programs were very active in 2019, and there was a decline in the industrial sector after that year due to COVID.		No

				Prakash Rao		Model Results Workbook		Industry sector results		Sector level		Fig 24 - same comments as before: the misc manufacturing sector seems to have an unusually high amount of ASDs. This is suprising given the relative obscurity of the sector. Also, some sectors seem to not be subscribing at all to the ASD program incentives. 		Market Insight, not related to changes in model results		See comment above.		No

				Rob Boteler		Slide		slide 26 		In general the out of service percentage seems high		Product category of the study excludes "process skids" therefore we have a larger percentage of facility applications . Other than food processing which is seasonal the percentage of out of service is greater than I would expect . I have seen paper mills that inventory large numbers of replacement motors. But 10-20 % of HP is a high number in general other than food. 		Market Insight, not related to changes in model results		Thank you for you feedback Rob. One thing to keep in mind, while the model does exclude embedded equipment (pumps/fans that are embedded within a larger piece of equipment), if the process skid is not considered packaged equipment, then the motors would be included. An example would be a pressure boosting skid. While they are grouped together on a platform, they are considered separate pumps.		No

				Rob Boteler		Slide		26		Curve is very flat 		The increase in size of pumps and fans should be made clear as part of the explanation 		Market Insight, not related to changes in model results		Thank you for your feedback and input.		No

				Rob Boteler		Slide		26		all		It would be beneficial to show examples of fans and pumps is out of service conditions and tell why they are not in service . 		Market Insight, not related to changes in model results		Thanks for flagging this; we will be sure to include this context in future presentations that dig into the details of In service and out of service motor HP.		No

				Rob Boteler		Slide		27		additional research 		Third installment of the MSMA [ Prakash] 		Deserves closer look, might not impact model results.		Thank you for your feedback and input.		No

				Rob Boteler		Slide		28		all 		This doesn't surprise me. We find that many of the so called expert studies have little relevance to actual market information . I participate occasionally and the interviewers understanding of the motor and drive markets is typically very limited. I would not include the secondary source as reliable information 		Could change model results, action on this comment should be prioritized		Thank you for your feedback and input.		No

				Rob Boteler		Slide		28		pumps 		The decline in pump shipments seems a little off. The 2019/20 covid impact would be my explanation. Plus, It is also very difficult to segregate applications at the point of sale which could created a lot of noise in the numbers. Sales can also be both installed or shipped out of the four state service area. 		Market Insight, not related to changes in model results		We agree that their may be some noise impacting the decrease in pump sales. Future research will aim to better refine our estimate of sales by equipment type.		No

				Rob Boteler		Slide		32		all		While we see continued growth of ASD sales the tribal knowledge would be a saturation level in the mid to upper teens. I think the studies explanation of impact on higher horsepower levels is key to understanding the levels at 30 and 40% . Again if I were presenting I would include specific examples [ with a picture] 		Market Insight, not related to changes in model results		Thank you for the feedback Rob. We will be sure to include the context of motor size when discussing results (and motor HP % vs motor%).		No

				Rob Boteler		Slide		38		all		Confusing what you are trying to say 		Market Insight, not related to changes in model results		This slide presents the total ASD-equipped motor HP installed in the region since 2016, and the different categories it falls into (within the baseline, incented through programs, natural adoption).		No

				Rob Boteler		Slide		39		all		This is very much what I would expect to see. Current incentive program include an M & V element that is not practical for lower power ranges. 		Could change model results, action on this comment should be prioritized		Thank you for your feedback and input.		No

				Rob Boteler		Slide		42		all		Would power quality be a topic of consideration. Low voltage and harmonics can reduce efficiency removing gains from more efficient products. 		Market Insight, not related to changes in model results		Power Quality has an impact on efficiency, but with the low impact we saw efficiency have on the results through this analysis, we don’t think explicitly including it would impact the uncertainty dramatically.		No

				Rob Boteler		Slide		44		all		load profile and ADS growth are hard to separate. Both would be very significant, if hours remain constant. As utilities look to demand control measures the hours of operation could become the more critical variable to the analysis.		Could change model results, action on this comment should be prioritized		Thank you for your feedback and input.		No

				Rob Boteler		Slide		44		all		Program is hard for me to judge, however I seems adding an ASD to existing pump or fans infrastructure applications would cause a great deal of concern to most plant operators.		Market Insight, not related to changes in model results		Thank you for your feedback and input.		No

				Rob Boteler		Methodology Memo		35		all		fans and pump charts are identical 		Could change model results, action on this comment should be prioritized		Thank you for flagging that. The tables were transcribed incorrectly, we have adjusted them in the memo to be correct.		No

				Rob Boteler		Methodology Memo		28		table 10 		This table tells me the study addresses a subset of 20% or less of the motors sold. If we see fans and pumps as 50% and facility applications as another subset the end result gets very small. Agreeing that the HP % is greater than the units it still concerns me that the savings potential and the difficulty of conversion will not deliver acceptable results. 		Market Insight, not related to changes in model results		In emailing with Rob, he indicated that he was referring to slide 28 in the results presentation that showed modeled equipment sales, and he "was questioning the decline [of pump shipments] from 5,000 units in 2015 to 3,018 in 2021 , I was not clear on the reason for the significant drop". Our response: This modeled sales is the result of changes in the number of in-service pumps in individual facility types across the years and retirement of pumps. If you recall, the overall in-service number of pumps is pretty constant over the past 6 years (and decreased slightly in 2019-2021), so pump sales also reflect that trend because they mainly serve to replace retired pumps (and not to add new pumps to the stock). Also remember that the average pump size in the region is increasing (due to changes in the distribution of facility types), so as new pumps are sold into the region, they are generally bigger (so even though pump sales look flat, the total motor HP sold is increasing).		No

				Rob Boteler		Model Results Workbook		fig 19 and 20 		all		My experience with NW programs goes back to working with DOE and Washington state energy office through the original motor challenge. We held conferences in Seattle to pitch the potential energy saving to a wide range of end-users. While there was interest the actual market transformation need more. When NEMA introduced NEMA Premium as a full range of motors from 1-200HP the utilities were able to draft prescriptive midstream programs that had a greater impact. 		Market Insight, not related to changes in model results		Thank you for your feedback and input.		No

				Rob Boteler		Model Results Workbook		fig 21 and 22		all		Looking at the relatively low program % impact, to me sums the issue/opportunity. What are the barriers that a program must overcome to maximize results? Recognize that adding an ADS to an existing fixed speed or mechanically controlled system is no small task for most end users. Overcoming potential risk of modification to an operating system requires a level of understanding and trust that needs some level of expertise to overcome. Creating an incentive program will require a labor/engineering element and cost to identify and field engineer the incorporation of the ASD. The program will need a strong educational element that explains how to reduce the risk of negative systems impact. Targeting systems integrators as the midstream partner would make sense. Perhaps regional labor organizations too. In St Louis I have worked with the non union electrical contractor to provide motors and drives for their members to train on as a means to familiarize them  with applications. I believe the simpler the program the greater the results. NEMA has recently issues STd 10011-2022 that establishes a test calculation of a PI [power index] the purpose of creating a PI metrics is to move the market away from component efficiency [ tested at 100% load under lab conditions] to a more meaningful metric. The PI is a key element of NEMA's plan to introduce the PDS [power drive system] as a crosscutting technology. [see DOE industrial RFI] . Working with NEEA and Cadeo it is NEMA's intent to establish PI levels that can become performance requirements of prescriptive incentive programs. 		Market Insight, not related to changes in model results		Thank you for your feedback and input.		No

				Rob Boteler		Model Results Workbook		fig 9 and 11		all		It is counterintuitive to see such a significant decline in 2019 of the installed base. Yes the 2019 sales were down from covid but I don't see the installed base declining this much 		Deserves closer look, might not impact model results.		In emailing with Rob, he indicated that he had the COVID impact timing off a little and in reassessing his comment is resolved.		No

				Prakash Rao		Model Results Workbook		Industry sector results		Sector level		Figs 25 and 27 - the penetration rates of ASDs seems high for both fans and pumps compared to the national averages. The MSMA shows 20% or so penetration of VFDs across industrial pumps and fans whereas this shows 43% and 57% for fans and pumps, respectively. This is significantly higher than the national average. While I anticipate the PNW to have higher peneration rates, I did not expect them to be nearly three times as high. The growth in constant load ASDs for pumps in the 6 years of interest seems aggressive (7% to 19%). Similarly, the growth for variable load ASDs for fans seems agressive (29% to 40%). The fact that ASDs on constant loads for pumps grew but stayed flat for fans pops out at me. I would expect both to move together. 		Could change model results, action on this comment should be prioritized		Looking at the MSMA information, you are right that using the national information, the 2018 ASD Saturation (as % of motors) is around 20%; 17% for Fans, 20% for Pumps (these values represent an average of the facility-type ASD saturation, weighted by the distribution of facility types in the region). The apples-to-apples comparison is with the model's resulting regional ASD saturation in 2018 as percent of motors, which is at around 31% for fans and 38% for pumps (Figure 26 and 28 in the workbook). This results in about a double from national average to the region. The regional values were derived based on region-specific ASD sales data, which the panel reviewed in January.

For your insight on the growth of ASDs by load type, I agree that these are interesting findings. One thing we heard from expert panelists that work with programs is that fans often necessitate more time/resources to run programs on, as those systems are usually less easily accessible than pumps (they indicated that fans often require lifts to access for flow measurements). This could be a driver in the difference in ASD adoption on constant load systems; constant load systems generally have smaller savings potential from speed control, so more resource intensive installations cant justify the installation.		Yes

				Prakash Rao		Model Results Workbook		Industry sector results		Sector level		Figs 31 and 32 seem incongruent with each other and inconsistent with the other results, but I could be interpretting it wrong. These two figures seem to show that the largest share of ASDs is for the smallest hp bin (1 - 5 hp), whereas the previous results seemed to show that larger motors are getting ASDs. The finding that larger motors are getting ASDs is consistent with the MSMA. I can understand fig 32 showing a higher share of small motors with ASDs than fig 31, but the difference seems larger than one would expect. 		Deserves closer look, might not impact model results.		This is a result of the fact that motors, not motor HP, are concentrated in the smallest motor HP bin. That bin has the largest percentage of ASDs because there are a large absolute number of motors in that bin. However, those motors make up a disproportionately small amount of the motor HP. So, even though the number of motors with ASDs is concentrated in the smallest motor HP bin, the number of motor HP with ASDs is concentrated at higher motor sizes. To put it another way, Figure 30 shows that almost 60% of all in-scope fan motors are 1-5 HP, but figure 32 shows only 40% of in-scope fan motors with ASDs are 1-5 HP. So 1-5 HP fan motors are not adopting ASDs as rapidly as larger HP motors.		Yes

				Prakash Rao		Model Results Workbook		Industry sector results		Sector level		Figs 35 and 36 - same comment as above on Figs 31 and 32		Deserves closer look, might not impact model results.		Same comment as the previous row		No

				Prakash Rao		Model Results Workbook		Industry sector results		Sector level		Are the peaks at 6-10 hp and 21-50 hp in fig 36 explainable?  I would expect the peaks to align with the peak in fig 34, but the graphs show some inconsistencies around the 1-5 hp bin. What in the model could be causing this? In contrast, fig 35 has peaks too (at 21 - 50 hp and 201 - 500 hp), but these seem to align with the peaks in fig 33 for overall pump distribution, so it can be expected.		Deserves closer look, might not impact model results.		This shows that the ASDs are concentrated in different motor sizes than the total motors are, which is expected. Through conversation with market actors, they have indicated that the distribution of ASDs is not consistent with the market, as there are different drivers to the installation of ASDs that impact the ASD-equipped motor size distribution. One thing this highlights is that ASDs are less likely to be installed on the smallest motor size bin (1-5 HP) relative to how many 1-5 HP motors are out there. 		Yes

				Prakash Rao		Model Results Workbook		Industry sector results		Sector level		Figs 37 -  40: I do not have expertise in equipment sales. However, has the team considered examining costs for fans, pumps, and ASDs during the six years of interest, specifically to see if there were price changes (especially in 2017, where there appears to be a peak)? I think it is safe to assume that all new equipment purchases require internal financial justification, so if prices changes, that could make it easier or harder to justify new equipment purchases. 		Deserves closer look, might not impact model results.		Thank you for your feedback and input.		No

				Prakash Rao		Model Results Workbook		Industry sector results		Sector level		Figs 37 - 40: I changed the ASD lifetime to 2 years. I would expect that every two years, the new ASDs purchased two years earlier would have to be replaced in addition to purchasing new ASDs for first time installation. I would then expect to see a cumulative growth every two years. However, I do not see this, especially for 2019 and 2021 in both figs 37 and 38. 		Could change model results, action on this comment should be prioritized		Thank you for this insight. In this comment, you changed the ASD lifetime to test the impact it had on ASD turnover. I did the same thing (in responding to this comment) and this increased the total number of ASD sold in each year and increased the growth rate of ASD sales. This change doesn't impact the number of new motors installed with ASDs, simply the rate at which ASDs are retired and replaced. This resulted in a much larger number of ASDs replaced each year (due to more retiring each year) and a slightly larger growth rate (as the newly installed ASDs then retire within the analysis period). This all aligns with our expectation of the market growth we would expect to see through this type of turnover model.		Yes

				Prakash Rao		Model Results Workbook		Industry sector results		Sector level		Fig 42 and 44 - I think these results are probably heavily influenced by the distribution of facilities by facility-type in the region. Could this distribtuion (perhaps the distribution of overall electricity demand) be shown as a comparison to help contextualize and better understand the results in fig 42?		Market Insight, not related to changes in model results		Figure 42 shows the distribution by facility type. 		No

				Prakash Rao		Methodology Memo		56 - Line # 29		based on their impact on the calculated input		How is impact determined/understood before conducting the sensitivity analysis? Wouldn’t the sensitivity analysis provide this information?		Could change model results, action on this comment should be prioritized		That is a great question, this sentence refers to the impact different variables have within the model input development. For example, the model input for energy consumption is a single UEC value, in kWh/motor HP, unique to the specific combination of model dimensions. However, in the development of that model input (in the UEC model input workbook), the team uses the OpHrs, Load profile, and other operational variables to calculate all the possible UECs. The team looked at the impact these variables had on the UEC in determining the variables to vary in the sensitivity analysis.		Yes

				Prakash Rao		Methodology Memo		56 - Line # 33		Where these values are not linked to statistical uncertainty, the team used conservative assumptions to avoid under-stating the impact of the uncertainty.		Does a conservative approach on the lower bound mean that the lower bound was set so as to predict the maximum reasonable impact on energy savings?		Could change model results, action on this comment should be prioritized		Correct, it is set to predict the maximum reasonable impact. We edited the memo based on your phrasing, thank you.		No

				Prakash Rao		Methodology Memo		57 - Line # 15		The “high” load profile spends more time concentrated closer to the design point (resulting in higher energy consumption).		What value was used for low and high? Could 100% load factor be used for high?		Could change model results, action on this comment should be prioritized		While 100% could be used as the high load profile, the information on load profile indicates that that would not be a realistic load profile (as it would assume all equipment spent 100% of their time at 100% design point, which information indicates does not happen). The load profiles we established as the high and low incorporate feedback from the expert panel and aim to characterize realistic upper and lower bounds on the load profiles.		No

				Prakash Rao		Methodology Memo		57 - Line # 19		90% confidence interval in NEEA’s Pumps Research (+/- 2%).		Is there a separate number for fans? I believe pump motors can have a larger service factor than most motor systems and I would interpret this to mean that they can tolerate being undersized more so than other motor systems. I’m not sure if this is universally true for all pump systems. Regardless, it might be worth justifying that the oversize factor for pumps can be applied to fans as well. Also, is this 2% added/subtracted from the oversize factor or is it 0.98 to 1.02 times the oversize factor?		Could change model results, action on this comment should be prioritized		There is a separate value for fans; the team used information from DOE's analysis for fans to inform this (in the UEC model input development work). And the range is 0.98 to 1.02, yes.		No

				Prakash Rao		Methodology Memo		57 - Line # 21		used information from DOE		Reference?		Could change model results, action on this comment should be prioritized		All the UEC-specific data sources are referenced in the UEC section of the memo (starting on page 22).		No

				Prakash Rao		Methodology Memo		57 - Line # 23		+/- 1% and +/-5%,		This seems like pretty tight bounds for system efficiency, which I think is very hard to accurately estimate given all the modes of energy loss (especially for installed motors).		Could change model results, action on this comment should be prioritized		On this component of the sensitivity analysis, system efficiency refers to the motor driven system efficiency (not hydraulic system efficiency). The information we have on each component's efficiency indicates that there is not a large amount of uncertainty associated with each component (with the largest combined uncertainty resulting in a range of 10%).		No

				Prakash Rao		Methodology Memo		58 - Line # 11		Figure 18: Uncertainty Impact on Average Energy Consumption		Does this chart sum pumps and fans together? If so, would it be useful to see the results for pumps and fans separately?		Could change model results, action on this comment should be prioritized		This does include the uncertainty for pumps and fans all together. We added a note identifying this explicitly to the memo. Breaking out the uncertainty by pumps and fans separately would show some differential impacts, but the relative magnitude of those impacts would be the same between for pumps and fans. For example, there is more uncertainty surrounding the fans load profile than the pumps load profile, but both will have a bigger impact than operating hours. Since the goal of the sensitivity analysis is to identify inputs that are big drivers of results for both pumps and fans, we did not do the analysis separately for pumps and fans.		No

				Prakash Rao		Methodology Memo		59 - Line # 26		develop the “low” and “high” load profiles		It is not clear to me what was used for the high and low load profiles		Could change model results, action on this comment should be prioritized		Thank you for flagging this. We added a note directing readers to the UEC workbook for details		No

				Prakash Rao		Methodology Memo		60 - Line # 16		Decreasing Model Uncertainty		I think it is important to state/understand what an acceptable level of uncertainty is. Is there some target value BPA is shooting for and, if so, how does the current uncertainty stack up? One can try to refine these models endlessly, but I think it’s important to know and state the point of diminishing returns.		Could change model results, action on this comment should be prioritized		You raise a good point about clarifying the purpose of the sensitivity analysis. We did not intend to use sensitivity analysis results to continue to refine the model to decrease uncertainty (we conduct the sensitivity analysis after we've finalized our methodology and utilized all best available data sources in the model). The goal with the sensitivity analysis is to understand which variables are big levers in the model so that future research can be focused there to decrease uncertainty in the model results. For example, there isn't a lot of information available on drive efficiency, but the impact the uncertainty that variable has on total energy consumption and momentum savings is small compared to load profile, so in future research efforts, dedicating resources to better understanding load profile will have a bigger impact on model uncertainty than investigating load profile. We've added language in the memo to clarify this.		Yes

				Prakash Rao		Methodology Memo		61 - Line # 15		adding operational data to a stock assessment greatly increases the level of engagement and risks deprioritizing a complete understanding of the installed stock.		This was our experience when trying to collect load profile/factor information for the MSMA		Could change model results, action on this comment should be prioritized		Thank you for your feedback and input.		No





Lists

				Next Steps				Status



				No action needed				No action needed

				Review potential new data; no follow-up needed				Follow-up required

				Review potential new data; follow-up required				Not yet completed

				Data Collection Possibility; no follow-up required				Completed

				Text Edits to Memo; no follow-up needed

				Proposed adjustment to methodology; no follow-up needed

				Methodological comment, follow-up required

				General Comment, follow-up required
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BPA Adjustable Speed Drives Expert Panel, Draft Model Results Review Notes 


BPA Market Research & Momentum Savings 


Adjustable Speed Drives Expert Panel 


Draft Model Results Review – February 18, 2022 


Began recording meeting 


ACTION ITEM – This highlights an action item for a panelist. 


ACTION ITEM – This highlights an action item for BPA and/or Cadeo. 


Attendees:  
BPA: Joan Wang, Bonnie Watson, Juan Carlos Blacker 


DNV: Andrew Wood, Tyler Mahone, Brielle Bushong 


Cadeo: Nate Baker, Sarah Widder, Cory Luker 


Panelists: Paul Lemar (Resource Dynamics), Rob Boteler (NIDEC), Peter Gaydon (Hydraulic Institute), 


Kevin Smit (NW Power and Conservation Council), Mike Wolf (Greenheck), Ryan Firestone (analyst at 


RTF), Todd Amundson (BPA industrial tech lead), Dave Morris (RHT Energy), Evan Hatteberg (NEEA) 


Unable to attend: Prakash Rao (Independent consultant) 


Working Session Agenda 
• Goals of the Meeting (10 min) 


• Draft Model Results (60 min) 


o How BPA/Cadeo Calculate Results 


o Draft Model Results 


o Sensitivity Analysis 


• Results Review Process (30 min) 


Panel Objectives 
Goal of this meeting is to prepare panelists for the draft model results review. BPA asked that the panel 


refrain from providing feedback during this meeting, but encouraged clarifying questions be asked 


during the presentation.  


Draft Model Results Review 
Today’s review of the draft model results will go over the following: 


• Calculating model results – How BPA takes the disparate model inputs and calculates energy 


consumption and Momentum Savings. 


• Model Results – What are those model results?  


o The results are separated into two different sections, because the model calculates 


results that look at the market in two different ways.  
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o The first is the industrial pump and fan stock: BPA looks at how many are installed in the 


region, what their characteristics are, and how much energy they are consuming. 


Changes to this energy consumption are driven by different variables, like efficiency of 


the motor, expansion of the industrial sector, and adoption of ASDs. 


o In the second section BPA looks specifically at the adoption of ASDs since 2015 and the 


impact it has on energy consumption of industrial pumps and fans.  


▪ When BPA talk about energy consumption in this section, they will be comparing 


the energy consumption seen in the stock section of the results to the baseline, 


which assumes all the variables that can impact energy consumption vary 


EXCEPT ASDs, which is fixed at the adoption level in 2015. 


• Sensitivity Analysis – How the uncertainty of different model inputs affects the results. 


Cadeo will be staying high-level in this presentation, focusing on sector wide results. They have included 


more detailed information, at both the sector and facility type level, in the workbook. The more detailed 


review will take place during your review of that workbook. 


Cadeo have flagged points/areas in the model results that they want feedback on with a Green Box. 


They want that feedback (or that type of feedback) incorporated in your responses/review of the 


workbook. Please ask any clarifying questions on the slide, but they are not looking for feedback during 


this meeting. There is too much information to get through in the presentation to have a full discussion. 


Calculating Model Results 
Over the last year, BPA and Cadeo have engaged with this expert panel multiple times on these different 


model components of the model.  


• Stock Characterization, UECs, Program Incented Motor HP and the Model Structure. 


They have talked through these things disparately and have now tied them together to generate these 


results. 


The stock characterization component of the model is the amount and distribution of stock across the 


region. The stock characterization is used to understand the number and distribution of ASDs in the 


region in the market scenario for each year in 2016-2021 and for a counterfactual baseline scenario, 


which assumes everything is the same as the market scenario except the saturation of ASDs, which stays 


constant at the 2015 value.  


The UECs represent the energy consumption for each different unique installation. The model multiplies 


the stock by the UECs to calculate the total energy consumption for industrial standalone pumps and 


fans. The difference between the baseline scenario energy consumption and market scenario energy 


consumption values represents the energy saved due to the adoption of ASDs. 


Program incented motor HP represents the ASD-equipped motor HP installed through utility programs. 


Accounting for the ASD-equipped motor HP incented through programs allows the team to calculate 


Momentum Savings from adoption of ASDs. 
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Calibrating Model Results 
One of the last steps in developing the model results is comparing those results to external data sources. 


This allows the team to do a reality check on the results (do they make sense in comparison to other 


data sources) and gives them a chance to adjust model components if they are dramatically different 


than external data sources. This comparison process is something BPA does with all market models, and 


it doesn’t involve directly tying model inputs to an external estimate. They take the all the external data 


sources available, compare model results to those sources, and determine if the difference merits 


adjusting the model input. 


For this model, two components were calibrated: In-Service Motor HP (ISHP) and Out-of-Service Motor 


HP (OOSHP). For ISHP, they use facility type level energy consumption information, and for OOSHP they 


use the regional facility count. BPA/Cadeo will talk though this in more detail when they look at those 


respective results. 


Industrial Pumps and Fans – Stock & Sales 
Cadeo have flagged some questions in this presentation (in the green boxes); there are some that are 


specific to different sections, but also some general questions they are looking for responses on for all 


the results you provide feedback on. 


Energy Consumption 
The team compared the model results for facility-type energy consumption of industrial pumps and fans 


to external information from three different data sources: Seventh Plan, 2018 MSMA, and EIA’s SEDS. 


They identified five industries where the model results were dramatically different than any of the 


comparison points. They didn’t use any one of these data sources as a ground truth value, as all are 


scaled estimates.  


Slide 18 shows an example of how the team calibrated the model for those five industries. The table on 


this slide shows the uncalibrated model results for the Computer-Electronics industry, as well as the 


comparison data points. The model is showing the results are A LOT larger than the Seventh Plan 


estimate and they are larger than the EIA’s total estimate of motor driven energy consumption. This is 


pretty far off from the MSMA estimate that pump and fan energy consumption is 51% of total motor-


driven energy consumption. These comparisons are all off enough that we calibrated this industry, by 


decreasing the national ISHP in the ISHP/gross output rate for this industry to the lower end of the 


confidence interval presented in the MSMA. The result of the calibration is an energy consumption 


estimate that is still larger than the Seventh Plan’s estimate, but much closer to in-line with the percent 


of motor driven energy consumption made up by fans and pumps estimated in the MSMA. 


Motor Stock 
The two charts in slide 21 show the total installed stock for fans and pumps and the stock as number of 


motor HP. The motor HP of pumps and fans are both steadily increasing, but the number of pumps 


installed in the region (as opposed to motor HP serving pumps) is decreasing over the analysis period. In 


digging into the inputs, this is because the facility types with larger pumps are growing to take up a 


larger portion of the market, increasing the average motor size of pumps in the region. 


The two charts in slide 22 show in-service fan motor stock (in terms of motor HP and number of motors) 


in each facility type in 2021. Most of the fan motor HP is concentrated in Primary Metals, Woods, and 
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Paper Facility types. This isn’t unexpected, as these are energy intensive industries. However, when 


looking at it in terms of motors, Warehousing dominates any other industry. This shows that while there 


is a concentration of motor HP in those previous three industries, they are served by larger motors, 


whereas Warehousing has more concentration of very small motors. Charts like these are the type of 


information BPA and Cadeo want your written feedback on in the workbook. BPA provides breakdowns 


like this, by both motor HP and motors, in the workbook so the panelists can tell them whether this is 


consistent with their experience in the market. 


Rob asked whether the “Food” segment includes agriculture. Nate clarified that the “Food” segment 


does not include agriculture. 


Slide 23 shows the same information (in-service motor HP and number of motors) for pumps. 


Calibrating Out-of-Service Motor HP 


There were two main variables that the team constrained the out-of-service bucket with: the initial seed 


value for the bucket and the limiter, which dictates how much OOSHP can be returned to service in each 


year. As discussed in-depth at the last panel working session, the team used information on the capacity 


utilization (which is the percent of capacity facilities are operating each year) and the number of 


operating facilities in each year to adjust the OOSHP limiter up/down to align the trend in installed stock 


motor HP across the analysis period with the trend in number of facilities in each year. 


An example of this calibration is in the food industry. On slide 25, looking at the food industry, with 20% 


of the OOSHP being able to return to service, there were no new sales of fans installed in the region in 


this industry (shown in the chart on the left). All that happened to the installed stock was motor HP 


moved back and forth between ISHP and OOSHP. This is in contrast to the chart on the right, where the 


total number of food facilities grew by 500. To perform the calibration, we decreased the OOSHP limiter 


for Food until there were motor HP added to the stock via new sales, so the trend in HP and Facilities 


were directionally the same. 


Slide 26 shows the breakdown of motor HP for each year, by ISHP and OOSHP, across all facility types. As 


you can see, there are similar trends in installed HP as ISHP, but they are just not as dramatic (the 


existence of the OOSHP deadens the affect fluctuations in operation have on the stock). 


General Feedback Requested on Draft Model Results 
1. Do any results misalign with your understanding of the market? This question is pretty high 


level, but is just asking if something look off to you in the draft model results. If so, we want 


your help to figure out how to resolve that issue. In responding, be sure to provide concrete 


explanation of your concern, where it is coming from, and based on what you know about the 


model, where in the model results do we need to think about adjusting. 


2. What are your main takeaways from the results about the market? We also want your 


perspective on what you are seeing in the results (which is the focus of questions 2 and 3). We 


want your expert perspective on what the results are showing, how we could better show the 


results, and any other key takeaways that you note (given your experience of the market, what 


are the results saying about the market). 


3. Is there an additional visualization (table or figure) or different way to interpret the results that 


you recommend? 
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4. Are you aware of any forthcoming research that could inform future model updates? This 


question is targeted at future model work. We want to be aware of any research that helps 


define this market, or other markets that use ASDs, so please let us know if there are any you 


upcoming that you know of. 


These are the general questions BPA and Cadeo will be requesting feedback on in the workbook. Their 


hope is for you to provide responses to these questions for each component of the model results that 


you have experience with. 


Paul Lemar asked about cold storage warehouses and whether they were included in “Warehousing”. 


Nate clarified that they are considering cold storage warehouses in the “Warehousing” segment.  


Equipment Sales 
The model’s estimated equipment sales are much smaller than sales estimated based on external 


secondary data (from DOE analyses and historical sales estimates in the census). As seen in the charts on 


slide #28, the modeled equipment sales and secondary data estimates are dramatically different. This 


difference was surprising to BPA and Cadeo, so they first investigated their model components to 


determine the cause of the difference between the two values. 


The team investigated whether there was an aspect of the model structure artificially depressing 


equipment sales. They did so by looking into two possibilities, in terms of model framework, that could 


be driving the difference: 


1. Was the OOSHP bucket decreasing sales? The model prioritizes filling a need for growth in ISHP 


from the OOSHP bucket instead of new sales, and maybe that component was making the sales 


look smaller than they should be. 


2. Is the model underestimating the rate of equipment retirement? It uses information from DOE 


analyses, which is robust but not perfect information. 


To investigate the first possibility, they eliminated the OOSHP bucket, to see how the sales would be if 


all increases in ISHP were being met by new sales. Doing this, they saw the sales of pumps and fans 


increase, but only by a couple hundred; not near enough to make up the order-of-magnitude difference 


we are seeing. 


For the second possible cause, they looked at what the equipment retirement rates would have to be to 


meet the magnitude of sales from the secondary data estimates. To get the sales this high, every pump 


would have to be replaced every two years, and all fans every five years. This seemed unreasonable. 


Neither option showed realistic justification for a model component creating this issue, so the team 


turned their focus to the market. Looking at both top-end energy consumption and market size, the 


model is quite close to both of those external comparison values. So, if they thought the market size was 


under-estimated, they would have to prioritize these secondary data estimates over the other external 


data sources that they are more confident in. 


The team also discussed these sales values with a “Delphi Panel” of external market actors in the ASD 


market, to get their insight. The team received feedback from regional ASD distributions and 


manufacturer reps, as well as installing contractors. While 80% indicated that the modeled equipment 


sales seemed low, they did note that the order of magnitude was correct. That indicates that while 
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BPA/Cadeo still has some questions and investigations to do into why that difference exists, they are 


more confident in the model sales than the secondary data estimates. 


Requested Feedback on Equipment Sales 


• Does the magnitude and variability of equipment sales for fans and pumps aligns with your 


experience in the field? 


• Provide any thoughts on the cause of the difference. 


ASD Adoption 
This section looks at the market change we have seen, in terms of ASD adoption, since 2015. That 


market change is the driver for savings calculated in the model.   


To look at this change, the team first had to establish a baseline. That baseline, as noted previously, 


simply assumes the saturation of ASDs in 2015 is held constant throughout the analysis period. To 


determine this value, they first determined the ASD saturation for each equipment type and facility 


type. This slide only shows the pump and fan saturation at the sector level, but the model establishes it 


for every facility type.  


These saturations are the ASD saturations that this expert panel has already reviewed in the Control 


Strategy tab. From that review, panelists indicated that the regional sector-level ASD Saturations aligned 


with expectations, both compared to the nation and between pumps and fans. The same sentiment was 


reflected in the Delphi Panel responses. The team got some feedback on the Facility type-level ASD 


Saturation that they are digging into, but one thing to note, and they will show it in the sensitivity 


analysis section, is that the disaggregation from sector-level to facility type-specific ASD Saturations 


don’t have a huge impact on the model results (either energy consumption or Momentum Savings). In 


other words, when it comes to modeling energy consumption and savings, there are explicit differences 


in ASD saturation by facility type, but the difference at that level doesn’t have a dramatic impact on the 


results.  


They then identified the saturation of ASDs in 2015. And then assumed that value stayed constant from 


2015 through 2021. The dashed green line on the two charts in slide 34 shows this information. The 


market size in both scenarios grows the exact same (both have the exact same number of motor HP), it’s 


just the percent of that motor HP that is ASD-equipped stays the same in the baseline and changes in 


the market scenario. 


On slide 36, one thing to note is that while the saturation remains constant in the baseline, the number 


of baseline ASD-equipped motor HP grew over the analysis period. This is because while the percent is 


the same, the industrial sector has grown, so that percent from 2015 represents a larger number of 


motor HP now than it did in 2015. 


To account for program savings, the team uses regional reported savings values (RCP) as program 


savings, and accounts for these program savings in the model by calculating the number of motor HP 


incented through ASD-specific utility programs. These motor HP represent a portion of the ASD-


equipped motor HP installed above the baseline, shown in the grey blocks on slide 37. 


Slide 38 shows the total number of motor HP equipped with ASDs since 2015. They are separated by the 


amount that fall within the baseline, the amount incented through programs, and the total outside of 
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programs, that we call “Momentum”. A reminder that in the last slide we were showing all ASD 


equipped motor HP in the stock in each year, and this slide shows the ASD equipped motor HP that’s 


been added to the stock since 2015. There are ASDs in the baseline here because while the saturation 


(in percent) has stayed the same, the industrial sector has grown, which means the number of ASD-


equipped motor HP covered by that percent saturation is larger in 2021 than it was in 2015. 


Slide 39 looks at the same information as slide 38, but in terms of distribution across motors and across 


motor HP. The team noted that programs make up almost double the portion of motor HP than they do 


motors. This indicates that the program-incented motor HP are concentrated on larger equipment. The 


Momentum portion makes up a larger portion of motors than motor HP, showing that generally ASD 


Momentum Savings occur on smaller motors relative to ASD program savings.  


Slide 40 presents the total market savings calculated in the model, disaggregated by the portion made 


up by Momentum Savings and the portion made up by programs. The program savings are labeled 


adjusted program savings because they serve as an interim step to calculate Momentum Savings; they 


represent the savings from the incented Motor HP calculated through the model, not the actual energy 


savings reported by programs. 


BPA and Cadeo ask that the panelists review the ASD program incented motor HP in the workbook (on 


the sector tab) and indicate if there are any facility types where program activity does not align with 


your experience.  


Rob asked to revisit (slide #37) the section on program savings and asked whether if there was any 


adjustment made in the model for covid. Nate responded that they did account for covid in the model 


by using macroeconomic indicators that reflected the industrial contraction that they saw during covid. 


This can be seen in the facility level results for industries that were affected by covid, such as 


transportation—which saw a steep decline in 2020 and 2021 because people stopped flying. Industries 


like wood or metals were less affected by covid, so their installed stock were much more consistent 


across 2019 through 2021. Rob noted that he has some data that can help BPA/Cadeo account for 


covid’s effect on certain industries that he will send to the team. Joan noted that these effects can be 


seen in the in-service motor HP, which is what the team is focusing their analysis on, which is more 


closely tied to the industrial sector gross output data than installed motor HP. This allows the team to 


make sure that they are accurately capturing what is happening in the sector and specific facility types 


year over year.  


Sensitivity Analysis 
The goal of this sensitivity analysis is to understand the impact uncertainty of each individual component 


has on the model. BPA and Cadeo don’t have statistical uncertainty for all the components, so they can’t 


do a statistically based uncertainty analysis. The team developed 9 scenarios that they tested, covering 


four different model inputs. 


• For stock, they varied the number of ISHP to understand the impact uncertainty in the market 


size had on the model results. 


• For UECs, they took each individual component and varied each independently, to understand 


their individual impact. 
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• For program savings, they varied the number of incented motor HP 


• And for ASD saturation, they established 3 different scenarios. 


• One to understand the impact disaggregating ASD saturation to the facility type level 


had. You will remember from the Control Strategy tab review that they used national 


data and engineering judgement to take sector-level regional saturation values and 


disaggregate to the facility type. This scenario investigates the impact that had on the 


model results. 


• The second scenario looked at changes in the baseline ASD saturation. They translated 


the baseline ASD saturation rate up and down to determine the impact the uncertainty 


had in the model. 


• The third was the ASD growth rate, so they looked at how changes in the change of 


ASDs over time impacted model results. 


They established high and low values for all these scenarios, with the high value representing a high 


bound on what could occur, increasing energy consumption, and conversely the low estimate was a low 


bound on what could occur that decreased energy consumption. For variables where they didn’t have 


statistically estimated uncertainty, they took a conservative approach and established wide bounds. 


Results of Sensitivity Analysis 
Motor Stock and Load profile have a noticeable impact on both Momentum Savings and energy 


consumption. This isn’t surprising, as the motor stock is the total number of equipment available to 


consume and save energy and load profile (or the percentage of time a system spends at various load 


points over the course of a year) is intrinsically linked to the savings potential of an ASD. The ASD growth 


rate and program savings had very small impacts on energy consumption, but bigger impacts on 


Momentum Savings. 


In general, these results align with BPA’s expectations. The RTF research strategies identify load profile 


as a major source of uncertainty, and this aligns with what the model is showing. These are uncertainties 


that are inherent in any estimation of energy consumption. Future research targeted at these major 


variables will not only reduce the uncertainty in these model results, but also address uncertainty in the 


RTF UES measures and help refine assumptions used in programs. 


Details on this topic are held in the Sensitivity Analysis Section of the Methodology Memo. BPA/Cadeo 


would appreciate written feedback from the experts on these results, and if the impact each variable 


has aligns with your expectations, for both energy consumption and momentum savings.  


Draft Results – Review Process 
• Block out time for review and inform DNV of any bandwidth concerns 


• Review materials and answer specific questions 


• Email Nate Baker at Cadeo any questions blocking review ASAP 


o nbaker@cadeogroup.com, 906-281-5369 


o No later than one week before feedback is due  


o Cc Tyler 
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o BPA/Cadeo will provide responses within 2 days 


• Email DNV comment tracker containing your feedback by March 11th  


• Inform DNV of your availability for follow-ups 


o During the 3 weeks after feedback is due, are you unreachable on any days? 


• BPA and Cadeo will incorporate and address feedback in the process of moving from draft to 


final results 
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BPA Market Research & Momentum Savings 


Adjustable Speed Drives Expert Panel 


Working Session #3: Methodology Review – December 14, 2021 


Began recording meeting 


ACTION ITEM – This highlights an action item for a panelist. 


ACTION ITEM – This highlights an action item for BPA and/or Cadeo. 


Attendees:  
BPA: Joan Wang, Bonnie Watson 


DNV: Andrew Wood, Tyler Mahone, Brielle Bushong 


Cadeo: Nathan Baker, Sarah Widder, Cory Luker 


Panelists: Paul Lemar (Resource Dynamics), Rob Boteler (NIDEC), Peter Gaydon (Hydraulic Institute), 


Mike Wolf (Greenheck), Ryan Firestone (analyst at RTF), Todd Amundson (BPA industrial tech lead), 


David Morris (RHT Energy)  


Unable to attend: Prakash Rao (independent contractor), Kevin Smit (NW Power and Conservation 


Council) 


Panel Objectives 
BPA/Cadeo will recap the updated methodology with the panel to prep panel for digesting model results 
and gather any remaining feedback from panel on the updated methodology before running the model. 
They appreciate all of the panelists’ help refining the methodology and model inputs over the last eight 
months.  


Working Session Agenda 
This meeting will not cover UECs, but BPA/Cadeo acknowledged the panel’s great engagement on their 
UEC work, including the working session back in July and then targeted workbook review in November 
(with Ryan Firestone and Todd Amundson). They are very close to finalizing the UEC work and currently 
validating some inputs with technology experts. The presentation will cover the following questions 
from the modeling framework: 


• How Big is the Market? 
o Market Size Methodology 


• What are the Total Market Savings? 
o Stock Characterization 
o Baseline 


• What are the Program Savings? 
The presentation will be focused on methodology, so there will be very little numbers to go over.  
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Market Size Methodology 
The initial methodology used a traditional stock turnover model to inform the change in the stock. Over 


the past 8 months, BPA/Cadeo have adjusted how they calculate market size. The biggest changes were 


based on the panel’s feedback on the methodology memo. Through that review the team identified the 


need to account for motor HP that is taken out of service, and tied their calculation to macroeconomic 


information. The refined methodology takes into account equipment taken out-of-service, but not 


retired. They shared this refined approach with the panel in the September working session and in the 


November desk review of the ASD Stock Characterization workbook. The following presentation on the 


market size methodology is a recap, so they will go through it quickly.  


In the methodology BPA/Cadeo worked with the panel to develop, the in-service motor HP is calculated 


in each year of the analysis period first and all at once. The in-service HP (ISHP) calculation was a main 


topic of the working session in September, and BPA/Cadeo appreciates the input they received that 


refined this calculation. After calculating the ISHP for each year, they use a stock turnover to understand 


how the stock changes in each year. In each year, equipment is retired due to end-of-life and new sales 


enter the market to replace them. The out of service HP (OOSHP) bucket also comes in here. If the ISHP 


decreases from one year to the next, ISHP is moved to the OOSHP bucket. If in a year the ISHP increases, 


the gap in ISHP is made up of OOSHP is pulled back into service and new equipment sold into new 


installations. In more traditional stock turnover models, the “New Sales” portion of the model is an input 


to the model, used to define the portion pulled back from out-of-service. 


Todd asked whether the out of service bucket would vary in size by year and how they determine the 


initial motor HP amount. Nate responded that the OOSHP bucket does change year to year and they 


track magnitude and distribution of model dimensions. Nate also explained that they would discuss how 


they determine the initial amount later in the presentation. There were no other questions from the 


panel at this point.  


On the New Sales Portion, BPA fielded a sales data collection to help inform that data input. BPA/Cadeo 


collected information from pump and fan manufacturers and distributors, to characterize the market 


size (that red arrow on the previous slide) and provide insight into the distribution of Motor HP across 


model dimensions. In that research, the team collected information on 10 market actors, but they 


weren’t able to collect a regionally representative sample. The low number of participants for each 


equipment type makes it difficult to share the results publicly and not all participants that participated 


were able to provide all data fields needed. However, they had a couple really interesting findings from 


the research: 


• The vast majority of ASD sales are “separate sale ASDs” 


o Nearly all are paired with equipment at installation 


• Very diverse market, with different levels of data tracking. This made for interesting estimates of 


market size. 


• The sales data they were able to collect did not contradict using the MSMA to characterize 


motor size distribution 


The team adjusted the model to use the model to understand the volume of new sales in the region, 


instead of treating new sales as an input. To do this, the team used external data sources to constrain 


the out of service bucket. 
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Paul asked whether they are doing the new sales value calculations out of the model. Nate responded 


that instead of using new sales as an input value into the model, they are using the constrained out of 


service bucket and in service motor HP bucket to determine what the new sales in each year are. Paul 


then asked for a sense of what the out of service and new sales market sizes are. Nate said that the 


industrial sector in this region over the past 10-15 years has been steadily growing at a slow rate. The 


fluctuation in gross output is smaller than 50% in magnitude, but he can’t give a number off the top of 


his head. 


David asked whether the new sales are a useful output of the model, given they are a calculated output. 


Nate said from their perspective it is—from fielding the data collection they saw that there is a broad 


range of perspectives of what the market size looks like. This output allows them to understand the 


sales in the context of how the market changing. They can compare this to external data sources to get a 


better understanding on new sales in the region. Sarah added that Nate is right and agreed with David 


that the in-service motor HP is primary metric to understand the market as is. She noted that there is 


also a market intel value to the new sales output.  


Rob asked if sales is calculated in dollars or units. Nate responded that it’s units, the number of motor 


HP sold in the region. Rob asked if the change in value of the system is accounted for by the model. 


Nate responded that system value (price per motor HP) is not included as an input or output because 


they are only looking at the flow of equipment into the region.  


Ryan did not have any questions about the new sales calculation.  


The model uses two external data sources to constrain the out of service bucket. It uses the industry-


specific capacity utilization to determine the number of out of service horsepower (OOSHP) in the initial 


year (2014). And as the years progress, in years that the ISHP grows, the model has a defined percent of 


OOSHP that can be pulled from the OOSHP Bin. Once that limiter is reached, new sales are added to the 


stock. If the limiter is set too high, the model would never add new sales to the stock. The team 


compared the trend of number of facilities in each industry to the change in total motor HP to set the 


limiter at a point where the model market change is comparable to the change in number of facilities. 


Mike asked if they are replacing motors with motors with speed controls on them. Nate responded that 


the question is more closely related to the stock characterization, and that in this market size section is 


focused on the number of pumps and fans. Mike then asked if they are trying to estimate energy savings 


from utilizing a drive. Nate responded that they are trying to estimate those savings, and those 


calculations come in when they characterize the equipment stock. Mike followed up by asking whether 


they are taking into account the affinity laws. Nate confirmed that they are taking the affinity laws into 


account, tying them into the UEC calculations. They use a power-load relationship that depends on 


control strategy.  


Nate paused and asked if anyone has any questions or comments, and whether anyone has 


recommendations for additional data sources to include. There were no further questions from the 


panel.  


Tyler asked Todd whether his questions from earlier were answered, and Todd responded that he thinks 


his questions were answered.  
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Calculating Total Market Savings 


Stock Characterization and Baseline Definitions 
Stock Characterization is the observed distribution of ISHP across model cells in each year of the analysis 


period. This is representative of what occurred in the market. The “Baseline” represents the distribution 


of ISHP in each year of the analysis period, but with the variable they are calculating energy savings on 


held constant at the 2015 value. For this model, it means the saturation of ASD is held constant in the 


baseline in each year. Using these two stock distributions, the model will calculate energy consumption 


for the two scenarios. As the years progress, the energy consumption will diverge (as the ASD saturation 


in the stock characterization increases). The difference between the two scenarios represents the total 


market savings from the adoption of ASDs. 


Stock Characterization 
The model must disaggregate motor HP beyond equipment type and facility type. By calculating the 


market size, they know the number of motor hp in each year, equipment type, and facility type. 


However, to understand the energy consumption, the model requires the distribution of motor HP by 


motor size bin, load type, and control strategy. 


The distribution of the motor size bin and load type was included in the Stock Characterization 


workbook that the panel reviewed this fall. BPA/Cadeo are using information from the MSMA to 


distribute motor HP by these two variables. A reminder that the sales data they were able to collect 


didn’t refute the distributions they are using for motor size bin. The data they received from NEEA on 


the region’s 2014 Industrial Facility Site Assessment similarly did not refute this distribution. Both 


variables have distributions differentiated by control strategy (with and without an ASD), as ASDs 


installation is concentrated in higher-savings installations, and larger motor sizes and variable loads both 


see higher savings. There were no questions from the panel on the distribution of motor HP by motor 


size bin and load type.  


There are three different distributions that impact ASDs in each equipment type and facility type: 


Saturation of ASDs (% of motor HP equipped with ASDs), distribution of ASD-equipped motor HP by load 


type, and distribution of ASD-equipped motor HP by motor size bin. 


BPA/Cadeo have information on the saturation of ASDs nationally, but this information isn’t regionally 


specific. They are accounting for differences in ASD saturation regionally with the following:  


• Calculate the national saturation of ASDs in each year of the model using the MSMAs 


• Use for-purchase ASD market data to compare the trend in sales between the nation and the 


PNW 


• Review results with individuals with experience selling/installing ASDs in the region to refine the 


values 


• Compare to other available data on saturation of ASDs 


ASD saturation is an important variable in the model, and BPA and Cadeo are making sure they are 


gathering as much available information as possible to inform this variable. They are still working 


through this process, so they don’t have final values to present yet. They will be sending the “stock 
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characterization tab” out in January, but want to talk through the process and the data they are pulling 


in.  


Accounting for Differences in ASD Saturation Regionally 
The 1998 and 2018 MSMAs provided information on ASD saturation by facility type. The team linearly 


interpolated between these two years to estimate the ASD saturation, by facility type and equipment 


type, for each year in the analysis period. The facility-level distributions are included in the appendix, at 


the end of the presentation’s slide deck.  


BPA/Cadeo have two for purchase market reports that they are analyzing right now. Their goal with 


purchasing these reports is to gain insight into how the ASDs entering the region compare to ASDs 


entering the nation. They can then use differences (or similarities) in those trends to adjust the national 


ASD Saturation to more accurately depict the region. 


BPA/Cadeo have looked into one of the reports, and are seeing that the regional ASD sales, compared to 


the nation, are disproportionately larger than the industrial sector is comparted to the nation. That is, 


the regional ASD sales represent about 6.5% of the total national ASD sales, whereas the regional 


industrial sector represents about 3.5% of the total national industrial sector in terms of gross output.  


This aligns with what BPA anecdotally heard in their market research in 2021. 


David commented that the PNW has a larger installation of ASDs because of the higher amount of utility 


incentives offered in the PNW. Paul agreed with David and noted that the electricity prices are so low in 


Washington that it can be hard to get the payback for ASDs, but the incentives help with that. 


Rob asked which motor sizes this is for. Nate responded that this is for all sizes. Rob then commented 


that this aligns with what he is seeing and experienced.  


Todd agreed that this aligns with what he’s seeing. Ryan commented that he did not have a sense of 


comparison between the regional and national ASD market, just absorbing what other folks have said.  


David commented that he is experiencing more industrial participants asking about what incentives are 


available for them to install ASDs. He is seeing a growth and awareness on the industrial side of ASDs in 


reducing energy costs and making facilities and equipment run better (for example in wood produces 


and other large companies including wastewater and clean water facilities).  


BPA/Cadeo is leveraging individuals with experience installing and selling ASDs in the region to review 


the ASD-specific results of the model to ensure the results are not contradictory to their experience. 


BPA/Cadeo is using what is called a Delphi Panel to conduct this outreach. This type of panel relies on 


anonymous feedback and an iterative review of results. The goal of a panel like this is to build consensus 


and pull together and socialize input from a variety of individuals, while avoiding the conversation 


focusing on the “loudest voice in the room”. To do this, the team will send out an initial set of results 


and a questionnaire soliciting feedback. Participants will provide anonymous feedback and their 


rationale. The team then aggregates that feedback, incorporates any consensus results, and resends out 


the aggregated results, presenting the different perspectives and rationale. The individuals then provide 


an update to their rationale, taking other panelists input into consideration. Nate stopped to see if there 


were any questions, but there were no questions from the panel.  
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BPA will be reaching out to these actors to review the model inputs, as well as what the model is saying 


should be outputted. From an output perspective, they need to keep in mind that the model doesn’t 


calculate sales of ASDs. It treats ASDs as a characteristic of the motor HP. They are able to estimate 


approximate ASD sales outside of the model. 


Joan noted that everyone on this panel will be reviewing all of the model inputs and results, but they are 


trying to get more regional market actors to review those values in this completely separate Delphi 


Panel. The Delphi Panel is entirely separate from this expert panel. 


Paul asked what kind of people they are looking for in this panel—people with PNW specific experience 


and understanding of how ASDs are being used in the PNW? Nate confirmed this. Paul asked if they 


should email the recommendations to BPA. Nate also confirmed this.  


Lastly, BPA/Cadeo is comparing the national ASD saturation data to other available regional data 


sources. They are planning to use Seventh Plan Baseline information and IFSA – ASD saturation 


information as comparison data sources. BPA/Cadeo requested recommendations on data to include in 


this comparison. Nate paused to see if there were any questions before they move on from the Stock 


Characterization section.   


Paul asked about situations where plants are putting in ASDs but they are just using them for soft starts. 


A couple of these applications are quite large, so he asked if that is included as a control strategy. Nate 


responded that this is an application on constant load systems. They separated control type from load 


system for this purpose.  


David commented that in his experience this application is common in a lift pump station, where they 


were using on/off controls previously and move it to a VFD control to move water at a constant rate 


instead of start and stop. Nate responded that they try to capture the differences in load type 


application in the load profile of the pump or fan in their UECs. 


Baseline 
As mentioned before, the model will hold constant the ASD saturation in 2015. Slide 31 presents a table 


that illustrates this difference between the market and baseline ASD saturations. 


Ryan asked if because the model includes new sales, which will mostly be motors with drives included, 


will it be captured in the baseline? Nate responded by asking for clarification on the question. Ryan said 


that to the extent that ASDs are a retrofit to existing systems, the Power Plan would handle this as they 


have described. The Plan handles new sales by looking at the change in the market over time and calls it 


“change in market share” savings, so the baseline can increase over time because the new sales include 


drives attached to them. Nate said this is something they can follow up with Ryan off line to cover this 


topic. Joan commented that they did a lot of work with Kevin Smit to nail down the baseline definition, 


which directly relates to the Power Plan’s definition. One thing they learned is that the Seventh Plan 


potential definition doesn’t just cover retrofitting existing equipment with an ASD. Joan will supply the 


documentation of their discussions with Kevin on this topic to Ryan. 


The model calculates ASD saturation for each facility type and equipment type. The team will use the 


model’s calculated 2015 ASD saturation values as the baseline. The Seventh Plan also estimated a 


baseline, but the model calculates a more granular saturation, and is based on information not available 


when the Seventh Plan was written. 
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Program Savings 
There has been no change to the program savings methodology since April’s methodology memo 


review. BPA/Cadeo is using information from 400 custom projects to determine the percent of reported 


Industrial savings that is due to ASDs. BPA/Cadeo is using the same data to determine the savings per 


motor HP for these projects. Dividing the two allows the team to calculate the number of ASD-incented 


motor hp, which is used as an input into the model. 


Joan added that the main source of savings they are using is from the Regional Conservation Progress 


report (RCP). They take those savings and figure out how to account for those savings accurately in the 


model.  


David asked if ETO has been approached because they have reports from the effectiveness of their 


programs on energy savings. Nate responded that they talked with them to compare what they are 


seeing and what the model is producing and the consensus is that the two align well. 


Next Steps 
This is the last working session of the year. Please send comments/questions on these slides to Tyler by 
12/17. 


Next engagements planned:  


• Desk review of the control strategy tab in January 


• Desk review of model results in February 


Final Discussion 
Paul commented that this methodology is great given the data that is available. He noted that it is 


somewhat hard to picture what they are discussing in these panels with just abstract photos and words 


in the slides, but it would be easier to understand things with actual numbers and data. Joan responded 


that she can send him some workbooks with the underlying data for the stock characterization, and that 


in January they will be sending out a workbook for desk review. The desk review of the control strategy 


tab will be a good time to review numbers and incorporate feedback from expert panel. BPA can also 


send over the UEC workbook. When they get to the desk review of the model results, that will not only 


be number results, but also an updated methodology memo. Their goal there is not to get feedback on 


the methodology, but the methodology memo will be available to understand how the results fit 


together.   







